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Admiral Sampson Bombarded the Batteries of Santiago For Third Time,

Fingers Peeled

Like an Onion.
Could Not Cure,
Cured By Cuticura.

Doctors

About eight years
ago I got sore hands, it
commenced with a kind of a burning sensaon my
fingers and on top of the hand.
When I commenced to rub them, you could
see little white
pimples on the skin. I rubbed
more and more, until I felt like
twisting my
out
of
their sockets. I had high
fingers
fever, and cold chills ran over me, and so I
kept it going until I was tired out. Nights, I
had to walk the floor until I fell asleep.
My hands peeled like an onion, the finger
nails got loose in the roots, and the water ran
out, and wherever there was a little pimple,
there the burning fire was, and I tell you and
can prove to you, that happened at least ten
times. During the day, I had to attend to my
business, for I am running a blacksmith shop,
tion

35 TRANSPORTS WILL BE USED.

horseshoeing, and 1 would not shut up the
shop for anybody, but it was hard. My hands
puffed up worse than a toad. When I drove
nails, the water from my hands

Western Batteries

Wrecked
Spaniards Killed.

ran

the bandage, on to the floor. My
customers refused to look at my hands. I had
a friend to take me to the doctor; he gave a
solution of something to bathe my hands
with. I was working every day, and did not
know what to do so I went to another doctor,
I think for a year. I found your advertisement in a Utica newspaper, and I got the Cuticura Resolvent and Cuticura Soap. The
nails hardened up and peeled off and I don’t
believe there is one of the first nails left on
my hands. What I have told you is true. I
do this for your benefit and humanity’s sake.
I would not suffer any more as I did, for the

through

and
Government To Send

Many

were

Big Expedition

a

Against Porto Rico.

Dynamite Ouns
Employed With

Washington, June 16.—The war de- Seoretary Alger and the President have
partment expects to utilize approximate- conferred with Gen. Miles, who will rely 35 tnnsports in the expedition for the turn to the city tomorrow. There is no
invasion of Porto Kico. This statement d ttbt,
however, that this embarkation
was made officially at the department to- will take
place from some point on the
lay. It seems to indicate that the Porto Atlantic coast with a probability in faRico army will equal, if not exceed in vor of
Fernandina, Fla., or Savannah,
numbers, that which left for Santiago. Ga.
(Copyright, 1898, the Associated Press.)
The
estimate is made that the 35 vessels
For the
purposes of the Porto Bican
On board the Associated Press despatoh
will carry between 16,000 and 20,000 men expedition, Assistant Seoretary MelkleWe sell Bicycles, and we sell bet- si j
boat Dauntless, off Santiago de Cuba,
with
their
and
subsistence.
said
the
equipments
today,
had
now
for
john
Bicycles
less money tlian any
department
other firm in the business.
It you CAW Army officials say that reports received
available 11 transports, some of which Thursday, June 16, noon—Via Kingston,
want new wheels we can hit your Mr
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show that the are already at Southern points and these Jam., June 16.—Rear Admiral
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of

Spanish

soldiers

in that

will

carry about 6000 men with their
country is probably 10,000, although other equipments. The war department is now
statements indicate that there is consid- in communication with the various coasterably less than that number. It is fair wise steamship companies on the Atlanto
assume, they say that if the United tic and Gulf, with a view to
seouring the
States army commences active operations additional vessels needed. A
large numigainst the city of San Juan, every avail- ber, aggregating probably 76, have been
ibla man in that place will be impressed submitted for the
inspection of the offinto military service.
Hence they feel cers of the quartermaster’s
department.
;hat the army of invasion should be of
Mr.
Meiklejohn said it had not yet
inch proportions as to leave no doubt of been determined whether
any of the vests ability to cope
successfully with the sels soon to reach Santiago would be uti! inemy.
lized in the Porto Rican expedition. It
It is stated positively that the embar- is stated not to be the
intention of the
tation
point for the troops for Porto government at this
time to abandon
Rico will not be finally determined until
Tampa as a base of military
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Lieut. Blue Tells of His Detour of Hen With Dewey’s Fleet

At

many guns

Santiago.
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De-

Bandy,

Lieut. Blue says:
“If Jihad met any Spaniards I would
have jumped off the old mule and made
for the woods.
They are so thick that
the Spaniards would never have caught
I heard the sound off firing and
me.
was told that It was one of the frequent
brushes
between the Cubans and Spaniards.
I did not see any troops myself,
md altogether had quite a good time.”
A Santiago daily paper, the Espana, of
May 30, in an article entitled “The Ques:lon of Hunger,” abuses the rich bakers
if the town for getting exorbitant prices
for bread.
Continuing on these lints,' ’the Espana
“Eatables rise in price dally. If
says:
when we are at the begioning of
now,
the war
with the United States, this
happens, what will happen within three
ir four months?”
The
paper then virtually abuses the
merchants.
It was the issue of May 31
which Lieut. Blue brought when hefmade
bis report to Rear Admiral Sampson.
;

SAGASTA

AGITATED.

SPAIN NOT WORRIED.

June

17.—The Madrid

spondent of the Times commenting upon
the absence of

Spanish

news

to

as

the

operations at Guantanamo, says:
to Caimanera to make

inquiries,

proved almost impassable.
suggests reflections as to the

but the roads

>f.WAFtfl6tp

York

Herald

says:

“The

5esday,

but returned in the evening,”

entrance.

squadron

has left Cadiz for an unknown

destination.

The Minister of

Aunon, it is

added,

Marine,

was on

board

of the ships when the squadron sailed,
but it appears he will return on reaching
:ea

and after

Camara his final

giving Admiral
instructions.

nerve, trained eyes
of the American

sailors. Our fire was much more effective
than in
The

preceding bombardments.
admiral’s

so

as

to

ordnance

shorten

expert had

STORY REVIVED.

the trajectory and thus

secure

fall far over the forts.
reduced charges

blown out and

The third charge

exploded

was

The effect of the
marvelous.

ing the city and also

In 15

because

Captain

General August! offered the German con-

with terrific

fleet lay the entrance to the harbor looked
black

in the

night,

like a door

opening

into the living fire of a Titanic
A

crater

was

blown

Smith.
orders

furnace.

big enough to hold
out

five

a

of

a

church

the side of Cayo

The

speed to

a

ships

distance

of

them.

3000 yards

three cables

They

wore

quiet-

steamed at

they closed up, broadside

range,

on,

lengths

until
sepa-

strung out in

the form of a crescent, the heavy fighting
ships in the o ntre, the flagship on the
right flank and the Massachusetts on the

flank. The line remained stationary
bombardment.

the

The

firing.

for any

until the muznally the ships not to fire
zles of the enemy’s guns.oould be seen by
the gu captain. Fifteen minutes later,
York opened with
»t 5.25 a. m., the New
main battery at the
broadside fro n her
entrance to the harbor.
works at the east,
in regular streaks
followed
AH the ships
fleet,
in smoke,
The
enveloped
ef flame.

pelted

every direction.

sides

were

The loss of

life,

must

within

her long

the

and kicked up dirt and

hills
It was

masonry.

a

magnificent spectacle,

from where the Dauntless

Though

:autioned
to

fire

so

rapid

the

gun

lay.

captains

had

been

not to waste ammunition, but

with
that

deliberation,
there

the firing was

was an

almost

con-

I

Cuban army, arrived here today
from
Pinar del Rio with despatches for
the
Cuban Junta.
The report that the health of the Cubans

in the field Is excellent, but the food It
scarce and they are
poorly equipped.
Several times
Admiral Sampson sig- Moreover, the scarcity of arms and ammunition prevents many from enlisting
nalled the ships temporarily to cease fir- in the Cuban army. The Spaniards
they
are 16,000 strong In that
province.
ing, in order to allow the smoke to clear say,
On June 6, an engagement between the
from the batteries. "When the order came Cubans and
Spaniards resulted in a
for the former, who took
seven
cease firing every gun of the victory
at 6.30 to
forts and a quantity of ammunition, bePerez.
Col.
silenced
for
side
been
ten
capturing
enemy had
minutes,
Lieut. Col, Arno and his companions
the ships drew off, some of the
but as
escaped from the island in an open boat
great risk. They leave tomorrow for
Spaniard’s courage returned and half a at
with despatches for Senor
New York
fired spitefully at the Estrada Palma.
dozen shots were
Col. Arno says Spain
her soldiers
Massachusetts and Oregon, falling in Is withdrawinghold the north to Havana.
The insurgents
coast of the
their wakes.
province from Bahia Honda to Cape Analso hold the entire south
tonio.
They
Throughout the bombardment the dy- coast. The Insurgents control now all the
namite oruiser Vesuvius and the Porter, territory oooupled by Maceo and have extended their operations to regions never
lay outside of the right flank. The steam reached by him.
Lieut. Col. Arno had
launch of the flagship sourried among eggs today for the first time in seven
He
that
months.
says
immediately after
the ships carrying messages.
war was declared the Spanish guerillas
in
del
Rio
Pinar
went through
province
a
stream
of multiAt the close of aotion
the country
district
butchering the
colored flags floated from the New York, paeifleos, women, children and old men,
whose bodies lie in the roads and Helds'
generally complimenting the ship’s and unburled to this day.
Maceo’s army of
especially commending the work of the invasion was well mounted, but the
horses have nearly all been killed.
The
Texas and New Orleans. The men of the
oountry, however, is too mountainous for
New Orleans raised a oheer, which was cavalry.
Reports come from Spanish sources in
passed quickly on
from ship to ship. Havana that Brigadier General Gonzales
The destruction and death at the western the insurgent leader has been killed, but
they are denied from Cuoan
sources.
batteries
must have
been appalling. There are no
Spaniards in the section
Gonzales
has
been
where
operating.
Many of the guns had been mounted durLetters from Havana to officers of Gen.
ing the last two days. Prom this it is Diaz say that Col. Bacallao, who
was
with General Ruiz Rivera, has
inferred that Admiral Cervera has given captured to death in
Cabanas fortress.
been put
up all hope of extricating himself from
MAINE POSTMASTERS.
the trap In whioh he is
caught and had
June 16.—The following
Washington,
removed the guns from some of his ships fourth-class postmaster was
appointed toEast Brook, Hancock
day tor Maine:
to strengthen the land defenses.
county, Sidney S. Butler, vice Almon P.
Admiral Sampson thinks the western Bunker, resigned.

VIZCAYA

ARE HALE STARVED.

The

60 yards of the shore and played

tattoo with

doubt arose as to whether the young m in
would not prefer a transfer to the line.
His relatives were consulted, among them
his uncle,
Pearson of
Representative
marines.
North Carolina, and it was decided
to
an
exhibition
of
allow
There was
feverish
Hobson to take his ohoice as between
the
line
and
staff.
accordSteps
activity at the War Department today, so
ingly have been taken to acquaint him
pronounced as to attract' attention even with the department’s purpose and ask
It was apparent his pleasure in the matter.
in these stirring limes.
The Navy Department has sent to the
that renewed efforts were making to combattleship Massachusetts a complete new
plete the equipment of the troops already breech mochanism for one of
the big 13
gathered at the concentration points and inoh guns of that; ship. This was due to
that preparations are in progress to move a report reaching the department about a
that the breech of one of the
So far, however, it week ago,
a number of troops.
order.
The
new
guns was out of
is stated that no orders have gone out for mechanism will be delivered in a
day or
the actual movement, and what has been, two and can be readily substituted for the
direction is old breech.
and is being done in that
The condition of this 13-inch gun gave
merely preparatory. Very likely definite rise to rumors today that the Massachuwhich setts had suffered rather severely during
action will follow a conference
Secretary Alger and the President will the first action at Santiago de Cuba and
that two of the big guns were
disabled
have with General Miles when he arrived and a
gunner killed. There was no basis
here tomorrow from Tampa. The General for the rumor
beyond the disordered
is better aware of the state of fitness of breech mechanism referred to.

Key West,
hearing

Fla June 16, 8.30 p. m.—
in the
case against
the
British steamer
Twickenham begun toThe batteries on the east of Morro were
day, hut was not concluded.
harder to get at. but the New Orleans
Lieut. Col.
Auguste Amao,
Major
crossed the
bows of the New York to Donato Sato and two privates of
the
a

coast to tho shores of Guantanamo harbor
where the cable will ba working under
the
protection of Col. Huntington's

Jpnta.

shower of debris flew in

eight-inch rifles,
Admiral
Sampson issued the hitting them repeatedly, striking a gun
for the bombardment last
night. squarely muzzle-on, lifting it off its
was
served to the men at half trunnions and sending it
high in the air.

knot

when

a

From where the have been great.

Smith.

Cayo

force on

one

the open

cool

gunnery

lifted,

sr.

dark

Captain

flacliz squadron sailed at sunrise on Wed-

at the

The report that
an
Spanish troops.
of enfilading any infantry that
pose
American fleet will be sent against the
might fire upon tho ships. When the
peninsula causes no anxiety in Madrid as
ships got into position it was still too
the home ports are so well defended.”
T’he admiial sig-

“Senor

)f the New

of gun cotton were sent

hampered by artillery and impedi- Vixen and
Scfirpion took up positions on
opposed by well seasoned opposite
flanks, close inshore, for the pur-

tion while reading

Paris, June 17.—The European edition

injured

menta and

SAILS AGAIN.

the

was

throughout

spondent of the Morning Post, says:

match

to drop them in the bay minutes one western
battery was com- sul tho Caroline islands as a
coaling
angle, back of the eminence pletely wrecked. The Massachusetts tore
station should operations against Manila
)n which El Morro is situated, where it a
gaiiing hole in the emplacement with a be taken.
is known that the Spanish torpedo boat thousand
pound projectile and the Texas
destroyers were lying. Two oharges went dropped a shell into the powder magazine.
NEWS FROM INSURGENTS.
true as no reports were heard—a peculiari- The
explosion wrought terrible havoc.
Dispatches Arrive at Key West for Caban
ty of the explosion of gun cotton in wat- The frame was
the

This
left
probable rate of advance of the Americans,

A

irouud the

rated

sent emissaries from

“General Linares

Santiago

the din of a hurricane.

It is believed that the

blush of dawn the men were called

corre-

SAILED, BUT RETURNED.

Not a

even a man

nor

ly to quarters.
corre-

above

but their frenzied, half-crazed fire would

dismounted.

guns were deserted.

the fortifications

Coffee

CADIZ FLEET
London,

bad-

past three this morning and with the first

London, June 17.—The Madrid

claps

possible

a plunging
fire. As the shells in
preceding bombardments dropped
London, June 17.—According to a
the enemy’s loss of life was heavy.
As with the almost straight trajectories of
special despatch from Shang Hai, Adpreliminary to the hammering given projectiles with full charges, it was al- miral Von
Diedriohs, it is semi-oflloially
,ho batteries this morning, the dynamite most
impossible to plant them. They stated left Nagasaki,
Japan, for Manila
jruiser Vesuvius last night at midnight, would shoot into the
air,encircle the bat- on receipt of instructions from Berlin to
another chance.
was given
Three 250- teries,
owing to the high elevation, and prevent Admiral Dewey from bombard-

The design

Washington, June 16.—The State

Sagasta displayed great agitathe latest dispatch
from Manila, the contents of which have
Madrid, June 16, 4 p. m.—It was again
President* aot yet been given to the public.”
announced today that the Spanish reserve

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOR SAVINGS.
Interviews and Correspondence Invited.
CULLEN C. CHAPMAN,
THOMAS H. EATON,

June 14—8 p. m.
Press
despatch

perience.

your

GAUNTLETS CLEANSED

EfiQTCQ^?
ruulLli 0

Cuba,

the Associated
partment has received a report from Convia Kingston, June 16—9
sul Williams who was stationed at Manila
p. m.—iileut.' Victor Blue, in his plucky before the outbreak of the war
describing
trip ashoro under instructions from Rear the battle of Manila, in which he was
a
Admiral Sampson,
to locate definitely
on
board the Baltimore
participant, being
the Spanish warships in the harbor of
at one time and on the flagship Olympia
Santiago,rode 73 miles on a mule. Land- at another time.
The consul says the
about
15
miles
west
of
ing
Santiago, and battle lasted two and a half hours and
accompanied by a force of Cubanjguides, that the
Spanish were outclassed at every
be finally reached an observation point
He says:
point.
sf seven miles northwest of Santiago city.
“Our gnns had greater effectiveness,
The troops are encamped all around
the our oflioers and men greater
bravery. The
fity and there are several blockhouses orews are hoarse from
cheering, and
northern side. Lieut. Blue was
on the
while we suffered for cough drops
and
uDable to return oyer the road by which
throat doctors, we have no use for linitie went
because of the presenoe of the
ments and surgeons.”
Spanish, so he made a longer detour, reAdmiral
He says
Dewey’s exploit
turning without having encountered the rivalled that of Paul Jones.
without any exciting exanemy and
boat

SIR

de

—by

$3.50 Shoe.

Congress
K539
may28

Santiago

were

the American side.

iver

Off

the

Spaniards replied passion- given explicit, directions to reduce the
wildly, but impotently. Then powder charges and to elevate the guns,

ponnd charges

over our

were

praotioally demolished

Washington, June 16.—In the way of the troops at the Southern rendezvous
actual events there was little of record to- points than any one else and the PresiNo word came from Sampson at dent and Secretary
day,
Alger will probably
Santiago or from Dewey at Manila. This be bound by what he has to say in decidabsence of affirmative news from the seats ing upon the further disposition of the
of war gave rise to no impressions.
The troops.
If General Miles, as is thought
officials are resting secure in the belief to be probable,
recommends
a further
that the marines
at Guantanamo can concentration of troops on the Southern

easily maintain themselves until the seaboard, the new oamp at Fernandina,
troops arrived and the worst that oan be Fla., will be made ready for the reoeption
feared at Manila is not harm to Dewey, of the additional troops.
The officials
but to the Spaniards in the city.
The have been forehanded as to this camp,
The only regret expressed is that Lieut.
officials of the War Department do not profiting by the experience gained In the
Hobson and his men by tlieirjprssence care to
give out any specific Information establishment of the two great camps, at
m Kl Morro made it sacred.
Otherwise as to when General
Shafter with
his Chickamauga and Camp Alger.
The President has not yet decided what
it would now be a pile of ruins. Judged troops will land in Cuba, but from certain signs of
restlessness exhibited by measure of reward shall be meted out to
from opposition near the flagship which,
them it is evident they would not be sur- Hobson for his brave achievement.
The
during the bombardment, with several
prised to have some very important news men he led have been taken care of;
attended to that himself
Secretary
Long
interruptions, fired 280 shots—3 from her witnin the next 24 or 36 hours.
The because it
was a matter
ontirely within
8-inch guns, 134 from her 4-inch guns, naval officials are confident Sampson will his authority, and
they have been made
warrant
tne
have
established
cable
connection
within
ideal
of a sailor's
officers,
39
and
from her six-pounders, probably
Hobson Is to be
that time, so that news of the arrival of ambition.
nrtvanoocl,
no fewer than
5000 projectiles were fired
that is settled.
The department called
the American
troopships off Santiago upon Sampson for a recommendation iu
or a
total
weight of metal of half a should not be longer delayed than the this case, bnt in advance of its arrival
million pounds.
time required for a despatch boat to make had about decided to advance Hobson ten
which would have placed him
the run of forty miles eastward along the numbers,
just below Constructor Linard, when a

first the

ately and

sn

Just come into our store and look

directed,

were

some'of the gunsi on the eastern bat-

above the rattle of the guns of teries did not fire, he thinks it
secondary batteries like thunder- they were only dummies.

batteries, against which and skilled

ship (was struck,

Required

in

One was utterly destroyed.

most of the

ARE OFF TO WAR!

As

sounded

nor

In

SEEDED SO LISMIEST.

are

prison.

wrecked.

HAD A GOOD TIME.

battleships

daylight this morning. the smoke of the ships seaward, while
ships pounded the bat- it let down a thick ourtain from the
the right and left of the en- Spanish gunners.
only sparing El Morro, where
The Dons responded spiritedly at
first,

ly

OUR TROOPS

guns of the

hours the

the main assault was

operations.

The measured crash of batteries

report.

big 13-inch

[or a third time at

W

t'iV

tinuous
the

bombarded the batteries at Santiago strong land breeze off the shore carried

fleet
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Mr

Temple ft.
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Madrid, June

Spaniards

About Guantanamo With*

16.—6

HIT.

p.

m.—Captain

Aunon, Minister of Marine, has returned
from Cadiz and has started for

Cartagena.

It is asserted that an ‘‘iron-clad” which

ont Food.

has not yet figured in
forms part of

any published

Admiral j^Camara’s

list,
squad-

ron.

Admiral Cervera cables that he has proCamp McCalla, Gauntanamo Bay, Wednesday, June 15.—3 30 p. m., via King- visions enough for the fleet until autumn.
ston, Jamaica, Thursday, June 16,—10.40 He
a.

in.—During

the

afternoon

half

a

ragged
Spanish soldier
starved and
crawled Into the camp and gave himself
He said he expected to be shot, but
up.
he would gladly die if they would give
him food and water. He had had neither
for forty-eight hours.
there
were
2000
He reported that
Spanish soldiers half starved who wanted

says:

“A shell from

falling from

a

an

American

warship,

great elevation, struck the

Vizcaya, which, owing

to her excellent

armor, was not injured.”
General Blanco
that the batteries

cabled

from

there

filed

Havana
on

the

United States cruiser Montogmery, which

give theraselves»up, but that they be- left the line of blockade. Eleven vessels
lieved thoy would be killed by the Ameri- ore now blockading the port of Havana.
cans as soon as they were once in captivity. The Spaniard was given a good dinclothing and was then
ner and some

to

He detaken on board the Marblehead.
clared that he would gladly go back and
report to his comrades, but that they
He is now
would oertainly shoot .him.
held as a prisoner on the Marblehead.
The Marblehead’s little steam launch
cleared out a detachment of Spanish bush-

whackers this afternoon and escaped
without the loss of a man aftor a hot engagement of a quarter of an hour. The
launch had been dragging the harbor near
and
the fort for mines, had found one
was towing it back to tho Marblehead,
when the enemy, ooncealed in the bushes
on the shore, opened a hot fire on the five
The launch headed
men in the launch.
toward shore and began banging away,
but the bow gun finally kicked
the gunner with it.

carrying

overboard,
In

the

meantime tho enemy was tleeing wildly.
The marine was promptly rescued. It is
believed that several Spaniards were
killed.

GOOD WORK OF

SUPPLY STEAMER SAILS.

Occupation of Acceraderos

Wins

Concepcion

A

Unique

June 10.—The work of the
Cubans
in reinforoing the marines at
Guantanamo and particularly in occupyunstinted
ing A erraderos, is receiving
praise from officials here.

With Food.

Secretary Quesada and the Cuban officials also take much satisfaction in these
reports. Mr. Quesada said today that the
Cubans bad not seen fit to reply to criti-

(Copyright 1898 by the Associated Press.)
Kingston, Jam., June 16, 2.15 p. in.—

Feature of the New Congressional Library.

Washington,

Off For lilanco

♦♦♦aaaaawaaaaaaaa

Pleasure Taken by the Blind in the Room
Set Apart for Them—Fields of Literature

Open to Them—A Daily System

Readings by

Authors and Others

of

Also

Instituted.

(New York Sun.)
Washington, June 11—All good Ameri-

The
Spanish steamer Purisma Con- cism current during the lust fevr weeks
of the Cuban cans should hope to visit the new Concepcion, loaded with food for Manzanillo, as to the ineffectiveness
left Kingston at two o’clock this morning soldiers as they knew the criticisms were gressional Library before they die. It is
due to
ignorance of tho careful plans, one of world’s wonders, well worth a trip
taking a westward course.
It is so filled
The colonial authorities ignored the largely matured at Washington, by which across a continent to view.
tho Cuban forces were to execute their
with beauty in every form that days and
protest of United States Consul Dent as part of a well considered programme.
not based on sufficient evidence and gave
"But now that the Cuban flag is float- weeks may be spent within its portals.
over Acerraderos,” continued Mr.
Like everything in
ing
the ship her clearance.
Washington it is
“all
the criticisms
are ^anon a scale covering an immense
The Purisma Concepcion arrived at Quesada,
planned
swered.
One walks and
ground.
Kingston in the latter part of May from
“In occupying Acerraderos Gen. Rabi amount of
him ubout 1000 men, while walks through the arches and rooms on
Manzanillo, with a Spanish cominissarat bad with
is coining up with 5000 to 6000 each floor and
She Garcia
officer in disguise seeking supplies.
especially down in the
more Cubans.
The march of Rabi can
beautiful marble passages below the first
already had on board a largo amount hard ly be appreciated
by any one not fawhioh had been obtained elsewhere. But miliar with the mountains, swamps and floor, grows almost bewildered with its
at Kingston she began at once to take on tangled tropical vegetation through which immensity and greets with pleasure the
he pushed
his way from
Bayamo to guiding sign boards along the way.
flour, corn and rice, purchasing in all 3,Acerraderos.;"It is extremely gratifying
from Jamaican mer- to tho Cubans that Admiral
One of these boards points a directing
800 bags of corn
Sampson
should immediately recognize this move- hand to the reading room for the blind,
chants.
The colonial authorities were informed ment and should officially report in such and following it you onter the strangest
complimentary terms to the navy depart- room in tha
by lior owners that clearance papers ment.”
library, and, indeed, the
strangest reading room in the world, for
would be asked for a non-blockaded port,
like Manzanillo on the south coast, on the TERRIBLY MANGLED BY DYNAMITE- this is the only library known to contain
special provision for the blind. The idea
bay of Uuanayaro. United States Consul
of tile Belt Telephone of
DeDt made representations to the govern- Line Constructor
having a reading room for the blind
was suggested to Mr. Young, the libraBadly Injured
ment of the island against the vessel. An
rian, by a woman whose heart had been
inquiry was instituted, the authorities
East Machias, June 16.—David Skerry touched by the plaint of a blind girl
promising that if Mr. Dent could furnish
speciflc proof that her captain intended of Bar Harbor, a line constructor in the friend that there was so little opportunity
to run for a blockaded port they would employ of the Bell Telephone company, for the most helpless cla ss of persons in
refuse to allow her to load.
Attempts was terribly mangled by a premature ex- the world to have access to the literature
were made by her owners to
change her
plosion of dynamite while sinking post for which they longed. Almost every
register, but this was unsuccessful.
Mr. Dent’s protest failing, the Purisma holes on the Whiting road this morning. large public library, it is true, contains
Concepcion planned to leave as secretly as The unfortunate man was tamping a books for the blind, bu t naturally their
-ossible, in the hope, under cover of darktook
place, system of finger reading attracts the atThere has never charge when the explosion
ness of evading capture.
of Mr. both arms were crushed to pulp, his face tention of the general readers, and of ten
lit on the least doubt in the mind
and provisions was
Dent that the supplies
burned beyond
recognition and they are embarrassed by the thoughtless
though loaded nominally for an unblock
The woman
several pieces of rock penetrated the up- curiosity of seeing people.
sdad port, are dsstined
ultimately for
He was brought to to whom the blind girl had spoken was
of
his
per
part
body.
Blanco’s
General
troops.
There is little likelihood that the vessel Dr. J. A. McDonald’s office in this vil- Mrs. Alice Underwood Hunt, widow of
Admiral
will reach her destination as
lage where both arms were amputated and Gov. Hunt of Colorado, and when she
Sampson is aware of her plans and has tho other wounds dressed.
The surgeons went to Mr. Young about the matter she
a fast auxiliary cruiser
detailed
probably
to capture ber and the
Spanish oiflaer, say he may recover but will probably lose found him ready to carry out the wishes
Lieut- Commander Joaquin Montague, the sight of both eyes.
Will Campbell of of the blind. The success of his effort in
who is understood to have left Kingston East Machias was
injured by the same this direction is apparent to all who enter
her.
with
the reading room for the blind.
Kingston, Jatnacta, June lb, b p. m.—
The room dedicated to this purpose is
of
the
officers
and
The captain
auxiliary
SITUATION MOST SERIOUS.
of good proportions, shady, cool, with
cruiser Yosemite, formerly El Rio, feel
As the
foolish and thoroughly vexed.
great widows and filled with growing
Yosemite approached Port Royal, about Sagasta Doesn’t Tike Way Things Took in
the touch and scentjof which are
plants,
fivo this morning, she passed a
large
Manila.
a constant
delight to the readers. The
steamer going out. No attempt was made

ascertain her name, but on arrival here
Madrid, June 16—5 p. m.— A despatch
the Yosemite’s captain lear ned that the
-i earner was the
Purisima
Concepcion. received here Irom the commander of the
American
The
Yosemite, with other
Vizcayas islands and Minadango, the
cruisers had been specially warned about
island of the
this Fpauiard, as she would be
a rich latter the second largest
prize.
Philippine group, under date of June 11,
She is said to have
$100,000 in gold says that an envoy sent to Iloilo, Island
Her cargo of food and medicine
aboard.
of Panay, with instructions to endeavor
for
is destined ultimately
Cionfuegos and
It is by no means certain that to communicate with Governor General
-Havana.
the auxiliary cruiser Prairie, formerly El Augusti, failed in his mission. The mesSol, wlII catch her, though the Prairie senger, the despatch adds, found the telewas yesterday evening in the course the
was
Purisima Concepcion
taking this graph lines in the island of Luzon, (of
which Manila is the capital), had been
to

morning._

the room

and numbers
unusually line carved

among its pieces an
desk of historic value

and

a

table

York, June 15.—A special from
Key West says:
Junta advices irom the headquarters of
the
Cuban
civil
government at La
11 uanaja in Camaguey, report that more
than 5000 Spanish volunteers and many
regulars from Puerto Prince and Nuevitas. garrison have deserted to the patriot
army.
The immediate cause of desertion was
the fear of the American foe. Blanco’s was of the most serious kind.
agent, General Castilo, has removed most
MILES COMING BACK.
of his artillery inland to Puerto Principe

city.

Washington, June 10.—General Miiles,
commanding the army, is expected to re
turn to Washington some time tomorrow.

Cruz del Sur has been invested
ty the Cubans and communication by
sail boat bus
been established with Jamaica.
Santa

are
Some of the members of his staff
back with
booked to come
him, but
at Tampa
several of them may be left
for some time to attend to such matters
as may be necessary.
Breokenridge and
Inspector General
Chief Engineer Ludlow went to
Cuba
The presence
with the army of invasion.
of General Miles ut army headquarters is
desired by Secretary Alger and the Presdent at this time as there are many questions in connection with Jihe invasion of
Santiago and the projected expedition to
Porto Kico upon it is desired to consult
him.
General Miles will be also consulted respecting the investment of Havana and
whether it is wise to undertake that before autumn when the rainy season has

NO THOUGHT OF

HAS

INTERFERING.
Berlin, June 10.—The Cologne Gazette
today publishes a note understood to be
semi official, which reads as follows:
According to trustworthy information
all conjectures in the present political
circles in Spain which are being built on
the supposition of Germany to abandon
her neutrality in the Philippine question
In epanish official
are entirely baseless.
quarters the arrival of German men-ofwar
at
Manila is regarded as perfectly
natural, for the great German interests
there demand protection.
SECOND BRIGAD& GOING SOUTH.
dune

10.—a rumor

I

passed.

TROOPS FOR THIRD EXPEDITION.
foothold in
Camp Alger today to the
•effect that the Second Brigade, first diSan Francisco, June 16. —The Bulletin
vision, is to proceed to Fernandina, Fla. says: News was received today that all
It is =uid that the authority for this talk the troops now in San Francisco and aswas a
message delivered to Brigadier signed for duty in Manila will leave by
General
Garretson, commander of the the third expedition. This body of men
brigade, by a superior officer. It is also will be augmented by the regiments now
said that the following regiments will on thi way to this city.
Third New
brigade:
uocompany the
Rhode
Fourth
York; First
Island;
Missouri, Ninth Massachusetts and First
New York volunteer cavalry.
Montgomery, Ala., June 16.—On Tuesday night, seven miles Irom Wetumpka,
William Garden and his wife and William
SPANISH LINER DETAINED.
Cariee, all old persons, were
murdered
Gibraltar, June 16.—The Spanish trans- aDd their horns burned to
conceal the
atlantic liner San Augustine, has arrived crime.
Garden hoarded his money and
here from Cadiz, for the purpose of ship- the murder was committed to secure it.
ping 1800 tons of coal. She has beer de- Yesterday Sol Jackson, Lewis Spear and
tained by the British authorities and a another
negro were arrested for the crime.
guarantee that the coal is intended for Jackson and
Spear confessed and told
purely commercial purposes.
where they buried the money, $1200. ToJune
16.—The
San
a
mob
of
500
broke in the jail, but
Augustin day
2 Gibraltar,
was detained on the American
consul’s were unable to get into the inner oage
The sheriff
representations that the coal was probably where the prisoners were.
intended for the Cadiz fleet.
telegraphed the governor for troops and at
memo’clock
former
eight
tonight ninety
NICAKAGUA CANAL.
bers of the militia left here on a special
train. A tew minutes after eight o’clock
Washington, Juno 16.—Prof. Haupt, of word was received that the mob
bad prothe Nicaragua canal commission, was becured blacksmith tools, broke open the
fore the Senate committee on the Nicaand secured the prisoners.
The incage
Be expressed the
today.
ragua canal
tention of the inob, it is stated, is to take
opiuion that the canal as proposed was them to the scene
of the crime and hang
entirely feasible and placed the cost of them.
between $90,000,000 and
construction at
usniiigiuu,

gaiueu

—-

$95,000,000.

WOVEN HOSE COMPANY FAILS.

TRANSPORTS SAID TO HAVE BEEN
SIGHTED.

Boston.

June 16.—The assignment of
the Boston Woven Hose and Rubber comwas
made public tonight by the ispany
Hong Kong, June 16.—A rumor has suance of a statement
for the assignees.
reached here from Iloilo, Philippine islof
Though
manufacturers
ands, that some United States transports mechanicalprimarily
rubber goods, during the last
from San Francisco were sighted off that three
the
years, the company has been in
the evening of June 9. The
place on
pneumatic tire business and the discredit
British steamer Kwong Hoi has started of late
attaching to everything to do with
from this port for Manila vvith a load of
bicycles and especially the recent failure
provisions.
of a large sundries house, seem to he
at
the root of the assignment.
The assets
are given at
¥2,100,000, and the liabilities

he

Easy Food

Easy
Easy

to

Buy,

Cook,
to
Eat,
Easy

Easy

to

to

Digest.

iiaker Oats
At all grocers

-lb.

pkgs. only

¥1,200,000.

BOTH FOUND GUILTY.
Boston, June 16.—The jury in the case
of John H. L. Jones and Maria E. Collins
returned a verdict of guilty in both cases
today. In the Middlesex Criminal court.
Jones is about forty years old and the
'The
girl, who is his niece, 16 years old.
girl ran away from her home in Biddeford, Maine, two years ago, and it is
charged that she and Jones had since been
living together in Cambridge. Sentences
will be imposed next Wednesday.

|
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to grant lands to tho State of
j ilabama, for the use of the Agricultural
A
A 41 nd Mechanical College of Alabama for
•„! A r egroes, and the state normal college at
’nJ A J
'lorence, Ala.; to appropriate $97,000 for
YY A
'As rork done on ironclads by William R.
01 { i
leady and Son and Archibald, and ap(p A
T 1 ropriating $17,000 for royalties on rifles
.50
9 I rojeotiles, eto., to be pail to Dr. John
5. Reed.
At one o’clock the bill for the restrio
'25 Y
',0 ♦ , ion of annuities to the Sisseton and
3 on T 1
bands of Sioux Indians was
Vahpeton
♦
Senate.
jq'oq ♦ 1 rid before the
Payment of the annuities was stopped
b
Y i y Congress in 1863 on
account of* the
f )ioux massacre In Minnesota.
'no X
By the
Y
’01
erms of the bill the annuities are restored
'oB Y moil 1902, when the treaty will termlbn» X
♦ 1 ate; but no Indian who participated in
bo Y > he Minnesota massacre and no descendnt cf such Indian shall receive any part
'03 T
Y ( f the money.
Mr. Allison,
Republican of Iowa,
Y
opposed the bill.
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BRICK FORT BOMBARDED.
they copy it they do not use the musical
characters, but write it exactly as it is
in
that
read to them. Much copying
way
is done from the musical compositions Fortifications at Caimanera Destroyed by
owned by the library.
Our 'Warships.
After the reading room for the blind
was opened the library officials were anxious that everything possible should be
Camp McCalla, Guantanamo
June

done which would tend toward its successful and permanent
operation. One
suggestion that has resulted in constant
and increasing pleasure came from David
Hutcheson, superintendent of the general
Mr.
It occurred to
reading room.
Hutcheson that if each day a good reader
could be secured to read aloud to the
blind visitors for an hour they could become
acquainted with much literature
that has not yet been reproduced in the
publications for the blind. With the cooperation of Miss Glffen, this plan was
worked out. Mr. Hutcheson was a little
timorous at iirst of its continued suooess,
fearing it would he difficult to secure
readers for each day, but, on the contrary, more readers have offered their services than dates can he found for, and
The first
very celebrated readers at that.
person to read aloud was Mrs. John
Kussell Young, wife of the Librarian.
Thomas Nelson
Page. Kate Douglas
Wiggin, Grace Greenwood, Frank Stockton and many other authors have contributed their quota to the daily reading
matinee. On several occasions celebrities
have given little talks rather than readings, and these are especially appreciated,
particularly when they relate to travel.
These readings have proved a most interesting feature of the reading room, and
groatly extended the scope and opportunity of the room’s frequenters. Many
blind persons desired to avail themselves
ui

and
had

wie

ui

privileges

me

reauixxg

ruuui,

unable to do so because they
to bring them to the library,
Miss
so
Gillen interested a number of
women who were willing to act as escorts to the afflicted ones, and these
escorts day by day bring their charges
to the readings.
It is interesting to note that there is
no
distinction of color or nationality.
The first reader was a colored man, and
who
the second a young white girl,
asked for Emerson’s Essays, saying she
The literawas “hungry for Emerson.
ture called for by the readers is of a remarkably high order. The very concentration required of the blind for their
reading creates a high order of intelligence, and a desire to learn of the best.
The room is well patronized every day,
even in bad weather, though on wet days
more
men
than women are observed.
Many pleasant and lasting friendships
are formed among the readers and a system of correspondence maintained. Many
letters of inquiry about the room are
constantly received from resident s of other cities.
were

no one

__

MAINE WOOLEN

MANUFACTURERS.

Bay,

15, 3.30 p. in.,

to the bill to incorporate the Interlational American bank.
offered an
Mr. Daniel of Virgina,
out
the
entire
.mendment to strike
of
the
bill
which oonfers
eventh section
act
as
the
financial
to
on
the
bank
lower
1
1 .gent of auy nation,
state, municipality,
1 orporation, or person, and to act as trusI ee of any such.
He then entered upon a
1
[eneral discussion of the measure.
It created not only an
international
>ank, but also an international brokerage,
.t had no association with tho governnent, except insofar as it is given the
ieourity and benefit of the government’s
lame and authority.
i”It is not,” said Mr. Daniel, “a regulation of commerce so far as the
terms of
the bill disclose and the bank is not to
be designated as a regulator of commerce.
The tacts it is a mere private corporation for commercial adventure for speculation for brokerage.
Mr. Daniel continued to discuss
the
measure at length
asserting it as his
opinion that it would if enacted be declared unconstitutional by the Supreme
court.
“If we go to foreign countries,”
said
Mr. Daniel, “without army or with the
grand spirit of our navy we want to go
with our flag of hope and not to practice
the art of usury.
Mr. Gallery of Louisiana delivered an
extended reply to the legal and constitutional objections raised by Mr. Daniel to
the pending bill.
To some of the legal
and constitutional points, made against
the bill Mr. Korakee of Ohio In charge of
the measure replied introducing numerous authorities in support of his position.
The vote upon Mr. Daniel’s amendment
to strike out the seventh seotion of the
bill was then taken the amendment being
rejected 28 to 17.
Mr. Teller of Colorado, briefly discussed
the bill maintaning that the
proposed
bank was unnecessary and was an enterwith
which
the
United
States
govprise
ernment ought to have nothing to do.
said
Mr. Sewall of New Jersey,
the
establishment of the proposed bank would
with
South
trade
certainly encourage
It would be one of
Amerioan countries.
the factors upon the part of this country
looking to the development of our Southern trade.
He was satisfied that the
steamship
lines would follow the incorporation of
he
man
the bank. As a business
heartily
commended the measure.
At 1.41 p. m., the bill was laid aside,
the Senate went into executive
session,
and at 5.15 p. m., adjourned

1 ray
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Kinegton, June 16.—
The brick fort and earthworks at Caimanera, at the end of the railroad leading to
the city of Guantanamo, were demolished
today by the bombardment of the Texas,
Marblehead and Suwaneo.
The warships
opened fire at 3 p. m., and the bombardment lasted one hour and thirty minutes.
The Texas steamed slowly up the channel leading to the fortifications, followed
closely by the Marblehead.
The Texas
fired two shots as range finders, both falling short and to the right.
The Marble-

Cl.nrnr.nn

-i-- 3

--

shelled the bushes,

inland.

umc

driving

the

a

ition mutual, casualty, fidelity and guarantee companies conducted not for profit.
After an explanation by Mr. Dingley
the bill was passed.
After a spirited fight, the Senate bill
making Sabine Pass and Port Arthur,
Texas, sub-ports of entry,was passed with

auu

Manufacturers held their annual meethere today. The following officers
Lewis Anderson, Skowhewere elected:
Sanford,
gan,
president; E. E. Hxissey,
secretary and treasurer; E. M. Goodale,
Sanford; J. R- Pollock, Guilford; Wm.
Dobson, Pittsfield; A. O. Fuller, Hartland, D. R. Campbell, Sangerville, executive committee.

ing

stretching from Eastport, Me., around
to New Orleans,
there are no less than
forty auxiliary naval craft,
including
swift yaohts, reconstructed single turret

speech in support of the Lodge
and Mr. Carmack,':Democrat of Tennessee spoke upon tbe probability of the war ending in the iDaugurailon of a policyj of territorial aggression,
fcrgning from this conclusion and the
livered

These forty shipB

disposed at the several large ooast
gulf cities, while a hundred miles or

cisco class.

nice thing to fight with.
17.— A despatch to the
Jnne
Figaro from Madrid, says: “Captain
Paris,

WE SETTLE WITH CANADA.
Washington, June 16.—The claims of
Canadian sealers arising out of seizures
made by the united States in Bering sea,
were finally settled today by the payment
to Sir Julian Pauncefote, the British ambassador of approximately 8478,000, being
the lull amount of the claim as settled
under an agreement between the United
States and Great Britain.
Gov. Leedy ha6 been renominated for
governor of Kansas by the Democrats.

Deafness Cannot Be Cured.
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England League to This City.
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and he has writ-

Jaeger

mistake,

a little
book called
“Health Culture and the

ten

Sanitary Woolen System,” which explains all
his theories and contains
plenty of convincing reawool

why

should be

clothing
the

worn next

skin the year round, summer and
winter.
Copies
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the Hew Bedford club to Portland.
Mr. Burnham writes that
while the
league is having its troubles he thinks

derwear counters free.

with good headwork it will finish the
It is his idea to have the visiting
clubs play two games each in
Portland
taking the boat* back to Boston thus
season.

reducing

railroad fares to the minimum.

Mr. Burndunging iroin ine tone oi
ham's letter the deal could probably be
effected If it strikes the lovers of the game
in this city favorably.
Next to Brookton the New Bedford clnb
is probably the strongest in the
league

and with encouragement and good patronage could undoubteldy be made a faotor In the ra::e.
Until within a day or
two it has stood second in the race.
There has been talk that the league
would be unable to continue after fourth
of July, aDd if this is so it would be usefor
less
Portland to take hold of the
matter. If the other teams are in a condition to finish the

certainly

season
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little book
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Washington.

Boston, June 16.—The Washingtons 103t
the game today after a sharp struggle iu
what was praotically a pitchers’ battle.
Both teams were handicapped in inaving
several of their best players out of
the
game, but it was an excellent exhiibtion.
Lowe carried off the honors for the home
team.
Weyhing proved a puzzle to the
homo team. The score:

Boston,
Washington,

10010000
000 01000

Base hits—Boston,

Errors—Boston, 0;

teries—Nichols and

Maguire.

9;

x—2
0—1

Washington, 8.

Washington, 2. BatBergen; Weyhing and

At Chicago—Chicago, 9; Cincinnati, 1.
At New York—New York, 11; Philadelphia, 3.
At Brooklyn—Baltimore, 6; Brooklyn,

In

NEW ENGLAND LEAGUE.
At

ford,

Taunton—Taunton, 14;

New Bed-

7.

At

Pawtucket—Pa wtuoket,

6;

DON’T MEDDLE WITH MINES.

Washington,

are

requisites

for Golf,

and

Croquet.

Hammocks,
Swings,
lounging chairs, piazza
curtains, grass mats, fans,

picnic baskets, hampers,
wooden
napkins and
dishes, drinking cups,
and

thousand

a

summer

things.

Don’t

think

vacation

a

other

of

beach, country

going
the

to
or

where else without

any-

having

look around in this in.

a
3.

Basement

Tennis

Fail

River, 3.
At Brookton—Brockton; 5; Newport

the

all the

on

teresting section.

June 16.—The Senate com-

mittee on
military affairs today authorized a favorite report upon the bill recently introduced at the instance of the
war department
for the punishment of
the wilful
injury of submarine mines,

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

BASE BALL
—

AND

...

TENNIS

GOODS.*""

Augusta, June 16.—At & preliminary
hearing this morning at Chelsea, Rose

A Fine Assortment

White

At

charged with the murder of
her husband, Everett White, Wednesday
morning. Probable cause was found and
was

the woman was committed without bail
to the county jail to awaic the action of
court.
buried

On

onr

Lowest Prices.
Second Floor

we

have

HAMMOCKS
in

great variety.

LORING. SHORT & HARMON
jelSeodtf

5CHGONER DAMAGED BY SQUALL.

Maohias, June 16.—The schooner Sarah,
Boston, for Maohias with general

from

16.—Forecast for
Hampshire and
Fair weather, variable winds,

Washington,
Friday, Maine,
Vermont:

Juno

New

becoming Southwesterly.
Boston, June 16.—Forecast for Friday:
Partly cloudy weather, probably without
rain, warmer, Southerly winds.
Rev. Nathanial Butler, D. D., president of Colby university was at the ConHe is en
gress Square hotel yesterday.
route to Gorham, Me., where he will today deliver an address before the graduat-

<

ourned-

that

woolen

The PRESS has received a letter from
Manager Burnham of the Brockton club
of the Hew England league in which he
says that he is advocating the transfer of

the voices in favor of Cuba Libre, the
the starving women and
ihlldren were now silenoed and through>nt the land on every hand,press and peoing olass of the Normal school in that
ple
talked of conquest and acquisition
>f
The reading of the bill place.
territory.
Mr. W. A. Kimball of Portland is to
jailed forth caustic crltioism from Mr.
^ouls, Republican of California, and Mr. manage the Old Orchard pier this sumlohnson, Republican of North Dakota, mer.
ipon former Postmaster General .Gary for
laving added 346 letter carriers to the
THE MODERN BEAtlY
; iervice and
Increased
incidental expen, ds,
thereby causing an expense nnautho, thrives oa good food and sunshine, with
■ized by law,exceeding the poBt-office ap:
of exercise in the open air.
Her
iropriation.
They contended that he plenty
1 icted
wrongly and should have kept the form glows with health and her face
< expenses
within the appropriations made blooms with its
If her system
beauty.
)y the last Congress.
A heated debate was*thus precipitated needs the cleansing action of a laxative
iver the
paragraph carrying $163,000 for remedy, she uses the gentle and pleasant
1 ibe post office
deficiency, but it was not
the California
and
>assed
the House at 5.12 o’clock, ad- Sydru of Figs, made by
out

stinctive

is

wear

is in-

feeling

a'SHE

sons

Suggestion To Transfer New Bedford Clnb

a

resulting necessity for greatly increasing
laval and military strength and the in(Vitabie participation in frequent international wrangles, Mr. Carmack contendid that the international tax features of
;he
war revenue bill would necessarily
oecome
permanent fixtures in the oounury’s revenue system and be a perpetual
nquisitorial burden. The oountry, he
said, seemed to be swept with a desire to
make the war bring enlarged possessions,
i'he war began in the cause of humanity,

an outer
more seaward
picket line is
maintained by four of t,ho larger and
more effective warships of the San Fran-

by local applications as they cannot reach the
diseased portion of the ear. There is only one
w?y to cure deafness and that is by constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused by au inflamed condition of the mucous lining of tile
Eustachian Tube. When this tube is Inflamed
you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing and when it is entirely closed. Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflammation can be
taken out and this tube restored to its normal
condition, hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine cases out of ten are caused by catarrh,
which is nothing but an Inflamed condition of
the mucous surfaces
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
case of Deatness (caused by catarrh) that can
not be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
Send for
circulars; free.
CHKNNEY CO. &ToIed.,0
Sold by Drugr .sts, 76c.
Hall’s Famil> Pm, are ^ b t

Cumberland street they were hired
by
of
the two young men stopping at one
the hotels, neither of whom belonged in
the city. The young wom'n live in Port-

mmigation bill,

monitors of the civil war, tug
boats,
ferry boats and not a few large and well

poisonous gas.

two women, singularly escaped with only
slight bruises.
The horse and carriage belonged to E.
S. Libby, from whose livery stnble on

river, at Qrand Island, and then, went
into
committee of the whole to consider
ihe general deficiency bill.
In the general debate upon the bill, Mr.
Wilson, Democrat of South Carolina,de-

Skowhegan, June IB.—Ihe Maine Wool- of experimenting

en

The
broken, and he had to bo killed.
occupants of the carriage, two men and

the Superior
the grand jury at
eliminating.Port Arthur. The body of Everett White will be
Democrat of Missouri, Friday by his parents.
fought.the amendment vigorously.
THE WEATHER.
The House passed a hill authorizing the
instruction of a bridge aoross N iagara

Spaniards

Aunon’s visit to Cadiz was with a view
at sea with a new and
powerful explosive shell which liberates

not realize the situation till too late.
The carriage was so demolished that it
to the scrap
will have to be relegated
The horse had one of his legs
heap.

amendment
Mx-.
Cowherd,

Washington, June 16.—The Navy Dehas completed Its arrangement
of Atlantic and
Gulf coast patrol and

are

driver, who was keeping watch of a oar
coming from the opposite direction, did

an

partment

and

encountered a horse and carriage
the track.
There was room enough
outside the track, but
the horse was
headed the same way as the oar, and the

OPENING

Portland, Juno 17,18DS.

WHITE

THE PATROL SERVICE.

armed merchantmen.

Collides

Car

suddenly

AN

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Carriage.

fortifications or
other works of defense
of the
The punishment
government.
is
a line of not to exceed 1500 and
the
House
toprovided
16.—In
June
Washington,
imprisonment lor five years. The com
lay Mr. Dlngley called up the bill supple- mittee amended the bill
by providing a
mental to the war revenue measure de- like penalty for
trespass upon suoh works.
signed to supply some ommissions and
to strengthen the means of administering
HELD.
ROSE

1

1

Electric
a

IN THE HOUSE.

head stood off to the west side of
the
channel and opened with her
five inoh
guns on the fort, knocking down part of
the wall.
The Texas then threw in some 13 inoh
shells, tearing down the wall of the fort
and
throwing the brioks and mortar
thirty feet in the air.
After
badly damaging the fort the
Marblehead stood further in to shell the
earthworks and barracks at the west end
of the harbor.
She knocked them
into the air and
when the Spaniards fled
from the fort
they were shelled by the St. Paul and
driven into the bushes.
The Spaniards fired
only five shots
which did no damage.
After the ships
stood out into the harbor, the Spaniards
in the bush opened fire on
the Marblehead’s launch which replied
vigorouslv
J
Il'Kc

With

on

of the St. Louis,
Oklahoma and
; iouthern Railroad
through
company
ndian and Oklahoma territories; to ext snd the time for the construction of the
1 allway of the Chicago, Rock Island and
j 'acilio Railroad company through Indian

24 00

Certificate of damage and e-rtifioates of port wardens or marine surveyors
Other certificates not specified.
Charter party, per vessel of 300 tons.-..

!

12.00

24.00
Hnn

Stocks, bonds debentures,
X
isos, par 8100 face value.
A Transfers of stocks, nor $100 face value.
A Sales of merchandise for present or future delivery on exchanges per $ioo.
A Bank cheek or sight draft.
A Bills of exchange (inland), time draft and promissory note, money orders,
for each $100...
A
A Rills of exchange (foreign), letter of credit, drawn singly, per $100.
A Tn se's of two or more for each bill.
A Bill of lading or receipt for any goods to be exported .;.
A Bill of lading to be issued by express and transportatton companies, per
package....
A
A Telephone messages, charged at 15 cents or over.
A Surety bonds....
A Certificates of profits, memo, showing interest incorporation, or transfers

♦

Elizabeth

I y the House last evening.
At the sugf lostion of Mr. Davis tho resolution was
1 aid before tho Senate and was then reerred to the committee on foreign rela-

< ray

iJoo Z&

hales over 200 ....
certificates of indebtedness issued after July 1,

X
X

I

%

Sales
50,000 to
Males over loo .. .
Manufacturers of cigars'—Saios under 1(W),000..
Sales between 100,000 and 200,000.

2

Cape

NEW

TRACK.

Washington, June 16.— At 13.05 p. m.,
t he message olerk of the House of Repref entatives
delivered to the Senate the
J lawailan annexation resolution passed

■

A
A

A

THE

One of the Cape Elizabeth
electrics,
rounding the Broadway turn, on its way
to the city from the theatre, last night,

Bank capital, including surplus, over tor, nftn
A bill to authoirize the Missouri, Kan$50.00
For each Sbnoo over
♦
non. ..2.00 ♦ s as and Pacific Railroad company to re♦ Brokers in negotiable securities.....
50.00 J
♦ Pawnbrokers.
20.0O Y £ tore the channel of the south Canadian
♦ Commercial brokers.
oo.oo J
iver at the point of
roads crossing in
♦ Custom house brokers.
moo T
100.000 I 1 ndian territory was favorably reported
J9 Theatres, museums, concert halls.’i'n cities of over 25.000 inhabitants.
Circuses.
1100 000 X c nd
passed.
9 other shows and exhibitions.
ln0(J ▼
• Bowling alleys, bi hard rooms, per allev nr table
Bills were passed as follows: To extend
b oo X
$ Tobacco—Dealers—Leaf tobacco, sales between 50.000 and 100,000 lbs.
12 00 X t he time for the construction of the rail♦

♦

made especially to hold this literature,
and tables are placed about to support
tbe books when in use by the readers.
Among the blind frequenters of tbe room
are many excellent
musicians. They are
instructed orally In music, and when

SCHEDULES

JUNE 14.
WENT INTO EFFECT

Tobacco—Manufactured, per noi?m?r’per ..’..
Cigars, cigarettes over sik..
..

A

ranged the oases containing literature for the blind, and the room is divided in its centre by a large screen, be-

read books that had hitherto been unattainable, and it was an acknowledgment
of them as a class. This acknowledgment is especially dear,
because their
complete dependence on the good will of
the r seeing friends has made them looked
upon as objects of charity, and this public recognition of them as a class possessing the intelligent needs of seeing people
is soothing to their natural desire for independence. The collection of literature
at their service embraces all the standard
works, the Bible, encyclopaedias, Dickthe
ens, Thackeray,
Eliot, Emerson,
great and minor poets, etc., and many
musical compositions. These works are
found copied in several different systems,
the most popular being the New York
point system, which was invented a number of years ago by Prof. Wait, superintendent of the New York Institute for
the Blind. It is taught in twenty-five
out of the thirty-seven schools for the
blind in this country, and naturally finds
more users than any other in the library.
It includes literature, rausio and correspondence. The American Braille system. which is an adaptation of the original French Braille in use on the Continent, is taught in ten schools, notably in
Philadelphia and Boston, and the different methods have their firm adherents
tlDli admirers
There is a. svstem tnnmn
as the Moon
type, which is an old English method and is said to be especially
adapted for teaching adults who have lost
their sight in later years. Miss Moon of
London, daughter of Prof. Moon, the inventor of this type, has this year been in
this country endeavoring to further the
use of the system.
She succeeded in interesting Mrs. John BusBeJl Young in it,
but the New York point and the American Braille are the standards and are likely to remain so.
The cost of printing for the b ind is so
great that only the well-to-do can attempt
the collection of an individual library;
hence the benefit of a reading room to
them. The Bible, for instance, which
cun be condensed into a pocket edition
for ordinary readers and bought for 25
cents or even less, when published in finger print covers a series of eight volumes
and costs $100. A prayerbook sells for
$20, and a common writing slate for
$1.25. This slate consists of a table,
guide and stylus, and the rapidity with
which the blind write is marvellous. As
they read they frequently pause to jot
down on the slate some comments on tbe
book they are studving. Their writing
is done from right to left, though they
read from left to right.
The correspondence among tlimesolves is a great source
of entertainment, eduoatlon, and comfort, and where several are gathered in
the reading room, after the reading is
finished a smart interchange of slates
goes on, each reading with his fingers the
thoughts jotted down by the other.
The printing for the blind of the country is done in Louisville, Boston and
Philadelphia. In the last city most of the
magazines for the blind are published.
The late Prof. Kneass, himself a blind
man, started the magazine publication,
which is now carried on by Mrs. Jose’phine B. Cobb. The favorite periodical
is the New York Point Standard, which
is an up-to-date magazine in
every particular, and has a large circulation. In
it are found all the departments ourrent.
in other magazines, even fashions
receiving a share of attent oh. All publications for the blind
are
necessarily
bulky and weighty. The shelves in the

z

CLEARED

Measure.

*Beer, ab and other fermented

j

♦

hind which tlie readers can retire and so
escape the observation of casual visitors.
Ou the carved table is a beautiful vase,

TAXES,

WAR

♦
'lnESE

match.
The blind appreciate this furniture very much.and arc proud of it, often
feeling of the carving "and speaking of
its beauties. Around the walls of the
room are

VOTE ON BANK BILL TODAY-

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA ♦♦*

%

to

militia were
The Vizcayas

New

e

suits

by the insurgents and that the native a
gift from a Washington woman, and it
wholesale.
deserting by
is daily filled with cut flowers, which
island and the island of
come as
offerings from seeing people to
Mindanao, however, were quiet,
their less fortunate friends.
A despatch from tho governor of SantiTne special attendant in charge of this
ago de Cuba says that nothing of a fresh
nature has occurreu at that place.
room has a large responsibility resting
Premier Sagasta, upon leaving the cabi- upon her. She is
Miss
Etta Josselyn
net today, said that two provinces of Gillin. The privilege of
reading in a
Luzon were still loyal to the Spanish gov- room by themselves meant two things to
ernment, but that the situation in Manila the blind. It afforded an opportunity to
cut

FRIGHTENED SPANIARDS.

GERMANY

furniture

ew##AA

SUnilARY OF

Them

Praise

Purisma

HEADING FOR THE BLIND.

INSURGENTS.

Fig Syrup Co. only.

merchandize, when off Petit Menan yesterday morning was struck by a squall
from the northeast carrying away
her
jibboom aDd otherwise damaging the
schooner. Owing to the heavy sea, the
schooner was kept completely submerged
for nearly an hour and consequently became unmanageable.
After four hours of
the most exhausting labor by Capt. Cele
and orew, temporary repairs were made
and the schooner worked into tho harbor
where she could be reached by a tug.

INVITED TO MAINE.
Detroit, Mich., June 16.—The Congress
of Labor commissionerst of the United
States adjourned sine die after having
aocepted the invitation of Commissioner

Matthews of Maine to meet at Augusta
next year.
Hon. Carroll I). Wright, U. S. labor
was re-elected president,
Samuel Horn of Hartlord,
re-elected Secretary.

commissioner,
and

Hon.

Conn.,

was

CONFERENCE WITH CANADA.
Ottawa, Ont., June I6.n-It has been decided to hold the international conference
between the United States and Canada at
The Canadian
Quebec on July 15th.

representatives

will

be

Sir

Wilfrid

Laurier; Sir Richard Cartwright and Sir
Hon.
Francis Langeliev
Louis Davis.
will In all probablity b« the legal agent
for the Dominion.

SEVEN
SUTHERLAND
SISTERS

WOMEN’S BOARD OF MISSIONS.
Twenty-fifth

Annual

Sleeting With State

Street Church.
The

morning meeting of the Maine
Branoh of the Women's Board of Foreign
Missions was held in the vestry of State
street chnrch

Thnrsday,

at half

Mrs. J. L.
prayer,
gave a very cordial address of
weloome to the ladles present, congratulating them upon the completion of the

F©s° Over S4Ask your

druggist

Years
about it.

two HUMOROUS
HEALTH LECTURES.
FREE

BY R. C. FLOWER, OF BOSTON,

It

City Elall, Wednesday, June 22, at 2.30
P. U. to

Women Only, and at 8 P. M. to

Mad ftnlv.

The finest lectures

delivered free
to men and women for the benefit of the
6ick, of those who would regain their
youth, beauty and health, of those who
would preserve these essentials in human life, of those who desire knowledge
ind enjoy the keenest fun, most incisive
wit and touching pathos.
No orator in this world stands higher
than R. C. Flower of Boston, no platform
voice has ever swayed the people of this
country like his tongue, for years rocognized as the greatest living physician and
at the head of the greatest
practice of
modern times and the discoverer and
teacher of the New Domestic Health
Science, of how to preserve indefinitely
youth, health ana beauty without a
break, biemish or flaw, and how to reever

lost vitality and the fleeting charms
beauty and youth, a science which
makes it possible for nearly every sick

cover

of

person to

personal

cure

themselves without the

aid or attention of

a

physician.

In fact this new domestic science makes
it within the province of ail (without the

general expense of doctoring) to cure
themselves, restore their youth and
beauty and maintain indefinitely the vitality and charms of youth.
Every man and woman should hear
these lectures.
They will ring in your
ears like bells of music forever.
They
will make you younger, happier and better. Keep in your mind the dates.
The Press says:
“Dr. Flower’s lecture to men last evening at Unity Hall abounded in fresh
thoughts and was a clear presentation of
the causes which produce disease and
how to avoid

or

overcome

many of the

troubles flesh is heir to.
The doctor
keeps his audience in good humor and
many of the salient points and illustra-

tions were well applauded, and, as one of
his hearers aptly remarked, “He hits the
nail on the head every time.”—Hartford
Post.
Dr. R. C. Flower lectured last night to
nearly 3,000 people at Tremont Temple.
His audience went wild over his eloquence, keen thrusts, pathetic appeals

and quick sallies.—Boston Globe.
Dr. R. C. Flower’s lecture in Washing-

yesterday afternoon, for real
eloquence, beauty of thought, elegant
expression, keen sarcasm, irresistible
ton

Hall

wit, in grace of person and ease of delivery, was the finest platform effort ever
made in this city.
The interest and enthusiasm of the audience could not have
been greater: the hall was crowded and
thousands were turned away.—Indianapolis (Ind.) Journal.
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the

PORTLAND.

win hold
businesS
jneeUngt|nrtUrcll
800*abie at the home of Mr-

Mr.

Japanese

methods of living. The kitchen stove, the ful bodily injuries from the squeeze.
are
bed upstairs and the
sewing machine
Mr. Elisha Newell and wife
were the three objeote in the missionary
of their daughter, Mrs,

the

guest3

houses of the greatest interest
to
the Newell of Knightville.
easan
and Mrs. Pette said one must
Merriman’s band gave a very p
Japanese
of
their
work,
twenty-fifth anniversary
at then
be willing to receive the Japanese dinner
always
on Wednesday evenin g,
the
had
and more
for
having
especially
She also gave a very entertain- band quarters, to the ladles who so a J
visitors.
same efficient president, expressing from
of a visit to a Japanese house assisted them at the fair recently given at
aooount
the ladies of the State street ohurch the ing
of the lengthy ceremony it was necessary Oasis Hall. About 40 or 60 people were ir
members
of
it
to
receive
the
pleasure gave
to go through before being able to talk attendance and the affair was highly en
Mrs. Fenn said it
the mission sooiety.
The joy able.
of
the things nearest the heart.
gave her great pleas are to have the meetalso told of the great good accomMiss Florence ^ Merry man, a recent
for the speaker
ing at the State street church,
by the Bible Woman and closed graduate of the South Portland High
plished
been
most
women there had
always
her address by relating the experiences of School has been awarded two prizes foi
hospitable in opening their doors to the
Bible woman who was an eoholarsliip and deportment during her
the fourth a Japanese
Women’s Board, this being
ol
of hers.
helper
our
especial
years course. One is a volume
time the annual meeting had been held
This address was
followed by remi- Whittier’s poems, the other a scholarship
Mrs. Fenn also spoke of
in that chnrch.
niscences of twenty-live years’ work given at Shaw’s Business College. She alsc
the
two
the bond of union between
from
Mrs. Daniels and Miss Agnes Lord.
by
reoeived, as a graduating present
parishes of State and High street, the
oi
Mrs. Daniels gave an Interesting aooount her
unde, Mr. Charles Thompson,
State street being a daughter church of
of her experience with the Young Ladies’ Thompson Brothers, a handsome gold
the High street parish, and therefore the
Mission Band during
her
residence in watoh and chain.
reciprocal affection was especially strong.
Portland and said she looked back upon
At a meeting of the ladies of the UniAfter the singing of a hymn, Mrs. Fenn,
that work with peculiar affection.
versalist parish, a vote of thanks was
as president,
gave a most interesting adMiss Agnes Lord who is soon to return extended to all persons outside of the condress, in whioh she told something of the
the
to her missionary work in Turkey told of
of
Maine
this
Branch
of
gregation for their contributions to
history
Foreign
honoi
the starting of the missionary
in
entertainment
society
and
given
supper
Missions, telling of the first meeting of
here and of the feeling of satisfaction her of the oommand at Camp Burdett.
three women at High street ohurch, Mrs.
mother Mrs. Lord had that there was one
Mr. Renssellaer Greeley of the Church
Lord, Miss Spofford and Miss Gould,
so eminently fitted as was Mrs. Fenn for of the Messiah has just presented to the
now Mrs. Rowland, who
the
organized
the president and as Miss Spofford for the Universalist church of South Portland
society.
Special mention was made of
muMiss Lord’s words in regard several
volumes
of church
Miss Clara Hamlen, Miss Agnes Lord, secretary.
to her future work were earnest and im- sio, for whioh the thanks of the soolety
Miss Kimball and Miss Gonld, Miss Bliss
and all must have felt how en- wore tendered.
and Miss Ladd, the
missionaries who pressive
fitted she is for the place she is so
Schooner “July Fourth” was on the
have been sent out by the Maine Branoh tirely
soon to ocoupy.
read by beach yesterday for overhauling, and the
A letter was
of the W. B. M, and who have all done
Miss Twitchell from Miss Mary Morrill scow Ripple, Capt. George Doyen, which
such excellent, conscientious work in the
full of enthusiasm and encouragement for has been engaged in government work at
countries where
they have been sent.
the results of missionary work in North D iamond Island, was undergoing repairs
Mrs Fean also had a pleasant word to
China where she is soon to
join Miss at the marine railway.
say for the women who had held offices in
Gould of this city; and another by Mrs.
The ferry boat Elizabeth City wa3 in
the past, and if those who were no longer
formerly holiday colors yesterday in nonor of the
Simonton from Mrs. Rowland
She also stated
working in this world.
Miss Elizabeth Gould telling of the early arrival at the Cape of the guests of the
that In these twenty-five years
$100,000
meetings of the board here and the very Maine Steamship Company.
iuiiotu
vuwuoaiiu
uuuviiuuuuu|
Mro
M
P tHnlmoa ri
T1 lli'fi the meet*
few peop e who attended them.
had
been
of which
given by legacies. This
Mrs. Fenn said very happily that after ing of the W. F. M. S. at Biddeford yesaddress was given in Mrs. Fenn’s usual
listening to so much that had happened terday.
graceful and charming manner, and her in tne
The “Rising Billow” of Harpswell.
past It WOUJO DO inwirauug uu near
must
ever
have
given inspiration
presence
from those who would carry Capt. Eastman, was moored yesterday at
something
to the past twenty-five annual meetings
a
little
on the work In the future and
Spear’s wharf for repairing.
to which she has always been present.
from the “cradle role” recited a little
girl
A. D. Wilson corner of Front and SawMiss Hayes's report as home secretary
▼erse and presented Mrs. Fenn with some
yer streets, is painting, whitening and
was read by Mrs. J. F. Thompson, whioh
Mr. Philip Pitcher
beautiful flowers.
making general repairs about his store,
^ated the satisfactory condition of the
the Mission Band from High
representing
and has just put In a large refrigeratoi
various auxiliaries through the state, and
street church also brought words of greet- of the most
approved pattern,.capable oi
but little change as to members. Special
ing and lovely flowers to Mrs. Fenn and holding 500 pounds of ice.
mention was made of the interest revived
the Daughters of the Covenant represented
Trefethon,s bowling alley is now artisby the person <1 visits of Miss Mary Mor by Miss Hall presented her with a framed
tically lettered with two conspiououe
rill to almost every auxiliary in the state.
oopy of their peldge which they later re- signs at either end of the building.
Reports from the vice presidents from citation in conoert.
Mr. George F. Henley will as usual enFranklin, Oxford, Waldo, Cumberland,
Envelopes were passed around through ter the employ of the Union Mutual comKennebec, who were present were listened the audience both in the morning and in
pany during his vacation.
to with great interest.
the afternoon with “silver offering” in
Mr. R. M. Cole left for Buckfleld yesMrs. J. W. D. Carter’s report of the
them in silver letters and as the treasurer
terday for a week’s trip.
work in Foreign Mission was given with
Mrs. Cullen Chapman
reported in the
Mr. O. P. S. Dyer is proving to be the
Mrs. Carter said she
great earnestness.
morning a deficit of five hundred dollars high line fisherman of the Cape shore.
had “a keen pang of regret that we
it was hoped that the ladles might give
Wednesday he caught 67 cunners in about
could not do a little more,” though the
their very utmost to keep up their former 80
minutes, and succeeded in hauling s
work had been satisfactory.
Twenty-five
pledges and help on the good work.
sized cod with only a cunner pole.
big
no
there
was
years ago, said Mrs. Carter,
Votes of thanks were offered to
the
George W. Doughty is building an admedioal women missionary, but now the
different railroads for granting half fare dition to Mr.
Dyer’s grocery store or
work done by women in this field was
to the delegates and also to the ladies of
Sawyer street.
Mrs. Carter spoke
wonderful in results.
State street church for their hospitality.
CAPE COTTAGE NOTES.
very enthus astically of the results accom- After a
prayer by Miss Patten the meetplished in China, Japan, Turkey and ing adjourned till eight o’clock in the
In addition to the olam bake whioh
Africa, and advised every woman present
w as provided yesterday by Dana G. Robevening.
to take “Life and Light.”
inson of the Casino, be had to look aftei
Mrs. J. F. Thompson as secretary of
The reception given for Mrs. Fenn in a large wedding party at Kennebnnkport,
of
the work, reported
the Junior Branch
the evening at State street chapel proved numbering quite 200.
Mrs. Thompa year full of hopeful signs.
The managers of the Cape eleotrici
to be a most delightful occasion.
The
son said she sent a card containing several
number ol
decorations of the room were tasteful and were yesterday placing a
questions in regard to the interest of mis- attractive, with the flag draped behind specimens of rare and beautiful birds ir
sionary matters to the one hundred and the
platform, and beautiful flowers ar- the aviary whioh has just been placed at
ninety Congregational churches in our
the Cape Cottage grounds. The aviary ii
around the room.
ranged
Most of the responses from these
state.
Mrs. Fenn with Mrs. Jenkyns received eight by t wenty feet, and the birds were
churches showed that the Christian Enthe guests, and about half past eight Dr. obtained from the establishment of Wil
deavor societies were taking the
time
and liam Bartels of New York, who furnishei
Fenn oalled the meeting to order
previously devoted to the mission work. spoke a few stirring words in regard to birds for Barnum and Bailey’s olrcus, ai
There are
already seventeen junior
the condition of missions, besides dwell- well as parks, such as Central and others
auxiliaries formed, and there are prospectB
in regard
io of like reputation throughout the conn
ing upon the change
of more. Both Mrs. Thompson and Mrs.
last
try.
woman’s work in the
twenty-five
Cole, who spoke for the juvenile sooieties
About 75 comfortable cane seated rustli
Dr. Fenn said very humorously
years.
felt that the lasting results of missionary
that he congratulated the women on their chairs were yesterday placed on the porcl
work, mast be brought about through inMcCullum’s theatre for th<
president, as he knew well how interested of Bartley
teresting the children and young people she was in missionary work, and in the use of patrons of the house. They wil
ot the churches.
special work of the women of Maine. be enjoyed by early arrivals at the resort
were
The following officers
elected, Dr. Fenn then introduced Dr. Daniel, and save the necessity of a long wait or
after which the women adjourned for
who spoke very forcibly on the subject of the inside for the raising of the curtain.
luncheon in the rooms below the vestry:
putting greater individual responsibility
President—Mrs. VY. H. Feun.
into the
missonary Sisterhood, visited Minneola council, D
Moses Burpee, and consecration
Vice Presidents—Mrs.
□ /vnltnnUlcC A tlHd
Rv-ft ncniolr
Concerted action was powerful, of P., at Knightville, last evening, ant
work.
Mis3 Katharine M. Titoomb, Farmington but it must be backed by a “downright gave their fancy drill which was executec
Orland ; Mrs.
Miss Hannah T. Buck.
nietv” in eaoh individual worker to bring with such marked success not long ago
Oscar
Augusta; Miss M. M.
Holway,
Refreshments were
served during thi
results n the work.
F. ®.
Mrs.
Fiske, Bath;
Chandler, about the best
The Mandolin club gave a few selections evening and music enhanced th6 pleas
Bethel; Miss Sarah A. Curtis. Garland;
Mrs. Frank Dim-more, Maaison; Mrs. G. after which refreshments were served, and ure of the evening.
Barrows, Fryebune; Mrs.
Edward
B
The
Baptist church ladies’ cirole me
the twenty-fifth annual meeting closed
Libby, Belfast; Mrs. Geo. H. Eaton,
afternoon with Mrs. C. F. Jose
hour.
sooial
yesterday
H.
a
South
with
J.
Berpleasant
Burleigh,
Calais, Mrs.
Rev. J. L. Smith, pastor of the Cap: 1
wick.
Elizabeth
Corresponding secretaries, HonoraryBaptist church, has acceptec 1
Miss Sophia Spofford, Bock.'.and; Mj>. J.
a call to
at the South BerwicI :
preach
Portland.
W. D. Carter,
Baptist ohurch and will leave soon fo:
Home Secretary—Mrs. J. F. Thompson,
streets of the Deer- that place. His
Portland.
successor has not baei 1
The committee on
Secretary for Junior Work—Mrs. J. F. ing fire department have not decided as selected yet.
Thompson.
award of the contract for
Miss Jennie E. Reynolds, teacher o 1
Assistant Secretary for Junior Work- yet upon the
Miss Abble Hawkes.
furnishing granite blocks for the paving elocution and physical culture, is passinj
for Juvenile
Work—MUs of Forest
Secretary
avenue. The contract will tlie summer vacation at the home of he ;
Harriet A. Marshall.
awarded on Saturday or parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Reynolds
probably be
Treasurer—Mrs. Cullen C. Chapman.
Wm. D. Manley is making extensiv
Assistant Treasurer—Miss Jean L. Crle. Monday next.
Auditor—Mr. Edward Oinard.
The committee have decided to pave alterations in his home at Bowery Beach
with granite instead of using the vitrified
AFTEKNOON SESSION.
PLEA SAN TBALE.
brick as the committee feel that it is an
At the afternoon meetilng two very inMrs. Fred Bosworth and daughter Mari s
to
use
the
and
they prefer
11
of Beering, passed
Wednesday as th 3
teresting papers were given on the Early experiment
The committee, howover, are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Evans >
Missionaries of Maine,” and “Why Are granite.
of using some of the brick and Forest avenue.
Missions Unpopular?” The first, written lu favor
Mrs. Laura Morse and son Vincent ■
conclude to pave that part of Forest
may
of
and
Miss
Fiske
W.
M.
read
Bath,
South Bos
by
and Saunders have returned from a trip to
Spring
between
avenue
Mrs.
G.
ton, Mass.
by Miss Clarke, the second, by
the brick as an experiment.
Mrs. Mabel Henry, Brown street, wh 3
P. Dntton of Ellsworth, read by Mrs. J. street with
to b 3
Chief Leighton of the Westbrook fire has been seriously ill, is thought
F. Thompson.
and Chief Eldridge of the
department
Elm
stree b
of
missionaries
E.
the
menearly
Among
^ ^
fire department were both in
:
tioned in the first paper, were
Mr. and Portland
at the fire of yesterday and
Mrs. Henry Lyman, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel attendance
of praise of the manner in
Munson, Dr. and Mrs. Dodge, Mrs. Isa- spoke words
Moody of the Deering deMrs. Bond,
bella Porter Bliss,
Mrs. which Chief
his men handled the
and
partment,
the
mother
of
the
Snow, and Mrs. Dole,
is to be a meeting of the
There
blaze.
president of Hawaii. In the second paper,
Many forms of liver
the Deering fire men this
of
trouble are
directly
by Mrs. Dutton, she told of her experience members
in Lewis hall, Woodfords,
7.S0
at
traceable to catarrh,
in missionary work, first In Augusta, and evening
of
drill.
The
which Pe-ru-na alwavs
Deering
Mrs. Dutton for the purpose
afterwards in Ellsworth.
! cures.
W. T. Babney,
to participate in the State musfelt there were two reason why the mis- boys are
of Carl, Tenn., writes:
to be held at Hath and the drills to
sionary work was not so popular as it ter
“I
am restored to
from;now on are to enable the
ought to be, first, because people them- be held
health, thanks to your
become well drilled in the marchselves did not have the right feeling in men to
medicine and Almighty
evolutions.
God. I can recommend
regard to it, and secondly, because they ing
of
as
one
the best medicines for
Pe-ru-na
thought too much about their doubts In retJou

u».vu

PRESIDENT

PLEASED
RINES.

WITH MA-

Washington, Juno 16.—The President
wqi besieged with congressional visitors
today, practically all pressing war ap-

pointments.
The President has watched keenly the

work of the little band of marines on the
Gaimanera hill surmounting
crest of
the harbor of Guantanamo, and today
the opinion that they hail
exoressed
made a
record far beyond his expectations.
He said he was proud of the battalion
there and of the work that had been accomplished by them.

CHECKLEY HOUSE OPENING.
opening of the Checkley
house, Prout’s ’Neck, by the Portland
wheel club will occur next Sunday, June
The

19th.

annual

All

wheelmen

cordially

invited.

and wheelwomen
A special bill of

fare has been provided for the occasion
by Mr. Foss, the proprietor. The first
division leaves Vaughan’s bridge at 9.30,
Me. C. H. Randall in charge-

improving.p,

Catarrh Of The liver.

would ever be bothered with
gard to the work, instead of their beliefs. constipation if everyone knew how natIn all missionary work it must be very urally and quickly Burdock Blood Bithelpful to those interested to hear the re- ters regulates the stomach and bowels.
No

one

prostration and liver troubles

nervous
ever heard

of.”

All druggists sell Pe-ru-na.

and Mrs
ing. As
the seasno

tii

s- Dyer, Monday even*1 8A*° be the last meeting of
is "■

Thnr.sday

the

>,

Mu0rse
home an.d
of

|

MISCEIXAXEOUS.

MIBCEHAraOFS.

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.

“STg"5*teertT
Mr

|

MISCEUiAKEOCJS.

a

DEERING.

I

are

and

SOUTH

on the
Cap<
Bonn, motorman
accident oi
severe
a
ready, easy speaker, and she described in elcetrios met with
was adjust
a very interesting way the
in Wednesday eveniDg last. He
houses
thi
American missionaries live, lng the head light on his oar along
which the
car jus
a
when
a
sort
of
are
oroes
which
between the loop at the terminus,
brake am
Japanese and American, as it has been front of him slipped the
He was wee ge it
found impossible for the American Mis- backed against him
suffers pain
the
to entirely adopt
between tho two cars and

and opened very
past ten, the president,
Mrs. W. II. Fenn.
After the Soripture sionary

promptly
reading
Jenkyns

Hair Grower and
Scalp Gleaner

from the workers themselves, and
the account
Mrs. Pette, a
given by
missionary from Japan, was full of information, and inspiration. Mrs. Pette is a

ports

PaB8ed

80n

her parents,

das- Dyer, Knightville
MtoSwJS*
1?en Hoyt has returned to Cum-

berlans
Anna

Portland.
banner and

am

Ae

daughter

armoath. Mrs. Bulis Mosher
bnrvM8 and!Mr. T. A. Mosher of RoxthehoA, ss,,’.aT0 0,1 being entertained at
streetme °^-^rs- M. E. Mosher, Summer
oflW.

OaJii8-n'licS.®°-Dindsey,
is

the

i!i“OXof
home

her

at the
vacation at
Mr. W. H. Llnd-

employed

enjoying

fathet,

a

Hamilton,
mim.^;..AnJtdo
ri°e from a
6evere

gia

Elm street, is
attack of neural-

rooo6 eJiployes

at the rolling mills have
work after a “shut down” for a

few weeks.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
RIVERTON PARK.

Yesterday

was the kind of a day which
People enjoy at Riverton. There W6re
many who availed themselves of the opportunity to see the park in all its June

beauty,Hand 1° hearjtand.see the various
attractions that are being offered there.
The Fadettes yesterday gave unequalled
satisfaction. During all concerts there
was much
delightj expressed and it found
vent in
frequent and hearty applause

from the audiences. The modest demeanor

°1

the members of

the

orchestra,

their

musical talent, which shows in every selection which they perform, and the superior character of the leadership of Mrs.

What
$3.50
will do

Boys.

partment

to*make these

ladies

What $3.50 Will

Their

and

tend

concerts will continue to grow in popularity throughout the summer.
Gorman’s vaudeville.stars are still giving their performances and will remain
only until Saturday night. The time to
see them is
growing short and it should
bo remembered that they
a flue en-

tertainment.

Bo,

COME TO THE STANDARD THIS WEEK

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.

NO. 255 MIDDLE STREET.

and See What $3.50 Will Do in Our

are
trinity to show the high, pure quality and grounds and sanitary regulations and Dr.
vaudeville entertainflexibility of her voice, fully maintain- Murcb.
ments in
New England, if not in this
The question of shingling the Valening her reputation as a vocalist. Mr.
country. One should never allow Vanola John
Baser, in his Yankee specialties, tine street sohool house was left with Mr.
to be
within easy reaoh and not see his
The most important
kept the audience in uproarous laughter Pride, with power.
ouus, paiiiiuiuuii.y uuo ucuauuof
by his quaint and comio sayings. Mr. order of business was the election
ing of the barrel and globe, while it Samuel P. Cutter, the noted tenor, ren- teachers for the year, which resulted as
would
be a positive loss to miss Mile.
selections
dered several
composed by follows: High School—Principal, F. W.
Venus’s remarkable exhibition of dancFloridlm, in his usual artistio manner, Freeman; assistants, Maude S. Dudley,
ing wire work and the wonderful somerFred A. Ho bbs,
and was obliged to respond to numerous Louise W. Danielson
sault which she does. Other members of
Miss Annie Willey of Portland Margaret E. Matthews.
encores.
the company are
equally good in their acoompanied each of the artists upon
Bridge Street Grammar—Principal, C.
lines.
Madame Bartution never appears
W.
Wentworth; assistants, Alma V.
the piano.
but
she is greeted by hearty applause
Fellows, Winnefred Griggs, Adelaide P.
from the lovers of musio. It is a wonder
MoCULLUM’S THEATRE.
Carrie
Gowen, Lizzie M. Griggs,
M.
to
singers that she can keep her voice so
Two large audiences attended the after- Pratt, Eva M. Roborts.
pure and sweet and still sing in the open noon and evening performances of “The
Forest Street Grammar—Principal, J.
air so much,
but that does not seem to Dawn of Freedom,” afMcCullum’s thea- A.
Tuttle; assistants, Edith A. Bragdon,
effect its wonderful range or exquisite
tre yesterday and gave testimony of their Ina M. Allen, Myra A. Bragdon, Helen
sweetness
of tone at all. Her presence
appreciation of the performance by liber- M. Shenault, Cora E. Clay, Thirsa P.
is also pleasing and her singing of the
and vociferous applause. That the Davis.
al
Star Spangled Banner is always the sigWarren Sohool—Lizzie
M.
magnificent production is a great popuAdams,
nal for patriotic cheers. Little Blanche
lar sucoess there is no doubt,as the atten- Lillian M. Davies.
Gibbs is rightly oalled a dainty sonbrette.
Brown Street—Mitta V. Jones, Julia
has increased each time the play
dance
Her
are extremely amusing and
songs
has beenlpresented. Tonight will be cele- A. Doyle.
successful specimens of the “coon songs,”
Main Street—Alice J. Libby, Lillian G.
brated as military night at this theatre,
so popular at this time, while her dancall the officers from Portland Head and Pennell.
is
itself.
There
should be Fort
ing
grace
Valentine Street—Minnie L. Hodsdon,
Preble, accompanied by their wives
throngs of people at Riverton during and the members of their staff will oc- Mary McCavitt.
the remainder of this engagement.
Saco Street—A. Lendette Stackpole.
cupy boxes,while seats have been reserved
THE GEM.
Duck Pond—Winnefred Gowen.
for the soldiers in the orchestra and balThe advance sale is unusually
Rooky Hill—Louise A. Goodell.
It
needed favorable weather to in- cony.

large attendances

the Gem, and
yesterday Byron Douglas and his excellent oompany were greeted with crowds of
expeotant and happy faoes at both matinee and evening performances.
In faot
it was a sort of gala day, for in the afterthe guests of.the Maine Steamship
noon
from

company

occupied

dies,

at

New York with their laboxes and seats on the

while in the evening the memthe medical society of the city
were conspicuous by their presence.
The company never appeared to better
advantage and the mirth and fun which
from
the stage
emanated
permeated
every corner of the spacious house and
laughter was the order of the day from
first
bers

floor,

first

of

to

nvontniv

final

curtain.

Pl>OcWnrif,

On

Wilontv

is

an

seats are now on sale at Steinert &Son’s,
Congress street, for the balance of

this week and for tho season.

unusual demand for seats

Exercises

WFSTBROOK.

withoast dslay.
THE JEFFERSON.
The Andrews Opera Company gave theii
strong performance of “Martha” before
a large and appreciative nudlenoe at The
Jefferson last night. Both solo
artists
and chorus fully confirm and strengthen
the excellent impression they made on the
opening night, and give the assurance o!
very satisfactory season of good open
to look forward to.
Tonight the charm
ing opera of “Fra Diavolo” will be the

a

bill, and the opera will be repeated at the
Saturday and also the evening
performance tomorrow. The Philadelphia
Press said of the company's performance

matinee

of this opera:
“it was quite evident that the immense
audience present was heartily satisfied,
The promises and expectations of the last
the
few weeks were roalized, even
by
performance of ‘Fra Diavolo,’ which does
not require the full strength of a companj
having a large repertoire nor the greateai
cast.
The
chorus
opportunities for the work.
The ensemdid exceedingly good
execution
were
almost
ble, balance and
perfect, and in entire accord with the or
the
leader
chestration and control of
They maintained with the principals e
and
blend,
which
cat
consistent spirit
only make even a more pretentious open
scenery and costumes
successful. The
were also in entire harmony, and were as
pleasing as the other features of the per

a

MLLE. floridini
and her company of eminent artists, gav j
the first of their series of entertainment
last evening] at
Congress hall, to a ver; r
select and highly
audience

appreciative

Floridini rendered
several of he iown famous compositions.
The brillian t
and trilla^gave her excellent oppot
runs

W.i_
11 xovuveu}

_5 iL

Ll^

_3

iiivh

two sons, went to their frame in WindMr. Watson is obliged to
ham Monday.
take a long rest as it has been found that
two of his ribs were fractured as a result
of his recent accident.
The class of ’98, W. H. S., are to go tc

Maranocook,

Tuesday,

June

21,

on

ths

school excursion.
Sohools close Friday.

drama at

the hall

next Wednesday eve-

mon.

Pocahontas (Semi-Bituminous) and
Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
insnrpassed for general steam and
forge use.
Genuine Lykens \ alley Franklin,
English and American Cannel.

Above Coals Constantly On Hand.
TELEPHONE

Today.

100-3

....

OFFICE:

7b»PrS
Commercial & 70 Exchange Sts.
U.W&Ktt
messenger’s Notice.
Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County
State of Maine. Cumberland, s. s. June ath.
A.

D.,

189S.

IS TO GIVE NOTICE, that
the 9tb
THIS
warrant in in
day of June. A. D.. 1898,
on

a

the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against
:he estate of
EDWARD JORDAN, of Portland,
idjuged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
)f said Debtor, which petition was tiled on the
Sth day of June, A. D., 1898. to which date in
;erest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any
forbidden by law.
property by him are
That a meeting of the creditors of said Debtor. to prove their debts and in case there are
sufficent assets to authorize the same to choose
me or more assignees of his estate, will
De
was

issued out of

held at. a Court, of insolvency t.o he hnlden nf
Probate Court Boom, 'lu said Portland, in said
County of Cumberland, on the Oth day of June,
A. D., 1898, at ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Given tnder my hand the date first above
written.

first

[ day

of

com-

with potted plants,
bunting, which presented
Musio was rendered

arranged

...

Ex-Chief Leighton attended the meeting
at Bath of the executive committee o!
State Firemen’s associatior
the Maine
of which^he is
vice-president. It is now
possible that one of the hose companiei
of this city may participate in the mustei
at Bath, August 8 and 4.
Mrs. Judson Beal of Seavy street, died
early yesterday morning. Mrs. Beal sub
mitted to a surgical operation several
The immediate cause of hei
weeks ago.
death was blood poison. Mrs. Beal was
35 years, and leaves a husa
woman of

Business meeting of Alumni, School
Building.
12.30 p.
At Methodist

band and children.
funeral services of
The
Miss Belli
will be held this morning at i
Joyce
o’clock from St. Hyacinthe’s ohurch.

Vestry,

m.

Alumni Dinner.

prophecies,

Miss
Annie
Miss Edna
C.

Hutchins)
Harmon)

“Popular Criticism,” Miss Effie
Hamilton; essay, “The Fortune of tin

essay,

it said that no
S. bond3 have
been received at his office. The names
of all persons desiring them will be recorded at the cashier’s office on request
they will be supplied in the order of

Postmaster Swett desires
blank applications for U.

SCHOOL BOARD MEETING.

was
gorgeously decorated with
The class
dowers, bunting and flags.
parts met as follows: Salutatory, Howard
Orin N. Hatch)
O. Kelley;
history,

which

valedictory,

BLANKS FOR BONDS.

The regular monthly meeting of th<
Westbrook school committee was held las1

Forest.” Miss Winifred M.Wools; oration,
“The Inllusnce of Nature on
Man,’'
Daniel I. Cross; oration, “Essentials ti
Success,” Ernest E. Day.
The diplomas were presented by Hon
Joseph W. Symonds of Portland, presi-

and
such record when blanks are received of
dent of the board of trustees.
which due notice will be given.

evening.
received from Rober
Applications
H. Green of Lynn, Mass., and Fred B
Gooch of Yarmouthville for the positio:
of instructor in manual training.
Re
were

When you

ceived and placed on tile.
Several applications for positions in thi
school were received and filed,
It was voted to send the pupiis of olas
E, and a portion of class F from the War
school to the new room, to be
pre
in the Forest street school,
The matter of drawing the Forest stree
oi ,
sohool was referred to committee

the

was

and

The services of Warren church choii
have been engaged by the W. H. S. graduating class for the services at the M,
June 19, when Rev. G. C.
E. church,
Phelan will deliver the baccalaureate ser-

pared

Full Assortment ot Lehigh and FreeBurning Coals tor Domestic Use.

That the payment of and debts to or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any
by him are forbidden by law.
property
bjuquets
That a meeting of the creditors of said Debtor. to prove their debts and in case there aro
a pretty[appearance.
suffieent assets to authorize the same to choose
by members of the sohooh Refreshments one or more assignees of his estate, will be
Governor and Mrs. Powers held at a Court of Insolvency to be bolden at
was served.
said Pori land, in said
guests of ex- ProbateofCourt Eoom, Inon
were present ; and are the
the 20th day of June,
Cumberland,
County
Govenor Robie. The final exeroises will A. D., 1898, at ten o’clock In the forenoon.
Given
under
hand
the
date first above
my
take place today in the Congregational written.
is
the
This
programme:
L.
C.
church.
BUCKNAM,
Deputy Sheriff as Messenger of the Court of lib,
9.00 a. m.
solvency for said Comity of Cumberland,
jelO&lT
Music.
-a
Rev. Mr.^Cashmore
Prayer,
ACADEMY
GRADUATION.
Musio.
Rev. Dr. Butler, Waterville
Address,
[SPECIAL TO THE PRESS.}
Music.
Saco, June 16.—A Thornton Academy
Presentation of Diplomas,
Governor Powers graduating class of forty-two members,
Class Song.
of the
the largest class in the history
Rev. Mr. Reynolds
Benediction,
school, received diplomas this evening.
The exercises took place in Saco City hall,
11.30 a. m.

tastily

ning.

ren

\

C. L. BDCKNAM,
Deputy Sheriff as Messenger of the Court of In*
exercises
at the Gorham
solvencyfor said County of Cumberland,
jelO&lT
was
devoted to
Norman school and
work
class
Messenger’s Notice.
entirely. Among those
present were Superintendent ofjSchools Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County,
State of Maine. Cumberland, s. s. June 9th.
-Hon. W. W. Stetson, Normal Trustees,
A. D., 1898.
Prof. H. L. Chapman, G. A. Robertson,
is TO GIVE NOTICE, that on 8tl»
and This
J. W. Fairbanks, George Warren
day of June, A. D., 1898, a Warrant in ln»
was issued out of tbe Court of InsoU
solvency
Miss
Nowland
of
Fort
John A. Hinkley,
vency for said County of Cumberland, against
Kent Madawaska Training school, Mrs. the estate of
WILLIAM P. KITTEEDGE, of Portland,
W. W. Stetson and Mrs. G. A. Robertson.
be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
Last evening a brilliant reception was adjuged to
of said Debtor, which petition was filed on the
given at the school building by the grad- 8th day of June, A. D., 1898, to which date inThe various rooms were terest on claims is to be computed.
uating class.

yesterday
mencement

Most of the special exercises will be of a patriotic nature.
Keohab division, S. of T., will give s

i'oriuauce.

This will be the east for Fra Diavolo:
Miss Myra French
Zerlina,
Lady Allcash
Miss Nellie Worthiugtoi
Fra Diavolo,
George Andrew;
T. J. Johnsor
Giacomo,
G. A, Parke;
Beppo,
J. W. Walters
Lorenzo,
Lord Ailcash.
Henry Lawrenei
A. Dashiel 1
Malten,
Francisco,
Florence Roselanc

i_

aiuuiiuuu

Evening and Graduating

Last

NOTES.
Miss Annie Clark, the actress, who has
been playing a partin “Diplomacy” at
the Herald Square theatre, New York, is
at her home, ill.

were

for the remaining productions of Confusion, and it would be well for everybody
who desires to see ]this play, which is
brimful of fun, to secure their tickets

Mile.

Reception

iiOsil

COAL.

lolven'cy

517

Wednesday

interested spectators.

Spruce Street—Mrs. E. A. Libby.
Prides Corner—Inez P. Page.
Musio Teacher—Maude L. Legrow.

It was voted to leave the matter of emsquare every 15 minutes between 1 and 2
o’clock in the
afternoon, and 6.30 and ploying a teacher for manual training
7.45 in the evening. The theatre cars leave with the committee on teachers and indirect for Cape Cottage via Broadway at structors and manual training.
3 o’clock for the matinee and 7.30 p. m.,
for the evening performance. Reserved
COMMENCEMENT AT GORHAM.

of flio Mntnn

Central and officers of the Montauk
There

large for tonight, and indications point
a
crowded house. There will be a
to
at S. 30. Cars leave the
matinee today

Boys’ Dept.

■dm i

..vuupuuj

sure

3 to 16 years can

broken sizes of large lots but all suits
that have retailed and made to retail
at
$5.00, 6.50 and 8.00—now offered at the
extremely low price of $3.50 a suit.

in

only

KI5i i li.i

at this season ot

cordially ask you—if you have
Boys—and want clothing—to come here
and see what $3.50 will do.
we

give
Some of their features

unparalleled

TOP-COATS and

Indispensable articles
Many of these are new goods that have
the year, Every boy
come in late from the makers, others are

have one in the latest style by coming
here with $3.50.
Covert Cloths, Cheviots and Worsted—all new goods—regin our deular $5.00, 6.50 and 8.00 qualities.
In
for
the face of the fact that woolens have
EXPLANATION.
SAILOR SUITS, the newest, nob- advanced 30 per cent, all those goods we
offer are great values.
During the past two weeks and at the biest and latest styles for
Boys 4 to 10
present time, we have been giving the years.
Hero are blue
cheviots and
of Portland and vicinity an obmiDOV SUITS,
1 For Boys
public
ject lesson in showing how we could sell serges, beautiful fancy brown and gray VESTEE SUITS,
} 3 to 8
fine, artistic, elegantly made up Suits mixtures, elegantly trimmed, regular FAU NT LEROY SUITS, i years.
and Overcoats for Gentlemen and
Young $5.00, 6.50 and 8.00 suits, to be closed
Men at 25 to 40 per cent less than the
Beautiful variety of handsome novelout at only
$3.50 a suit
regular retail dealers. We have proved
ties in Blue, Brown and
Gray Mixed,
our ability in this
respect to hundreds,
and hundreds more are
coming as the
For vacation anywhere at mountains Fancy trimmed Suits. Your choice of
result.
We begin today a sale of fine
or seashore these suits are desirable in nearly 200 of them,
$3.50 each.
reliable, artistic, durable Clothing for
under
the
every particular.
Boys
$5.00, and 6.50 qualities.
heading,

prime favorites with the public.

Nichols,| all

DOUBLE BREASTED KNEE
PANT SUITS,
sizes 7 to 16 years.

want school

best,

and the

“CHANDLER”

I

ADJUSTABLE

165 Devonshire St., BOSTON.

I

I

furniture,

get the

prlSi

t!

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS*
—

MAINE

in this case, are equivalent tc
elections. Of course there were d sappoiatments, but there was no inclination
to do anything hut loyally accept the results of the ballots. The action of
the
convention in refusing to seat the contest-

nations,

AND

STATE PRESS.

Subscription Rates.
Daily (in advance) $6 per year; $3 for six
months; $1.50 a quarter; BO cents a month.
The Daily' Is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.

ing delegation from Deering

doubt
less wise under all the
circumstances.
Though substantial justice would have
Daily (not lu advance), invariably at the been done in this oase, and the wishes oi
rate of $7 a year.
the Republican voters as expressed at the
Maine State I'iiess, (Weekly) published polls been better met by seating the conevery Thursday, $1.00 per year; 60 cents for 6
testants, still such action would have esmouths; 26 cents for 3 months.
tablished a precedent for going
behind
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
might have
short periods may have the addresses of their the caucus returns which
proved very troublesome in the future.
papers changed as often as desired.
With such a precedent f-iture county conAdvei-tisiug Rates.
might be appealed to by
In Daily Press $1.60 per square, for ens ventions
week; $4.00 for one mon‘h. Three insertions parties who claimed that a caucus had
or less, $1.00 per square.
Every other day ad- not fairly reflected the views of the voters
to inquire into it, and perhaps reverse its
vertisements, one third less than these rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 for one decision.
oi
This would give no end
week or $2.50 for one month,
trouble and would as often
defeat tht
of
the width of a col“A square” is a space
ends of justice as promote them.
umn and ono inch long.
The most far fetched of all the arguSpecial Notices, on first page, one-third additional.
ments for the permanent
occupation oi
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 por the
is the one thal
Philippine
islands
Three insertions or less,
square each week.
takes the ground that we ought to hold
$1.50 per square.
them in order to free the inhabitants
Reading Notices in nonpareil type and classed
with other paid notices, 16 cents per line each from the Spanish tyranny and misrule and
give them good government. If it is a
insertion.
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type,
part of our business to see that the peoples
15 cents per line each Insertion.
of the earth are well governed we ought
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar adver- not to stop at the Philippines, but should
tisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for hunt out all the bad
governments we oan
40 words or less, no display. Displayed adverAnd and proceed to suppress them
and
tisements under these headlines, and all adverset uj> good ones.
has a pretty
Turkey
tisements not paid in advance, will be charged
bad governmnent and many
American
at regular rates.
Iu Maine State Press—$1.00 per square citizens have suffered in consequence oi
for first insertion, and 50 cents por square for it, but we have never felt it our duty to
each subsequent insertion.
send an army and navy to Constantinople
Address all communications relating to sub- to free the
country from the tyrannous rule
scriptions and advertisements to Portland of the Sultan. The truth is this
argument
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
for the retention of the Philippines is an
Portland, mb.
attempt to get around our implied promise
in the war resolution of Congress that
X±±±U
this should not be a war of conquest. It
is altogether too feeble and

FRIDAY,

JUNE

17.

deceive

farfetched tc

The Cuban junta in New York professes
to have received Information that
the
Spanish volunteers are deserting to the
insurgents in large numbers. This may
be true, but it comes from a source that
needs corroboration. The ICuban
junta

want to be deceived. Those who advance
it want to make the war one of conquest,
they want us to hold all we get. It is
put forth simply to quiet the consciences
of people who are also inclined that way
but are a little squeamish about making
solemn promises to the world and then

has shown itself to be a

breaking

rather

untrust-

them.

worthy body.
The transports have made exceedingly
good time between San Francisco and
Manila, arriving at the latter place sev-

STATE

TOPICS

OF

INTEREST-”

nessed Much Hard

in Manila if the city should surrender or
the rebels get into it. It will te several
weeks before more troops will arrive, for
the seoond expedition left
two ago.

only

a

day

or

There are at last welcome
signs that
there are some insurgent troops around
Santiago and that they are likely to furnish our troops some valuable assistance.

Indeed, they appear to huve

aided the
marines in the attack upon the Spanish
extent the decamp, though to whit
spatches do not make clear. If Garcia

they need.

The old stallion Hiram Drew, Jr.,
owned by Emery O. Stantial of Brooks,
died recently at the age of 26 years and
19 days. Jlo was a grandson of Old Dirigo, formerly owned by Charles McKenHe was never driven by
ney of Monroe.
anyone except of the family and was
never
bought or sold. He was smooth
and sound and perfectly well until three
days before he died. He left a large
number of colts distinguished for their
style and action, the Drew type predominating. In his prime he was one of the
strongest horres for his weight ever seen.
AH nis life he has been kept at Mr.
Stantiabs farm at West Brooks, and he
will be missed almost as much as a person would be.

nw

an

vera’s fleet. But for the presence of these
in
the harbor it would not have
been undertaken
at this time. But to
take the fleet the city must be taken, and

ships
after

tion at Washington. He was a handsome
fellow then; rich, a bachelor, played the
guitar with the graceful ease of his raoe
and sang beautifully in a light tenoi

taking it we shall doubtless per- voice. He was muoh sought after by
manently oocupy it.
match-making mammas, but avoided all
The marines at Guantamo are demonno lack of pluok or
endurance in American
soldiers. These
men have been on the shoro for nearly a

strating that there is

week surrounded

the land
6ide
by
Spanish guerrillas who have harassed
them day and night.
They have had to
get along with scant rations, have hardly
slept at all and have been constantly annoyed by mosquitoes and other insects
which infest the island. Tet on Tuesday
they marched five miles under the rays of
on

torrid sun, over a road almost impassable and attaoked and routed several hundred Spaniards. As a test of the virtues
a

of A merioan soldiers the movement at
Gnantanamo has been worth something,
but if it has served any other good purpose it is difficult to see what it la. Howwill
ever, now that they ore there they
have to stay, for the moral effeot of a reBut the landing In
treat would be bad.
to have been hardly
justified by any advantage that was likely
to come or has come from it.
the first

place

seems

traps with the

same success that attended
his first efforts in directing the Spanish
fleet. Similarly, however, he finally met
his doom, falling deeply in love with a
daughter of a United States senator.
Then, as now, he lost all by a foolish
maneuver.
Asked to sing at a social
function at the residence of Secretary ol
State Fish, Cervera complied by fixing
the attention of everyone near upon his
inamorata. He then bowed with pro
found meaning to her aud burst into the
passionate measures of the most sensational of Spanish love songs. The embarrassed girl left the room and Cervera
was vanquished in his first American en-

gagement.

The

in

interest,

war

reminiscences
difficulty with

created by the present
Spain has influenced me to contribute
something to the numerous articles
that have appeared, but upon a subject

heretofore

uot

the courtesy

upon. Through
L. M. Kelley, the
Commissioner of pen-

Capt.

obliging Deputy

sions, I was permitted to unearth oertain
facts relating to tbe civil war that will
absolutely distinguish it as being a conflict truly Titanio; and at the same time
it may furnish a surprise to those who are
only familiar with the great battles.
Capt. Kelly, by the way, is a gallant
Union Soldier and participted in many of
the hard-fought battles that engaged the
He entered the serarmies of the West.
vice as a private and emerged from the
conflict as Captain of Company A,
Thirty-six Illinois Infantry. A vast
number of engagements were fought in
States where only a few are ever spoken
of, and of the actual number but little is
known. For instance, should a civil service examinatiou require an applicant to
name the State in whioh the greatest
number of battles took place, excepting,
of course, Virginia, he would naturally
reply Kentucky or Tennessee, while as a
matter of fact more battles were fought

acing

who has

purchased

drop

2.14 1-2, by
dam Blanche Jefferson.

Alcantara,

June

been dismissed

Wen

The
of Chili.
dismissal of Wong Toung Ho, in conjunction with other events, is looked upon as
indicating the adoption of a more progressive policy upon the part of China.

Chao,

the viceroy

another

there are always likely to be where nomi-

25

and

50c.

our

that is

to

Sample box free. COMFORT POWDER CO., Hartford,

Ct.

TO-NIGHT.

Men’s

And

Reserved seats an sale at Stelnert St Soil’s, 517 Congress St.
Round Trip Tickets with Coupon Admitting to Theatre Only gopts.
Best reserved seats with coupon only 10 and 20 cents. Take Cape Cottage cars and ask for
Matinees at 2.30 p. m. Evening at 8.15 p. m.
ioupon ticket.

National

JONES,

Provincial

large

the

DOUGLAS
the great Comedy of

The production will bo given with entirely 3Sew Scenery and Magnificent Costumes.
Evening Performance at 8 O’clock. Matinees at 2.45 o’clock. Ca&co Bay Steamers leave Custom House Wharf at 2.15 for Matinees and 7.30 for Evening Performances.
Round Trip Tickets,
with coupon admitting to Theatre, 25 cents.
Reserved 3eats, 10 and 20 cents. Boxes, six chairs
In each box, 30 cents eaoh ohair.
Admission without Casco Bay Coupon, 20 centfe.
Sale of Reserved Seats at Caaco Bay Steamboat Office, Custom House Wharf.

J©fferson

CtsRtar.

Theatre

Pay Brothers & Hosford, Lessees and Managers.

TONIGHT

ANDREWS

AT

Great Success

....

PORTLAND
TRUST CO.,

Je8 Mon,Wed,Fri

of

CONFUSION.

on

temu

Furnishers,

BYRON

and his excellent Stock Company will present

STEPHEN R. SMALL Prwlitait
RAflsHALL *■ MMN8,

Monument Square.

ktknlng, JCNB 13th, and every evening for the balance
week, Wilh Matinees Tuesday, Thursday ami Saturday,

MONDAY

MR,

DEPOSITS.
on

Drama, Entitled

Tile DAWN OF FREEDOM

Commencing

Correspondence •elicited from Individual*.
Hank* and others
Corporations,
desiring to open accounts, a* well as from
those wishing to transact Banking bastof saf
description through this

Tailors, Manufacturing Glothers

OPERA

:

In FRA

COMPANY

:

DIAVOLO,

TOMORROW at 2.30 and 8,
Great Comic Opera--FJRA
PRICESEvening, 10c, 20c, 39c, 50c.

OffAVOLO,

Mailnee, 10c,20c.

NO HIGHER.

30c.

Q.

....

Seoure your seats now

Nos 87 and 89 Exchange St.
FINANCIAL,

AUCTION SAIoJSS.

Capital.$100,000
--

---T---

EVERY.. .1
MAN

1

...

1w,

come

t

jS

to na with copy and say

|

make the prioe reasonably,"

<j

alwayi t
satisfactory aad bring* aaoallent |
la such oaaea the work la

|

results.

THB THURSTON PRINT,
PORTLAND, MB,

|

Surplus. 100,000
Stockholders’ Liability
100,000
...

ICE CREAM EREEZER.
Capital
wholly

SPECIAL PRICES.

3
4
frequently how* customers h G

Put It in attractive form and

11

OHIO

I

TO HIS TRADE.

$1.80 eacli Investment

qt.
“

Securities

SEWERS;

SCREENS,
DOORS,
HAMMOCKS,

&c<

N. M. PERKINS & CO..
HARDWARE DEALERS, 8 Free St.

SAFE

DEERING

DEPOSIT'AULTS.

Having consolidated with the Portland
Safe Deposit Company, the Portland
Trust Company now offers its patrons
and the publio unequaled facilities for
storage of bonds, stocks, valuable papers
and silver ware.
The security offered is the best in
Maine, and the location is the most central and convenient in Portland.

CITYJF

OFFICERS

GENTLEMEN’S GARMENTS.
Whole Suits

building a sower on
be received by tbe Committee

Sealed proposals for

Ocean street will

CLEANSED AND PRESSED FCP

Sewers until Wednesday, June 22, 1898, at
7 30 o’clock p. m., and then publicly opened at
the City Council room.
A certified check of 8200 will be required in
with each bid and a bond will be required from
the successful bidder.
Blank proposals and all necessary information may be obtained at the office ot ihe City
Engineer, and the committee reserve the right
to reject any or all bids.
WALTER FICKETT, 1
FRANK .E. TRUE,
[ Committee on Sewers.

SKH®

$1.50

American
All

dyeing

second

dtd

and

Bra

French

cleansing

way.

done

Works Simond’s Dve House, 83 India St. Cen
tral office 8 Elm St. Telephone 130-5.

WOODBURY

&

Jel3diw»

TO MUSIC TEACHERS.
♦♦♦♦♦»»»♦♦♦+♦+»♦♦»

s

Franklin B. Brrrett,
Frederick Roble,
A. H. Walker,
Charles O. Bancroft,
Alp ‘eus G. Rogers,
Weston F. Milllken,
Ang. R. Wright.
Walter G. Davis,
Sidney W. Thaxter,
Harry Butler.
William G. Davis,
James P. Baxter.
Charles F. Libby,
William W. Brown,
David W. Snow,

LONHOLDT,

PRACTICAL. DYER.

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.
Special Notice.

THE LATEST.

PRODUCTIONS

MUSICAL

be done to make It an advantage and a pleasure
to deal with us.
We al.o carrv a Fall
Assortment of
STRINGED INSTRUMENTS and MUSI
CAL MERCHANDISE of every description.

mylldtf

C. W. T. CODING,
Gen. Manager,

MOULTON,

BANKERS,
Exchange Sts.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES,
LETTERS OF CREDIT,
FOREIGN DRAFTS.
dtf

Steinert & Sons

Go.

McGOULDRIC, Manager.
517

Congress Sf.
M.’W&Ftf

prostration

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.
After May 20th, 1898, no more permits to
bring cows or other cattle Into this State from
Massachusetts, or other New England States
under the pretense that they are for beef or to
be turned to pasture, will be issued by our
board until further notice.
Animals for breeding purposes that have
been properly tested and approved, will be admitted as heretofore. By order of the Cattle
Commissioners.
FLAVIOUS a BEAL, Treasurer.
GEO. H. BAILEY.
Veterinarian,

may24

dlwteodtm.m.w&fri

and

all nervous diseases of the generatlve organs
a of either sex,
such as Nervous

Insurance

Agents,

•'

befohk .<*n aftbr

tspiB

Falling

or

Lost

Manhood,Impotency.Nightly Emissions,Youthof Toful Errors, Mental Worry, excessive use
bacco or Opium, which lead to Consumption and
Insanity. With every $5 order we give a written guarantee to cure or refund the money.
per box. 6 boxes for $5.00. DB.
Sold at

9tMO,

MOTT’S CJItJblAL

Have temporarily removed to

'prostration.

COMPANY,

Cleveland, Ohio.

For sale by J. E. Gooid & Co.

22 EXCHANGE ST.,
Directly Opposite

their old office

TELEPHONE

NO.

35§;4.

w.

ali.e
tf

n

FINANCIAL.

Prices

on

4s.
application.

$90,000
THIRTY YEAR 4 PER GERE
BONDS

SWAN & “BARRETT,
186 Middle St., Portland, Me.
Jtl
Jy2r

MERCANTILE

Company,

First National Bank

Building,

—

DUE 1928.
This company supplies Deering, Westbrook, Gorham and Standieh, and the
above bonds are

MAINE.

Capital Stock,
Stockholders’ Liability,

$100,000.00 by

Receives active business

or

subjeat

to check upon the most favorable terms.
Interest paid on dally balances. Issues Certtcates of Deposit drawing interest from date of
deposit to date of withdrawal.
Doans made on approved collaterals and commercial paper discounted.
Letters of Credit furnished and drafts drawn
on the principal European cities.

and Sold.

Bought

OFFICERS.
HENRY P. COX,
EDWARD B. WINSLOW, 1
JAMES F. HAWKES,
)
HU i SON B. SAUNDERS,
CHESTER H. PEASE,
SETH L. LARRABEE,
9ETH L. LARRABEE,
W. H. MILLIKEN,
FREDERICK N. DOW,
JAMES F. HAWKFS,
THOMAS P. SHAW.
DR. S. C. GORDAN.
JOHN E. BURNHAM,
AMMI WHITNEY,
A. R. WRIGHT,
EDWARD B. WINSLOW,

jun8

President.
vlee
Presidents
Vice Presidents.

Treasurer.
Secretary.

Attorney.

HENRY P. COX,
A. S. HINDS,
EDWARD MOORE,
HUTSON B. SAUNDERS,
DR. E. E. HOLT,
ADAM P. LEIGHTON,
HENRY F. MERRILL,
ELISHA W. CONLEY,
GEO. W. YORK,
JOHN F. LISCOMB.

_MWFtf

JOB

MARKS,

PRINTER,

PRINTERS’ EICHANGB,
97 I-8 Exchange St., Portland

FINE JOS PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders hi mail or telephone promptly
attended to.
septsKeoacf

H. E. MILLS

PianO Tuner,
Order slats

GUARANTEED
Portland Water Co.

$100,000.00
private accounts

at Chandler’s Music
Congress street.

store 431 I

OF THE

STANDISH WATER &
CONSTRUCTION CO.,

PORTLAND,

and-

The (treat remedy for nervous

c.

4s.

Co.,

Restored Manhood. NORTON & HALL, Book, Card
MOTT’S NERVERINE PILLS.
DR.

r. o. kailbr
roarh4

4s.

m. M.

_

M.

4s.

DIRECTORS.

fol)8

Auctioneers and Commission Herckanb

4s.

Choice Inveseimnt Securities

Cor. Middle &

R.,

Saco,
Riddeford,

On

column.

BAILEY & CO.

Merrimack Connty,

Secretary.

Jun8dtf

to none in the world.

J. IN. J.

ALBERT1 DINGLEY,)
jelS

or

President.
Vioe President.

TRUSTEES

on

Portland W ater

Trust

:

JVM. G. DAVIS.
.JAMES P. BAXTER,
H. BUTLER,

Maine Central R.

N. H.,

“

The Ohio is a TRIPLE MO
T10N Freezer and guaranteed tc
give satisfaction. We are head
quarters for

Notice to Contractors.

1

a

Specialty.

“

2.20
2.80

“

BONDS.

F. O.

Salesroom 43 Exchange Street.

and Surplus
invested
in Government Bonds.

[jeiofltf

apis

persons who suffer with tender, aching feet,
or
Please try it.
any other skin affection.
All druggists.

HASKELL ft

Tel. 818-2.

—

The Republican oounty convention held
wideawake
in this city yesterday was a
body, and went about its business with
vigor and spirit. There were plenty of
earnest contests for the nominations, as

to

Draft* drawn

for $12.00

T. C.

only
given
fomfprt'powder by fleshy people who
chafe
ladies who perspire excessively, and
name

McCULLUM’S THEATRE. CAPE COTTAGE.

The Handsomest Summer Theatre In America.

MILLION
t

JelOdtf

THE GEM THEATRE, PEAKS ISLAND.

SURPLUS

Rank
of fntUnd, London, In
or
small amounts, for tale at ear rent rates.
Current Accounts received on favorable
terms.

and after May 11th the
fare wilt be FIVE CENTS tc
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
nnd from Forest City Landing,
Peaks’ Island.
our
are
in
at
all
found
stock
times
to
be
PROGRESS.
CHINA WILL
Steamers leave Custom House
All orders by mall or telephone will receive
Pekin, June 16.—Wong Toung Ho, a prompt attention.
Our discounts to the profession are the most Wharf.
member of the council of state and the
in
table
favorable to be obtained and everything will
another
See .time
from

foreign office,etc.,has

nOSINA VENUS,
Queen of the Dancing Wire.
?RED BOWMAN, Vocalist and Comedy Entertainer, and La Petite
Blanche, a dainty Soubrette
Afternoon performances at 3.15 o’clock. Evening at 8.15.
The Management also announces the permanent engagement, for the entire season of
THE
FADETTES.
Woman’s Orchestra of 16 Skilled Musicians, which will give free concerts dav and evcninn af
8

DOLLARS.

BLUE SERGE SUITS

16.—Peter Archie,
youth, aged 17 years,

oabinet office, and is succeeded by Wang

It
’rima Donna Vocalist, whose voice of Remarkable High range and Wonderful sweetness captivated Portland last season.
VA1MOIi A-. tlxo nXexieau Wonder
h Exhibitions of Foot Equilibrium, Transformations and Manipulations,
BARRBTT ds LEONARD
Irish Commedtans.

MAINE,

a

French Canadian
was drowned in the Saco river this mornHe was unable to
ing, while bathing.
swim, and stepped out beyond his depth.
The body has been recovered.

IS COMPOSED OF AMERICA’S REPRESENTATIVE VAUDEVILLE ARTISTS
Includes
MABAMB BATIITTIO,

=-rr-

Interest Paid
TIME

PARK.

VAUDEVILLE STARS.

GORMAN'S

A Blew Cuban War

—

AND

ONE

in and see what we can do for you.

DROWNED WHILE BATHING.

Blddeford,

dtf

Incorporated 1824.
CAPITAL

We have Business Suits from $8.00 to
$25.00,
Overcoats from 5 to $25.00.
Trousers from 3 to $7.00.
Good Working Trousers from 1 to $3.00.
We are showing some attractive styles
for Young Men's wear.
Also a special line of Suits to fit

STOUT MEN.
We call particular attention

OF

PORTLAND.

the well-kuown

gelding Mahlon.

Street.

TBa

—

The season so far has been rather unfavorable for the Clothing business, but
the best of clothing will wear out
in lime and a oertain amonnt of New
has to be purchased to replace.
When
this becomes necessary we invite you to

surprise those who have not investigated
the matter. As Virginia was the great
theatre of that straggle, we hear oftenest
of Bull Bun, the Seven Days’ battles,
Fredericksburg, the Wilderness, Chancellorsville, Petersburg and the Valley campaign, but by actual count, taken from
the records, 627 battles were fought in
oivil
that Commonwealth during the
war.
In Missouri the greatest promiof
battles
Elk
the
Horn
to
is
nence
given
and Wilson’s Creek, while, as a matter of
fact,7 417 engagements took place altogether. Tennessee is famous as the scene
of the battles of Murfreesboro, Lookout
Mountain, Chickamauga, Franklin and
other important struggles, but at the
close of the strife 373 engagements were
put, down as her quota.
In Arkansas, one of the border States,

Mass.,

Exchange

Casco National Bank

and TROUSERS.

-

rHIS COMPANY

°™™k.
SUITS, OVERCOATS

a

AKononm,

he Park. Concerts at 2.15, 4.30 and 7.15 each afternoon.
Cars leave head of Preble street every 15 minutes during day and evening.

PORTLAND TRUST COMTMY

in Missouri than in any other State. In
Texas the fewest number took plaoe of
any of the seoeding States, while Florida
and Maryland oarne next in the nscending
snalo. The actual number of engagements
that occurred in each State will doubtless

occurred in that State, and we have a
total of 284. Louisiana comes next in
point of numbers, with 181, among these
being the battes of New Orleans, Pleasant
Hills and the siege of Port Hudson as
events that will lire in history.
Georgia,
the route of Sherman’s march to the sea,
furnished many of the notable battles of
the war, among.them Atlanta, Kenesaw
Mountain. Peach Tree Creek, Resaca,
Savannah and Ringgold, the total being
162. In Kentuoky there were 163 battles
during the war, that ot PerryTille being
perhaps the most important. In Alabama there were 105 engagements, notable
among them being the bombardment of
Mobile and battles around Sslma and
Montgomery. Next on the list comes
North Carolina, with a total of 102 battles, among them Bentonville, Wilmington and Greensboro. In South Carolina,
where the first gun of the war was fired
there were 75 battles including the capture of Columbia and the numerous bombardments of Fort Sumpter and the assaults that were made upon the batteries
in Charleston harbor. In the Indian Territory tnere were 40 battles, and in
Florida there were 39, the most important
being the battles of Oiustee. Maryland
is famous for strategio importance because
the battle of Antietam took place
within her borders, but there were also
38 other engagements. There were 22 engagements in Kansas during the war,
and in Texas 12. Gettysburg, the greatest
battle of the war was fought in Pennsylvania, but tli6re were six other engagements in that State whioh have been
overshadowed by that more important
event. In Ohio there were 5 engagements,
in Indiana 5, Illinois 11, and in the
District of Columbia (Early’s raid) 1.
According to the above figures and they
are
taken from the records, the total
number of battles that were fought between the Union and Confederate armies
form April 15. 1861, to April 9, 1865, is
3,126. This period embraoed the four
years of the civil war. To give an idea of
how this compares with other struggles
ia which the United States have been engaged, it may be bero stated that more
batties took plaoe in West Virginia during the civil war then were fought in the
entire country during the Revolutionary
war or during the war with Mexico.
Of
course, there were numerous battles of
greater importance during the iatter conflicts, but by oount the number of engaeoments bp comparison is in West Virginia’s favor.
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(Washington Post.)

9,009 troops, or even 3,000, fairly
armed, available for assault on Santiago
our task will be a good
deal
simplified,
for the insurgents are
thoroughly acMayor Torrey of Bath, has received the
climated and know the country.
following communication from Major
Hoxie, in reference to the mines at the
The mania for annexing will not stop mouth of the Kennebec:
“U. S. Engineers Office,
Portland,
with Hawaii. Already there are
signs Me., June 10.
that there will be a strong movement to
“Hon. Joseph Torrey, Mayor, Bath, Me.
add the Philippines under the
“I am instructed by the chief engineer
guise of
of
U. S. A. to open a buoyed channel
the
inhabitants
from
the
liberating
tyranileld in the Kennebec
nical and cruel rule of the Spaniards. A through the mine
river, upon the assumption of the city ol
case can be easily made for the
annexaBath through yourself as the official reption pf Porto Rico on the ground that it resentative of the city, of all responisbility attaching to this serious impairment
is necessary for the
protection of the of
Will you kindthe defense of .the city.
Southern Atlantic and Gulf States. The
ly write me at" your con veil enee, your
promise in regard to Cuba will bother a decision In this matter, so that X may dc
little, bus eventually there will be a as direoted.”
Mayor Torrey replied that he would not
strong movement to add that also on the assume
the responsibility.
The mattei
ground perhaps that the people are inca- will be brought before the city counoil.
pable of governing themselves, and will
relapse into anarchy unless we take them
Tuberculosis cases aro still asserting
la hand.
The first step in an imperial themselves and
causing uneasiness in the
tv'll
Vi
Vvnan
tolran
anil
fka
minds of farmers, notwithstanding tin
was
appropriation
long ago exhausted,
quent steps will be easier.
and this fact in no way operates to dis
the disease from attacking the
Gen.
Shafter’s expedition is due at courage
best specimens in the herd or to leave
Santiago today, and there is no reason to alone the poorer animals. Dr. G. H.
believed that it has been delayed.
How Bailey, the State veterinarian, was in
Cornville Saturday to look after oases,
long it will take to land the troops de- and
found three valuable
cows there
pends on many ciroumstanoes, which and
killed
the
animals. One wa.is
to exactly
impossible
anticipate owned by Fred C. Rowell, the other two
but probably by Sunday most of the in a herd of eight, owueel by Walter M
Greene. Monday he was In Stetson, called
troops and supplies will be on shore. there to test a steer owned
by Hon. John
Next week we may expect to have stir-1 Rogers.
ring news from this expedition. It will
CERVERA’S TACT.
doubtless have to fight, and to fight hard
before it
captures Santiago, for there is
(Cincinnati Star.)
MAHLON 8 OLD.
a pretty strong body of Spanish regulars
Admiral Cervera has had a previous
June 16.— A very important
Waterville,
in the
city who have seen considerable American entanglement. During Gen- sale of home flesh has
just taken place by
service. The prime object of the expedit- eral Grant’s
presidential term Cervera Mr. Frederick Pooler of Skowhegan to
ion is to oapture or destroy Admiral Cer- was a naval attache of the
Spanish lega- George A. Alden, Esq., of Brookline,
has

rmAireui.

__

Fighting.

Augusta ladies wanted to send there was much hard fighting, Pea Ridge
things to some of the boys at
one of the important engagements,
eral days before they were expected. It Chickamauga, some weeks ago, and to being
but there were 294 battles in all. Vicksis to be regretted that they did not convey their horror the cost of sending it was
was
in the fury of a long siege, and
$16.50. They are now advising all people burg
and
more troops, but 2500 men may be of great
who wish to send anvthino, to the hove fr the battles of Corinth. Holly Springs
servioe at this juncture in keeping order send a 'check and let the boys buy what I Jackson also took niace in MississiDDi:
add to these the other engagements that
Several
aj box of

MMCVJLLANBOU8.

Total In Four Tears, 3,123; Missouri Wit-

was

thoughtful people who do not

gtr—«L-v
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PORTLAND and

SMAlTpOINT

STEAMBOAT CO.
Dally round trip (Sundays exoepted) between
Portland and Cape 8mall Point.
On anu after April 4th. 1893.

Steamer “Percy
CAPT. CHAS. H.

HOwT~

Will leave Portland Pier, Portland, at 2.00 p.
m., for Lowell’s Cove. Orr’s Island; Card’s Cove.
Quohog Bay, x’oor’a Point. East Harpswell;
Ashdale, Horse Island Harbor, Water Cove,
Small Point SeSasco, Phlppsburg and Cindy's
Harbor.
RETURNING-Leave Cundy’s Harbor at
6.00 a. m.; Phlppsburg, 6.15 a. ni.; Ashdale. 6.30
a. m.; Water Cove, Small Point, 6,43 a. m.;
Poor’s Point, 7,00 a. m.; Card’s Cove, 7151- m-J
Lowell’s Cove, Orr.s Island, 8.00 s. m.. arrive m
Portland at 10.00 a. m.
For further particulars apply to
J. H. McDonald. Pres. andMarntger,

Telephole
apr4

46-3.

358

Commercial

street.

_au

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
Sunday Time Table,
Steamer Sebaseodegan will leave „|>or*'an'1
Pier. Portland—For LoDg Island 10.00 a. m.,
12 noon, 2.00, 3.30 p. in.
»
Return for Portland-Leave) Long Island
10.30 a. m., 12.30, 2 30. 5.00 p. m.
Isaiah Daniels. Gen’i Manager.
Juneiott
ViUtasu iBdlRn Pile
Ointment is a sure euro
for FILS*. It absorbs
tumors. Stops itching.
GIVES RELIEF. 50.'.
»ed 91. At Druggists.

For sale by J. K, Goold A Co,
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Cumberland County Convention the Liveliest Kind of a Show,
Mr.

of Brunswick, Will
Be the Next Sheriff.

Despeaux,

Spirited

Contests Over

Most o1

the Other Offices.
CONVENTION NOMINEES

THE

:

the

paramount object of the
present war is the freedom or Cuba, Its
results must be far-reaching. Heretofore
our attention has been so concentrated on
our internal industrial development that
the greatest evil we now have to contend
with
is over-production; we have no
market for our surplus products.
Jnst at this time the hitherto undeveloped
countries of Africa and Asia are building
railroads and calling for all kinds of
agricultural machinery and manufactured wares. Here is the market for our
manufactured goods.
Before all other
nations we ought to be foremost in the
Chinese trade. Wo are the nearest conn fry
and have the best facilities for supplying
the demand of this great people. Already
Germany, Russia, France and England
are awake to the new
conditions and if
this war accomplishes nothing else it will
be worth all it costs for having opened
our eyes to the great
possibilities which
the future has iu store for us.
Gladstone foresaw the great future of
our nation when he said;
“Amenoa will
one day become what England Is today,
the head steward in the great household
of the world, beoauee her service will be
the best and ablest.” His countrymen
are today tendering us
their friendship
and soliciting our co-operation in their
policy of progress, and it is a duty we
owe, not only to ourselves bub to civilization, that the influence of the AngloSaxon race shall be pre-eminent in the
development of tbe world. Tbis great
power that,has grown up hero In America
was never designed to exist for itself
alone; it Is our duty to carry the fruits of
our industry to the rest of the world and
help them to profit thereby.
Let us awake, then, to our new conditions and plaoe ourselves on a military
and naval footing commensurate with
the objects to be attained. Multiply our
navy and strengthen our anny; adopt a
firm, aggressive policy subsidize steamship lineg; build the Panama canal; in
A new
short, make oominerce possible.
market will be furnished, business will
labor
will
be
the
silver
revive,
employed,
question will retreat before an enlightened and enriched people. Our own
civilization will be spread abroad, and
while benefiting ourselves we shall be
doing our duty to mankind. And the
Stars and Stripes will ware in overy port,
in every clime, an emblem of power,
progress, justice and humanity.
Mr. Woodside’s address was enthusias-

District, Josiah H. Drummond, Jr.,
District, Edward C. Reynolds, South Portland;
Eastern District, Joseph IT. Hodsdon, X armouth; Northern District, Cyrus S. Without, Raymond.
For County Attorney—George Libby, Portland.
For County Treasurer—James M. Thompson, New Gloucester,
For Clerk of Courts—Benjamin C, Stone, Portland.
tically received.
On motion of Mr. Stuart Lsughlin
For Sheriff—Oren T. Despeaux, Brunswick.
was
of Portland the county committee
For Register of Deeds—Norman True, Pownal.
made a oommittee on credentials. The
For County Commissioner—Charles C. Wiggin, Freeport.
temporary organization was then made
permanent, on motion of Benj. Thompson, Esq.
On motion of W. G. Chapman, Esq.,
For Senators—Portland

Portland;

Western

There was nothing lacking in the line Delegate Charles T. Goodwill, who went
of political fireworks at the Cumberland back on tho instructions of the oauous
It came fully up to that eleoted him, but only two members
County convention.
the
the expectation of the party leaders, who of the committee favored bringing
predicted that for exciting features it matter before the convention.
Finally a majority report, favoring
would be far ahead of any convention the
Republicans of the county had pulled off recognition of the Dresser delegates at
in recent years.
large, was drawn up and signed by J. S.
The sheriff contest, which has been the Fiokett of South Portland, Carroll W.

absorbing

time Of the campaign, was a
victory for Dospeaux, the Brunswick delegate, but his rival forces went down with
their colors flying.
It was a gamey conThe
test, right up to the last minute.
contested Deering case was decided in
Candidate Dresser’s favor, and the South
Portland, Falmouth and Baldwin delegations, whose election had been called
into

question,

also

went

to

him.

“We

records,”
cannot go back of the
was the
ruling of the committee on
credentials in the Deering case—a ruling
whioh it will be worth while for future
caucuses to bear in mind.
The committee was a long time in arriving at that deoision—so long that it
oaueus

tired out the convention and an adjournment; was made for dinner before the delegates got fairly settled down to business.
The credentials oommittee had a bigger
convention itself, but it
The
was conducted behind closed doors.
oommittee consumed three hours in hearshow than the

ing argument and evidence and discussHon. Ira Locke
ing the Deering fight.
counsel for the Despeaux
was there as
four
faction, to urge the claims of the
delegates at large who were favorable to
Mr. Locke talked about
Then another
three-quarters of an hour.
about twenty
was devoted to testimony,

that candidate.

Hftinrr flTiim\riprl

When the committee went into executive session it expected to deoide the Deering question in a twinkling, but more
argument was introduced and the minutes
lengthened to an hoar.
Mr. Deepeaux’s friends on the committee clung to
the
declaration that the
records of the oaucuses should govern the
ward
decision.
Four
delegates duly

oleoted by voters of Deering had met in
general caucus, according to official call,
and proceeded to eleot delegates at large.
The rival delegates at large were chosen
later by a minority of the ward delegates.
The aotion ot the four, rather than the
This
three, was entitled to recognition.
the text of the argument
urged by
the Dresser men, and indorsed by most of
the number of the credentials committee.
Mr. Despeaux, as a member of this

was

committee, stood out in favor of throwing out both sets of delegates at large.
Kdward W. Koss of North
Yarmouth
stood by him in his endeavor.
Mr. Despeaux was satisfied that, whatever the
decision in the Deering matter, he
had
enough to win the shot iff nomination on the first ballot, but he wanted to
put the party stamp of denunciatiou on
the kind of tactics which made possible
the sending of two sets of delegates from
Deering.
Doth sides severely scored the action of
votes

Warren’s

"

as'om

§5iaw Hosiery make
e«i minri,

Shirts
ti

ami
conieoi*

GEO. L. WARREN,
Jikic. ItUdie and Federal

committee

on

to

appoint

a

resolutions, which , motion

Portland,

Mr. Morrill then

opened

np tho

Deering

chief bone of
matter, which had been the
room.
He
contention in the oommittee
of the Deerdoings
the
reviewed
carefully
caucus
ing ward caucuses and the general
the change
which followed it, referred to
Goodwin of
of front of Delegate Gearies
the generof
up
ward 4, and the splitting
choice of
al caucus, which resulted in the
large. Ho sa-.d a
rival delegations at
committee
majority of members of the
conclusion that they
had come to the
could not go bach of the caucus returns.
They therefore had decided to recommend
Dresser delegates at
the seating of the
F.
large, Sewell T. Fowler, Lorenzo
i’.
Dyer, Charles D. Moses and William
as folPhinney. The report concluded

Chapman

of Deerlng, W. K.
Dana of
Westbrook, James L. Doolittle of BrunsW.
wick, BenJ. Thompson of .Portland,
U. Staples of Bridgton and E. H, WinW. Foster

AAA
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mew advertisements.

and business-like adminlsWhen Mr. Sanborn had finished
Mr. Dtesser’s
friends shouted

tration.

Quebec,

speaking
themselves hoarse.

....

no scars

left

would be

to

uents.

Deelng delegation

was

empowered

to fill
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inoud, Jr., of Portland be renominated
by acclamation. He said the candidat
was entitled to a renomination, not only
by precedent, but because of hia faithful

Senator Edward 0. Reynolds of South
Portland was renominated by aoolaniatlon, on motion of Judge Ray of Westbrook.

the choice of a
candidate fur
senator In the eastern district.
The name
of
Joseph. T. Hodsdon of Yarmouth
was placed before the
convention by
came on

Mr. George W. Hammond of Yarmouth,
the nomination being seconded by Benj.
Thompson, Esq., of Portland.
Mr.
Seth
F.
Sweetsir
of
New
Glonoester was nominated by Mr. E. H.
Moses, the nomination being seconded by
Mr. Henry Brewer of
The
Freeport.
committee to receive and count ballots
was compo sed of
Messrs. Charles E.

Townsend, Edmund E. True and Harlan
P. Prinoe. The vote was taken by towns.
Mr. Hodsdon was nominated, the
vote
being declared as follows:
Whole number,
Necessary for a choioe,

169
85
John Y. Hodsdon of Freeport had 123
Seth F. Sweetsir of New Glonoester 4(5.
The chairman announced that one more
ballot had been cast than there were delegates present, but the passage of a motion
to make the nomination of Mr. Hodsdon
unanimous
rendered unnecessary
'■ taking of another ballot.

the

COUNTY ATTORNEY.

County Attorney George Libby of Port*
land was renominated by
acclamation,the
nominating speeches being made by W.
C. Chapman, Esq., 'and Mr. Thomas P.
Kimball.
THE SHERIFF

RIVALRY.

Next in order came the settlement of
the great question of whom the
Republican party will present to the
people next
fall as Its candidate for sheriff. It was
this question which lay at the bottom of
most of the exciting cauouses, and
Candidate Despeaux was

though

MEN’S

-—__

UNDERWEAR

Today and Tomorrow

we

shall have

a

sale

of Men’s Underwear and Colored Shirts.
I

Lot of men’s 2 5 cent EaUnijfgaii Underwear at 19
This is the same kind we have sold in former
Shirts and Drawers.
seasons at 25 cents.

I

Uot of men’s Jersey Underwear (tight bine) to be
reduced, to 57 cents. Shirts and Drawers.

1 SILVERWARE

Odd lot of boy’s blue and broivn Angola Underwear at otaly 19 cents for either shirts and drawers.

it

MEN’S $1.00 MADRAS SHIRTS
At

Only

79c

1 have over Two Tf&ousI and pieces of Silverware
I that I shall sell at tower
H prices than ever before for
first class goods in this city.
I Tbe goods are made by
I Wm. Rogers, (Simpson,
g Haii & Milier), Rogfu-s &
Bro., Pairpoint & Towle

See these shirts in our window. They are made oY
fine Madras Cloth, woven colors, and have link cuffs
to match. They are the regular soft front skirts with
white bands. We.have not offered better value.

The contest over the office of clerk of
oourts had come to the surface late In the
campaign, hut it was not licking in
The
energy when once It was started.

These goods and other bargains

senior candidate were enumerated to the
convention
by Mr. Stuart Laughlin,
Major H. S. Melcher and Mr. Barrett
Potter, while Candidate Libby had ardent
spokesmen in Messrs. Parker F, Pring
of Gorham and Amos Mann.

Today

Mr. Stone had many votes to spare, the
contest resulting:

Frank H. Haskell of Windham and Norman True of Pownal.
Two ballots were
necessary before there was a ohoioe, and
then Mr. True barely slipped In, having
The result on the
but one vote to spare.

on

I

|
§

sale

companies.
I
Here are
i prices:

and Tomorrow.

RINES RROTHERS GO.

I WE WANT YOUR PATRONAGE

I

fl

gj

if prices will do it, we can suit you, give you tbe best goods
and the lowest .prices to be found for cash in the city.

FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SALE.

I

first ballot was:
Whole number,
Necessary for a choice,
Norman True,

164
83
71
34
24
2»
13

Frank H. Haskell,
J. Calvin Knapp,
G. Fred Muroh,
Ray P. Eaton,

Mr. Eaton withdrew after
the first
ballot, his strength going to Mr. True.
The second ballot resulted as follows:
Whole number,
Necessary for a ohoice,
Norman True,
Frank H. Haskell,
G. Fred Muroh,
J, Calvin Knapp,

166
84

were

Vanilla,

2-oz.

Soaplne,
Plymouth Rook Iceing,

Best 1 gallon can Apples,
Best country Ball Butter.
Pure Java and Mocha Coffee,
Pure Rio Coffee.
Try our 2Bo and Soc Teas and
of 10c lb.
mt

66
46
30
15

5c

I
li

Desert

|

doz.,

qt

loo
2.3c
20c qt
10c
15c
3c pkg
80 pkg
22c
20c
16e ib
12 l-2e
save revenue

'31
13
S
IQ
B
«

B

H

H

|?!

1

24 Wilmot St.

ballots to settle the
oontest.
The four
Hon. C. C. Wigsin of

Freeport, Hon. Matthew C. Morrill of
There were nominating speeches
by the Gray. George E. Baston of North Yarhalf dozen.
Mr. Barrett Potter of Brun- mouth and George P. Plaisted of Gorswiok started the
oratory with on in- ham. The first ballot resulted as follows:
geniously worded speech. He said that Whole nnmber,
157
four years ago the Republicans of Brun- Necessary for a choice,
79
E.
George
Hasten,
49
swick had come before the
county conCharles C. Wiggin.
47
vention and asked for representation on
Matthew C. Morrill,
86
the ticket.
They showed that the largest
George P. Plaisted
25
town in the oounty which is taxed oil a
On the next ballot two more votes were

I

ffl

0

M
fj

am

great and final battle.

This reminds us to
our stock of early spring clothing
say
well sold out and we have just purchased a large lot of
Suits at extremely low prices and you cau share in the discount
we have obtained by
calling on us early with cash in hand, and
select from the cleanest line of Suits to be found in Port-

is

valuation of

$4,000,000 and has always rallied. Mr. Plaisted, the Gorham candiloyally Republican had not had a date, withdrew in;Jfavor of Mr. Wiggin,
representative in any county office in a which carried him to the lead, yet he
generation. They presented the name of lacked several votes of enough for a
a man who was well fitted
by ability and choice. The ballot stood:
been

I

CO.,

Congress

drug

store. 50 cts.

man,

aged 58

vearr

feirdr'

F

Desert Knives, 1-2

$1.59

|

set, 1-2
$1.79

i

Berry Spoons,

99c to $ 1.69
Pie

Knives,
99c to $ 1.50

K.,1
_ n »»

1.-_
JUUUUICUO
VL
VbUVlQ

FKKfi E COE. Manager*

1-2 (loz.

I

I

terns and very pretty.
We have a lot of broken
Tea Sets, such as Tea and
Coffee Pots, Cream Pitchers, Sugar Bowles, Spoon
Holders and Eutter Dishes.
These goods will be sold at
cost to close them ont.

Spoons,

gjEl

I

fancy pieces, the latest pat-

ra

1

5

doz.,
|
$1.39 I

Knives, 1-2 do*.,
|
$1.49 l
Gravy Ladles, 50 to TBc !
Soap and Oyster Ladies,
$ 1.50 to 2.50 I

sf

|

I

1

per set, 12

d«z,

||
j|H

|

39c

per

§

I

*

9

Portland & Boothbay Steamboat Co.

any

Spoons,

|

i

1-2

1

We have over 500 pieces
of Sterling, Silver,
9251000 fine.
We make a
straight 25 per cent reduction on every article and we
have a splendid stock to
select from.

g
|

experience to fill the office of sheriff.
Whole number,
'""“"""lC9
“But our appeal fell on deaf ears,” con- Necessary for a choice,
80
Charles C. Wiggin,
66
tinued Mr. Potter.
“Mr. Plummer was
58
George E. Hasten,
nominated and we went back to BrunMatthew C. Morrill,
37
swick and rolled up a
majoriRepublican
One more ballot was sufficient to laud
ty greater by fifty votes than ever before.
500
Street.
jewdiw
Mr. Wiggin, the vote standing:
Now we come here again on the same
Whole
number,
155
errand with the same argument and the
78
Necessary for a choice,
same man.
Our case is stronger by four
Charles C. Wiggin,
S3
years of waiting and our candidate four
E.
Hasten,
54
George
MARRIAGES,
Matthew C. Morrill,
17
But
there
years older in experience.
P. Plaisted,
1
George
to
believe
now
that
seems to be reason
la tills city. June 16, liy Eev. Dr. Blanchard,
and
The following county oommittee, nomiSumme r Arrangements—Ou
After
We have been
our appeal will be heard.
Mr. George Gilman Morse and Miss Annie BusJune 18th. 1898.
nated by a committee delegated for that sell Swett, both of Portland.
Scarboro
repentant
first
by
enoouraged
GOING WEST.
lu this city. June 15. by Kev. W. M. Kimmell,
serve the ensuing
and last bygthe city of Portland, backed purpose, was chosen to
Walter H. Young and Mary Tarbox. both of
ENTEEPKISK leaves East Boothbay
two years:
W.
STB.
Portland
Portland.
Carroll
lor
the
Morrill,
Mondays at 7.15 a. m., touchPortland;
temporary
up by Deoring, though
In White Rock, June 15, by Rev. A. II. ing at So. Bristol tChrletmas Cove, Heron IsJ. S.
E. Tarbox, Harrison;
Wright. Walter J. Laughlin of Portland and land, tOcean Point, Boothbay Harbor and
triumph of dishonor deprives us of the George
Fickett, South Portland; N. C. Pink- Miss Nellie M. Pnrinton of White Rock.
Squirrel Island.
fruits of that victory.” He then presented
Wednesday, leave Damariscotta at B a. ra. for
N. P. Haskell, New
the name of Mr. Oren T. Despeaux of ham, Otistield;
Portland, touching at above landings.
DEATHS.
Gloucester;
The
C.
convention
a
B.
Woodman,
then
took
Westbrook;
Friday, leave Peinaquid for Portland at 6 a.
Brunswiok.
I. L. Elder,
m.,touching at above landings except DamarisUeering; Peter Stuart, Windtwo-minute rest while the Despeaux
In this oity, June 16. Esther Ellen, wife of cotta.
ham; E. W.
going east.
Ross, North Yarmouth; Milton Higgins, aged 61 years. 7 months
backers on the floor and in the galleries
James E.
[Funeral (services at her late residence 146
and cheered.
Tuesdays and Saturdays, leave Portland at 7
Osborne, Harpswell.
applauded
Franklin street, on Saturday, June 18, at g'p in a. m. for Damariscotta, touching at
fhe
convention adjourned after passing
In Biddeford. June 9, Seldon F. Gibson a»ed' Island, Boothbay Harbor, tOcean Point,Squirrel
Ex-Councilman l)red N. Mayberry of
Heron
a vote of thanks
Island, fChristmas Cove, So. Bristol and East
to Chairman Woodside 53 years.
Portland seconded the nomination in beIn Bangor, June ill, Manuel Correia
aged Boothbay.
lu3
for
efficient
ward
seven
and impartial service.
and the other
three
half of
36 years.
Thursdays, leave Portland at 7 a. m. for PemIn Bowdoinhain, June 9, Miss Harriet Jeilison
Portland wards which had elected Desaquid, touching at above jandlngs except
In Brewer, Jiihe 11, Geo. Coltart, aged ldyrs
Jt sa mistake to
Damariscotta.
delegates.
In Bangor. June 9. Mrs. Euretta E. Homs
peaux
imagine that itching
Again the galleries
On Saturday will return from Damariscotta
pnes can t be cured; a mistake to suffer aged 52 years.
cheered.
to East Boothbay.
a day longer than
In Phipsburg, June 8, Joseph Weston, aged
t Passengers conveyed by team.
you can help.
Doan’s
The Dresser contingent's turn to make Ointment
Tuesdays and Saturdays passengers for Pembrings instant relief and per- 66Inyears.
South Corinth, June a Mrs. I.iiellaM Cush, aquid conveved by ferry from So. Bristol,
its presence appreciated oams when Mr. manent cure.
At

A. F. HILL &

Tabie

Spoons,

per set,

Sterling Silver.

Telephone Connection.

WAR IS AEARIAG THE ENH.
SUiHJHER WEATHER IS AT HAND.
BUSINESS IS REVIVING.

Spoons
doz->

few of the

|I

Medium

JOHNSON & LAMBERT j

COUNTY COMMISSIONER.

candidates

Best Pea Beans,
3 lb. tin of fine Grated Pineapple,
8 lbs. best Rolled Oats,
New Maple Syrup,
Best 2-oz. Extract I.emon.

Tea

|

_;i

Good Round Steak,
10c
Best Round Steak,
12 l-2c
18o to 22c
Good Rump Steak,
Roast of Beef,
8c. 10c to 12c
Whole skinned back Hama,
9c
Lean Smoked Shoulder,
5 i-2o
Fresh Fork Roast,
7c
Salt Pork by the strip,
7c
Tub
lb.
Pure
Lard,
75c
ip at
B.
7c to 8o
forequarter Lamb,
Best forequarter Veal,
8 to ip
Best Potatoes,
20c pk„ 70c bushel
New
88c pk.. $1.25
Nloe Corned Beef,
2c, 4c, 6c

I

a

j

I

SALE.

I

Each.

CLERK OF COURTS.

brook, Ray P. Eaton of Brunswick, J.
Calvin
Portland.
Knapp |of South

Ei]

isJU

reins.

On motion of
Mr. E. E. True the
nomination of Mr. Despeaux was made
unanimous.

There were live candidates for register
of deeds, every one of whose candidacy
The candidates
was ably championed.
were:
Register G. Fred Murch of West-

I

Proportionally low rates from other stations.
Tickets good for;»return until July mu.
Passengers from points on Portland & Rochester
JL R. cau buy regular tickets to Curnber,'iud Wills, and procure Maine Central excursion tickets there.
Tickets from Portland will be on sale at Biddeford by Morin and Fortin,
gents, and regular round trip tickets of the Boston & Maine it.
K. can bo purchased for Portland and return in
connection therewith.
F. H. BOOTH BY,
GEO. F. EVANS.
G. P. & T. A.
V. P. & G. M.
jel7
<13t5orBp

COLORED SHIRTS.

It required three
practically sure
ballot, Canui- county commissioner
4-.-.

-

7

m.
m.
••

From Portland, Cumberland Mills, Yarmouth
Jet., Danville Jet., Auburn and Lewiston.
To hr. Ansae and Return, $3.03
To
1 Montreal & Return, ]
I
via Quebec,
Q nf|
[Quebec & Return,,' OiUU
via Montreal,
J
j

-AM)-

hat was tossed into the air. His majority
was 22, the vote being as follows:
Whole number,
168
85
Necessary for a choice,
Oren T. Despeaux of Brunswick,
95
Walter H. Dresser of Portland.
73

of being nominated on first
rlRtn HrPiRSflr’a frvnn.pe

Arriving Quebec, 6.00 a. m.
HATES
To ! Montre;iS & Return 1
j or Quebec & Return )

SALE OF

ly every delegation was applauded when
the name of its town
The
was called.
Soarboro delegates and those from Portland’s ward six were given the warmest

DEEDS.

1.40 p.
2.00
2.15
2.30
3.10

Cornish,
Fryeburg,

Mr.Kmund True, a member of tho Portland delegation, arose to announce that

REGISTER OF

Leaves Portland at 1.30 p-

Cumberland Mills,
scoago Laice,
steep Falls,

Bood word for his friend, Mr Dresser,
and set the
galleries into commotion.
At this point Mr.
of Portland

164
83
118
53

Quebec.

Speciai Train

a

Whole number,
Necessary for-a ohoioe,
Benjamin C. Stone,
Herbert F. Libby,

RAILROAD,

The shortest line between the Atlantic Coast
and

motion of Mr. Edward E.
True of reoeption by the Despeaux sympathizers,
Portlaud, the spectators were sent to the while South Portland and Baldwin were
galleries and wings, go as not to obstruc hailed with special favor by the Dresser
the convention
faction.
delegates.
The chairman now announced that he
The announcement of the result of the
was ready to receive nominations for the vote was greeted with deafening applause
offices, beginning with that of a candi- from the Do;peaux loroes, and many a

an/4

DeBEAUPRE,

Tiuoii:;li ll»e grandest portion of
the White Mountain Region.

re-

mind U9 of the fierce conflict that has so
Mug been raging over the ohoioe of a candidate for sheriff.
Mr. T. E. McDonald of Portland, said

LOn

date for senator In the Portland district.
W. C. Whelden, Esq., obtained the floor

....

June 21, 1S9S.

Tuesday,

accepted, ward t hree, which “has often been called
The committee’s report was
of Portafter the convention had voted to seat the °u to save the life of the city
delegation from Cape Elizabeth, Fal- land,” had given the Dresser delegates j
This declaration started
mouth and Sebago,
whose credentials 148 majority.
There was but another avalanche of applause.
Judge
were teohDicaily faulty.
one dissenting voice when the question of Ray of Westbrook scored another point for
accepting the committee’s report was put Despeaux.
Half an hour having been devoted to
A hand vote being called for,
to vote.
speeohes on the sheriff question, the cononly three voted in the negative.
On motion of Mr. Freeman Gowen, the vention decided to.proeeed to ballot. Nearthe vacancy oocasioned by the lesignation
of
Delegate Goodwin.
Mr. Andrew
Hawes was chosen to succeed the absentee

Montreal

VIA THE MAINE CENTRAL

good

part of any delegate toward his constit-

....

AND

ST. ANHE

Fx-Alderman

Frank I. Moore of Portland seconded
the Dresser nomination in
masterly speeoh, concluding with the
assurance that whatever the result of the
a

balloting,

TO

....

honorable

The renomination of Senator Cyrus F.
Witham of Raymond next followed, that candidates were the
present incumbent,
honor going to him without contest.
Mr. Benjamin C. Stone of Portland, and
of
Stan
dish.
gate
hi3 deputy,
of
Mr. Herbert F. Libby
THE VOTE FOR SENATOR.
The committee shortly
reported the,
Portland.
The good qualities of the
The
first
of
the
convention
balloting
following resolutions, which were adopt-

--r

—

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ANNUALEXCURSION

“And it is tho further sense ol'tsbis com- announced the withdrawal of Candidate
sheriff
mittee that they deplore the unfortunate Clarence L. Bucknam from the
misunderstanding which has resulted in contest. This announcement was hailed
sending of two sets of delegates at large with pleasure by the Despeaux forces.
Mr. WheldeD registered himself In full
from the oity f Deering and stamp with
signal condemnation any and all acts of accord wi th the Despeaux backerB. More
faith or treachery on the applause followed.
a breach of

supplemented by one from W. C. filling of that oflioe. The nomination
Wheldon, Esq., that all resolutions be re- went to Mr. Drummond by aoolamation.

ferred to the committee without debate.
This committee was appointed: Messrs.
of Portland, Dr. C.
Wllford G.

Sanborn

made a
of Standish
fitting speech In whioh he dec aioa
Candidate Dresser to be a young
man, oiean,
upright and honest, to whom
tho
county could look for the conduct of
an

|

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Chapman

otvs:

was

P. P. Burnham ol
C. B. Woodman of Westbrook,
N. C. Fink ham of Otisfleld, N. P. Haskell of New Gloucester and W. J. ThompThe other two members
son of Standish.
ed:
of the committee, Mr. Despeaux and Mr.
The Republicans of Cumberland Councondeollned
to
but
Ross,
finally
sign It,
ty, in convention assembled, Invite the
a
sented not to submit to the convention
oo-operation of all voters of the county,
without regard to former paity ffillatlon,
minority report.
upon the principles herein set out.
THE CONVENTION.
1. We demand from those entrusted
There was so many
contests over the with the management of county business
an honest, impartial and economical
advarious offices that lively scenes were witministration; and we hold no man qualinessed in the City hall corridors prior to fied for publio office who is not
willing
the hour of convening.
Delegates were and oompetent to give to his publio duties
the same osre ana attention that a
prugathered In squads of three or four, dis- dent business man
gives to his own
of
this
or
that
the
merits
candicussing
affairs.
3. To the end that our government may
date, listening to declarations from the
heavy debaters and considering propo- be a government of laws And not of men,
we demand from those entrusted with the
sitions right and left.
All were talking
administration of
our orlminal laws a
In suppressed tones which filled the air firm,
vigorous and impartial enforcement
with a conglomerate hum that to the of all of the laws of the state.
8.
We congratulate the people of Maine
busy clerks in the city and county offices
upon the satisfactory administration of
sounded weird.
onr state government under
continued
Shortly after the appointed hour the Republican management.
that
resort
to
4.
We
force of
ollmbed
the
stairs
in
regret
delegates
preparaarms has been necessary to
settle the
tion for the work of the day.
differences arising between the
United
Mr. J. S. Fiokett of South Portland, States and
Spain, because of the efforts
chairman of the county committee, opened of the American government to remedy
the convention at 10.15, read the call and the wretohed condition of the people of
Cuba; we approve the course of the Presiinvited Calvin E.
Woodside, Esq., of dent of the United States in endeavoring
Portland,to preside. Ho also named as to maintain an honorable peace, but now
that war is in progress, we hold that the
secretaries Messrs. Georgo W. Norton, W.
H. Brownson and A. L. T. Cummings. duty of every American is plain—to fervently and loyally uphold the flag, cherMr. Woodside stepped to the desk and ished and revered
throughout the Union.
was about to
address
the convention, We therefore pledge to the government of
when Ben j. Thompson, Esq., presented a the United States and to the able and
the
courageous man who now ooouples
request that an adjournment be made to Pesldentlal chair our undivided and loyal
City ball, in order to accommodate all support, until the conflict now being
who wished to be present and ..participate waged, in the name of humanity, to give
of liberty to an
oppressed
in the proceedings.
The convention voted the blessings
and downtrodden people shall have been
to follow his suggestion, and thereupon
honorably and triumphantly terminated.
followed a rush for the larger hall.
5. We pledge our undivided and oordial
As soon as the delegates had become support to the nominees of this convention.
seated and the hum of many voices was
Then came a long and tedious wait,
flushed, Uflalrman woodside
thus adwhile the oommittee on credentials debatdressed the eonventiou:
nJ
_—_.1 nfj
Mrwl nawcmiwuil in
AAAnnt
American citizenship means more to- v“l
to
endeavor
in
an
straighten out the
day than ever before. Amerloa, the first sion,
great free nution, is the first to wage a tangle ever the contested delegations.
war of civilization, the first to teach the
The convention made several attempts
world a lesson in righteousness. In such
to hurry the committee, and onoe a movea causo
it
is
not strange
that our
sailors are inspired to deeds of heroism ment to adjourn till 2 o’clock was barely
that not
only thrill every American defeated. After more than an hour had
heart but challenge the admiration of our
been spent, Mr. T. P. Kimball of Bridgbitterest enemies.
The daring and courthat the oommittee be request
age of Dewey and Hobson and their ton moved
brave companions give us new life, new ed to report immediately, and if unable
hopes, new ambitions; they make us glad to agree, to bring their differences before
that we have lived to see the summit of
tbe full convention for adjustment. This
reached
heroism
by our own brave
a passage and ,a
mescountrymen. They givo us a new con- motion was given
ception of the destiny of our nation and senger was sent out to inform the comwe can see America, the cradle of
liberty mittee of the convention’s deoision. He
the mother of industry, the champion of
returned with the message that the comjustioe and humanity.
Wo no longer have a North and a South. mittee was almost ready to report. The
A noble purpose has lifted us above sec- convention received the report
with a
strife
and changed enmity to
tional
round of laughter and then sat down for
have
We
become
a
friendship.
united
people, one in pariotio purposes and in another wait.
our national life.
We aro ail Americans
At
18.10 Mr. Chapman of Portland
for America, and even war with all its
moved that the convention take a recess
terrible cost may prove a small price for
to be no
till 1 o’clock, as there seemed
such grand results.
To us at this time there is ra special prospect of nn Immediate report of the
pride and satisfaction thut from a oondl credentials oommittee.
tion of dissension and debt we
have
Mr. J. S. Douglass wanted to oontinne
progressed to our present position of
strength and power under republican the recess till 2 o’clock, but that suggesleaders. All praise is due to the heroes tion brought out a protest from the baok
of war, but this prodigious advance
of whom said he
in town delegates, one
wealth and power is the greatest conceivwould have to drive 25 miles after the con
able monument to the wisdom,
strength
and patriotism of the Republican heroes vention was over, and ho wantd no furwho have brought our country to
its ther delay than was absolutely necessary.
present greatness.
This protest won the convention, and a
Much grand accomplishments for one
party are unusual, but the oircumstanoes vote was passed to tako a recess till l
of the birth of the Republican
party were o’clock.
also unusual.
The issues that led to its
When the convention reassembled, short
formation were uot issues of policy; they
ly after 1 o’clock, Secretary Carroll W.
were issues of
and
right
wrong, and the
the county committee reported
great party that had the courage to stand Morrill of
iur the right, whatever it cost, was
the result of the committee's delibratlons.
composed of o<lr best and ablest men. 4. He said that Messrs, E. Malcolm Robinparty of such men must be on the right son and Henry E. Dyer, the
Cape Elizaside of all great questions, must
bring beth dnegates, were present
the country great prosperity, must
without creelevate
Ixe people to a condition where
the
Falmouth
delegation, comtyranny dentials;
and
oppression are unendurable, anq posed of Messrs. Algernon
Bow.e, Wilbur
when on thla side of the earth
any foreign Libby and Elmer f.
nation endeavors to enslave its
Hulsoii, presented
people
and maintain a condition of
credentials signed only by the chairman
it
will nave to cope with one of
the most of the caucus; the Sebago delegates,
powerful nations on the earth.
Messrs- Me*** W.
Blake anti Frank B.
Morrill of

Bridgton,

anarchy'

Sf.

the chairman was authorized

Usher, had credentials signed by only the
secretary of the caucus.

Oharlos Fbne *JUf

A great bargain.
n.__i:.i*

__
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HIGH SCHOOL
Order

ila'tallon

CADETS.

Issued

k

By

Republican

Moior

IN
WILL BE HELD

Boyd.

HALL, AUGUSTA,

CSTY
battalion
meeting of the P
B.S. Cadets was held yesterday
moraine
order
was
The following

special

A

distributed

imoug the tuembera:

Headquarters P. h, g c
Portland, June 9, i8“8
®"aNo. 4.

1— t he seventh annual enoamnment nf
She Portland High School Cadets will
bake plaoo at Harpswell from July sth to
l2th, inclusive.
2— Ca rets will report at the High school
Tuesday,
building on
July ()th llt g
o’clock sharp, in full uniform, military
collar, white glov. s and blaok shoos
3— The following articles will bo packed
in bundles or bags marked plainly with
owner’s name and company, and must
be deposited in the High School building
on Monday, July 4, from a to r, p. m
namely 2 blankets or comforters, l nil1 pair rubbers, or
rubber boots,
low,
change of underclothing, 3 pairs of socks’,
3 military collars, 8 pairs of white

wash-basin,

gloves,

soap, towels

and tooth brush.
4— All
unnecessary baggage must be
dispensed with.
will transact all business
5— Cadets
with
Camp Commander through their
No one but offiCommander.
Company
cers will be allowed at headquarters, and
they will remain standing unless invited
to ue seated.
6— Bicycles, tobacco and explosives or
fire arms, with the exception of the military rifle, will not be allowed in camp.
7— Each member will be assigned to
some camp under the obarge of a corporal,
where his lodging will b3 during the encampment. No member will change his
tent without speoial permission from the
commanding officer.
and obedience
courtesy
Military
will be required from every member. Any
infraction will be
judged and punished
by the drilimaster ^without right of ap-

peal.

9,—The tents will be pitched and the
caritp ready for oocupancy upon the arrival of the Cadets at the grounds.
Ui—The no school bell will be sounded
at 7.46, Tuesday morning, if the weather
should prove too stormy to start.
11—All mail will be direoted to
Fessenden, North Harpswell, Me.
Charles D. Boyd,

Camp

Major Commanding.

Official:

G. W. Webber,
first Lieut, and

Adj,

WIT AND WISDOM.

IT*

TLae

a

O’CLOCK

,T 11

FOIL

inverted
„J'orty
Jr"r‘*»
ane week
for aa

under thl» heed
rents. cant, in advance,

MONEY TO loan—$20,000

I6211-2 estate.
oiBffitiu
GARDINER, 176
Middle

M.,

IMPERIAL BICYCLES,

well as the Progclass workmen, of
best of everything;
sa,d<31e. “They are A-3. with a
t;i0BAILEY’S GUN
^lOLE, 26* Middle St.
17_X
ress. are made by first
tir.st class material.
The

oil
first mortApply to N. P-

street._18-1

&1000. sale,
C,„<iro,cory,Pvovisioti
best locat
In
on

Boston, clomg cash business $400 weeklv low
;ent. this is no bluff but genuine bargain
JAREY & EMERY, real estate and business
broker, 34 School street, Boston.
K5_l

BYRON BOYD, Secretary.
Augusta, Me., April 25. 1898.

MONEY—By Investing
month in
MAKE
certain stock.
wanted in
town
P. O. box

In the stafh.
every
1616, Portland, Me.
LOANED

Man

Freeport

Convicted of Stealing Mens

i

-:-,

..
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“CORKING THE BOTTLE’’-HOBSON BLOWING UP THE “MERRIMAC,” SANTIAGO, JUNE 3d.
From HARPER’S WEEKLY. After a Drawing by T. de Thulstrup.

Reproduced from Harper’» Weekly.

By Permission.

Copyright, 1898, by Harper & Brothers.

perilous problems which presented of their powerful shore batteries upon the
storm of
themselves to the young officer. Their Americans, and the resulting
solution seemed impossible without cer- shot and shell was so terriiio that Hobson
his raft
tain death, but hundreds of eager volun- abandoned all idea of paddling
teers from all the ships of the fleet stood back to our fleet, but made for the Spanhimself
The ish flag ship instead, and gave
of
was an admirable ready to make the tearful trial.
gallant ry. It
triumph of thoughtful calculation, reck- glorious achievement of the chosen few is up. His escape from death was nothing
short of miraculous, and, although his ex
less audacity and complete success,
and now history.
We reproduce today from the pages of ploit effectually orippled all further offenadds another name to the illustrious list
of American naval heroes.
Harper’s Weekly a picture by Thulstrup sive operations of the Spanish fleet, he
The details of th8 plan andiof its execu- of the sinking of the collier. After moor- was greeted with cheers by the Spanish
congratulated by
tion are now well known. To navigate ing the Merrimao in mid-ohannel, Hobson sailors and personally
Admiral Cervera cn his splendid bravery.
the Merrimac over the enemy’s mines and and his men shoved off on a raft, dragThe combination of a deliberate,
reunder the furious fire of the Spanish bat- ging after them the contact wires connect sourceful mind and
dashing,
bull-dog
a
hard
one
to"
and
is
the
beat,
teries, to anchor her at the exact point in 2d with the torpedoes jlnside the ship. courage
whole world today unites in applauding
the narrow channel where her hulk would The Spaniards on the shore, thinking an
Hobson’s exhibition of what
Amerloan
enbe an effective obstruction, and to sink attempt was under way to force an
brains can do when baoked by true Ameri
can
her by an internal explosion—these were trance into the harbor, turned every gun
grit.
THE SINKING OP THE 11EBB1HAC.

(

the

Hobson’s

memorable feat in Santiago
Harbor has been heralded the world over!
is an act of cool and despei'ate braveryjto
be always aisinguished in the chronicles

MAINE

THE CONNECTICUT TROOPS.

TOWNS.

Items of interest Gathered

by
pandects of the Press.

v'orrs®

Those at Fort Knox Are

Expecting

Orders

to Move.

Bangor Whig says: From recent
it is likely that the Connecticut
North Berwick, June 15—The house, troops now stationed at Fort Knox will
barn and outbuildings of Charles Gray, be summoned back to Connecticut, shortConnecticut people have been very
on what is known as the Aaron Varney
ly.
farm, in South Berwick, a short distanoe much displeased at the way their volunfrom this village, was entirely consumed teers troops have been treated by the war
On
last Friday they sent
by fire Tuesday, about noon. The fire was department.
It
supposed to.be caused by a heated chim- delegation to Washington to protest.
ney. Most of the household goods wore had just returned and reported a promise
saved and tbe farming tools were secured, from Secretary Alger that the First Kegias also, all the live stook.
Partially in- ment, the only one of the state now in
The

sured.
William Varney, one ofjthe firm of Isaac
Varney & Sons, lumber mill operatives,
hsis been very sick of typhoid.fever, but is

recovering.

The sermon before the graduating class
of the North Berwick High sohool will be
delivered by Rev. Mr. Nelson of
Maryland Ridge next Sunday morning in the
Free Baptist church.
WINDHAM.

Newhail, June 6—The Newhall W. C.
T. U. met on Tuesday, June 14,
with
Mrs. Hattie M. Robinson, first vice president of the^union. She reported a large

amount of work which had. been done
during the winter..„Some evidence of this
work was present as
they presented a
beautiful light puff to the president,
Mrs. Sarah W. McKellen. A picnic suppar was served in honor of Mrs. McKellan’s return from her,, winter’s absence
and also on account, of the
presenoe of
Mrs. Susan M. Grant, who
is visiting
Mrs. MoKellau, and still keeps np her interest iu this union although residing in
of the state. The house
a distant part
was prettily decorated with cut flowers
and the supper with its dainty nappery
and silver—not to mentioD the eatables—
The young
was a credit to any society.
honorary member, Miss Bertha Hanson,
was present and Master Sherman Thomas
Lord, was introduced as the
Union
Altugeher it was a very delightbaby.
ful occasion.
Grass in Nswhall and Windham generally gives promise of an immense crop,
of old
and there is still a large amount
hay tored.
Ill M. Walker is at the Eye and
.1-7- Infirmary for treatment.
..r
Harlow returned
yesterday
r ci the .Maine General hospital
Demeritt
Albert
Robinson, who
•t .Inc position with the Lynn ElectriGo. is expected home the 17th.

events

the

field,

and the Yale artillery company
should be ordered south at once. A conThe
ference was held In Washington.
Connecticut Congress delegation, the two
senators, Col. G. Osborn, Julien W. Curtis, Ernest Carter and John Addison

Porter, secretary to President SIcKinley,
were present.
Senator Hawley presided.
The faots were laid before Secretary Alger, and it was promised that equipments would be sent at once, and that
both
the light and heavy artillery batteries would be ordered Into service, if it

Capt. Butler is

well liked by the members of 1ns command that they would do
anything to help him.
so

PEAKS

The Kennebeo
Journal says of Capt.
Georgo W. Butler, who commands the
signal corps:
Butler lias been interested in
Capt.
military affairs since he was old enough
to join the National Guard.
He first
saw the light of
day in the town of Scarboro in 1SG3, and is therefore
just 35 years
of age. When 15 years old he went west,
where

he attended school for two years.
Returning ito Portland ho entered the
machine shop of Winslow & Sons as an
PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY.
apprentice. He remained with this firm
Subicriptions to the new United States eight years and then passed a year and a
war loan, of $300,000,000. 3 per cent bonds half in the south and in Cuba.
After
will be received and forwarded withou that he was superintendent of the Portthe
Portland
or
land
commission, by
Heater and Radiator company, and
charge,
Trust Company, for any individuals who then engaged in business for himself on
Union street in the Forest
wish to take bonds.
City.
Any information, or suggestions, will
Capt. Butler’s military career comTrust
the
on
bv
Comnanv
menced in
be furnished
1882, when he enlisted as a

private

in

Comuany B,

under the cap-

thirty years, and
Have Always Bought.

than

CASTORIA
Bears the
In

use

signature of Chas. H. Fletche*.
for more than thirty years, and

The Kind

Long Island, all
LET—Cottages
r nished,
terms very reasonable; also
on

lot. Enquire E. PONCE, Granite Spring
Hotel, Long Island. Now ready for business.
to

17-1

Address
11-1

on

icies, notes,
good collateral security. Notes discount,d; rate of interest
five per cent a year and upwards, according
to security. W. P. CARR, room 6.
second
floor, Oxford building, 185 Middle street.

jell-4

WEDD mC~mUQS.
hundred of them to select from.
Ail
styles, all weights, all prices in 10, 14 and 18
Kt. Gold. Largest and best stock of rings
in the
city, a thousand of them. MoKENNEY.
the Jeweler, Monument Square.
juue7dtf

Bears the
In

use

CASTORIA
signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.

for

more

than

thirty

years, and

The Kind You Have Always Bought.
The

Way of

a

a

hyaointh-

to

life in the state
1896. It will

February 18,

be remembered that sbe was convioted of
poisoning her child Willie, on the 6th of
September, 1894. Her health Is said to be
falling, as the physioians state she has an
incurable disease, she asks to be allowed
to return to her home in Dixmont to die.

Maid,

Bortha (reading)—“He had

sentenoed

CAUSED FIVE DEATHS.

a

Tough

week for 25

for a small family,
serhousekeeper
capable of supervising
trentsunH
oil dnfnll,. r.f ha.isAl.ALI
rl J

"WyANTED—Immediately,
»•

Shortly after the Cubans engaged the
fort and Purchase was released. He was
sent into Havana and from there went
to Peneeoola on a small American gohoonHe next turned up at Charleston, S.
er.
C., and was shipped before the mast on
the Clara Goodwin. She arrived in Weymouth, Mass., a tew days ago, the crew
coming to Portland.
MIS3.WHITE Al1 CONGRESS SQUARE
CHURCH.

Mrs.' J. P. Sullivan is stopping at.the
Harbor View house for a few days.
Mr. J. A. Pine has opened his howling
alleys for the summer.
Mr.
and Mrs. Fred L. Saunders .’ and

the
Miss Alice L. White, principal of
Montgomery Training school, Alabama,
of Congress
will speak in the vestry
Square ohurch on Saturday afternoon at
four o’clock. The public are cordially in
cottage
vited. In giving notioe of this meeting
last Sunday morning. Hr. Blanohard

Alfred Sails of Auburn to Sylvanus
B%
of Lewiston, land in
Falmouth.
L. Mark to Albro R. Jenness,
both of Fryeburg, land in East Sebago.
Albro R. Jenness of Fryeburg to Richard A. Jennesi of Boston, land at East

offlco.

_10-1
\*7ANTeD—Capable
girl for general house»

•
work; must have references.
Danforlli St.

Apply loi
16-1

capable girl to do general
WANTED—A
housework and go to
shore. Apply to

is Dow

St., from 6 to 8 p.

sea
m.

ls-l

WANTED—MACK HELP.
ANTED—A man to handle the Arc Printer,
a machine for printing signs of any size
on fences, barns, bridges, rocks or sidewalks.
This Is a brand new arrangement and Is worth
To see sample of Arc Printer
looking into.
call on MW. O’BllIEN, 417 Congress street,
between C and 7 p. in.__14-1

W’

YYTANTED—Men to sell Nursery Stock,
ii
Steady work. Salary and Expenses, free
outfit, experience unnecessary. apdIv. GLEN
je712tTuTh&S
BROTHERS. Rochester, N. Y.
II
lines

FvSE, KELLIE,

Frank

Sebago.

WANTED—Two

which And I will buy you such a
Feis-Naptha,
uretty Ring at
makes clothes-washing Mcftonuey s- A.thousand solid gold Rings,
Diamonds, Opal-Pearls, Rubies, Emeralds and
almost a pleasure.
ail other precious stones. Engagement and

Hayes

FEES A
Of Grocers.

CO.,

a

PHIEAT»KEI>HIA.

TO

bathing;

LET—Furnished cottage; eight rooms
with stable at Waite’s Landing, four miles
from Portland.
ALBERT H. WAITE, Falmouth Foreside, Me.
7-2

TO

RENT—On Central
avenue, Deertng
Centre, No. 18, very nice location, new
lower flat, 6 rooms, bath and pantry,
all
modem
improvements, $16.
Inquire at
PORTLAND TINWARE CO., 100 Cross street

170

6-2

LET—Cottages
TO
a

Little Diamond Island.
Some of
the best located cottages in
Casoo Bay to let for the season at reasonable
rates. Inquire A. M. SMITH.
3-2

Wedding Rings
specialty. Largest stock In
city. McKENNLY. The Jeweler. Monument
^iar22dtf
Sqiiar r..

*

•«

£t.
Lyford Cottage;
head

EET—The furnished cotDiamond Island known as the
seven rooms and hath- at the
MARKS &
CO

of the wharf.

EARLS’
___160

SALE—A Grocery and Provision store
near Boston for sale; all cash trade, no
delivery team; all the trade you want, small expenses, large profits; will pay you to investigate; must for good reasons be sold quick.
Address F. A. SMITH, room 824 Tremunt
Buucung,

14-1

Boston.

FOR SALE—House on Munjoy hill, two story,
A
wood, thirteen finished rooms, hot au<l
cold water, steam heat, cemented cellar, lot 4<)i
90, house in thorough repair, enquire of R. S.
DaVIS, log Exchange St., city.u-i

SALE—Cigar store and stand In best loFORcality
in city, owner obliged to sell at once,
good chance for a man with small capital.
Address LORING, Press Office.14-1 t
SALE—Now Columbia outunder Trap.
trimmed. Harness russet aud
to use this soason,
them sold; this is
your chance for a trade. BRADLEY & SMALL.
35 Preble
il-i

FORwhipcord

black, bought by gentleman
changing his plans orders

8t._

FOR SALE—Old Orchard Beach, one and one
A
half story cottage, furnished, an lot 40x60,
near camp ground; price *450. Address L. W.

HAWKE8, Old Orchard.

Me,_14-1

SALE—Boarding house,
POR
central
has

A

very desirable,

10 rooms, lull of board,
location,
ers all the time, made money tor
every year or
the past six years, falling health the reason for
selling. N. S.
17G 1-2 Middle St.

GARDINER,

_14-1
SALE—Cigar and tobacco business, good
POR
a
location, established custom; small capital
required. Address B. J. R., care Daily Press.

_13-1
RENT

or for SALE—House No. 262
FOR
of May, containing
Spring street
ten
with
corner

rooms,
other modern
tion. For

ful)
First

bath, steam

improvements;

heat,
in

and all
condi-

good

particulars apply Real Estate
Office,
National Bank building. FREDERICK S. VA1LL.
11-1
SALE—For sale without reserve, tliq
Amos R. Winslow meat and provision
store Including
stock
of canned goods,
fixtures and furniture at 225 Federal street.
Possession given at once. Apply to D. A.
MEAHER, SO Exchange street, Portland,
Me.
U-l

FOR

SALE—A

FORmiles from

farm

In

Freeport

11-2

railroad station, known as
C. Orr farm, consists of 129 acres of
LET—Rent 123 Franklin street, between
rjiO
cleared land and
cuts 40 tons of
a
mostly
Cumberland and Congress.
Suii all day.
In flrst-class repair; hot and cold water, nice hay. Bui dings on same are a two story
nouse containing ten rooms; also two ban s,
bach room and steam beat.
Will let to small all in
good repair. Will exchange for
family.
a3-tf
property in Portland. Inquire of A. 0.
LIBBY a CO., 42 1-2 Exchange street.
11-1
LET—Furnished
or
unlurnished
rjlO
upper
A
tenement at 257 State street.
Possession "FOE SALK
OR TO LET—The dwelling house
given at once. Apply on premises.
mayl9dtf A
formerly owned and occupied by Henry
Trefethen, situated on Island Avenue, Peaks
HELP WANTED.
Island, containing nine furnished rooms, all in
first class condition; the house is finely located
on
ground, with fine view of the harbor,
Forty words inserted under till* head hashigh
a slated root and cemented cellar, there Is
one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
about five acres of land connected with the
house, which will be sold with the house, or a
less quantity if parties prefer; also several cotANTED—General house work girl, one
tage lots on Island Avenue, and two shore lots,
•’
that Is a good cook. Call 97 PINE ST. 6t with
shore privileges, all of which will bo sold
at rare bargains If applied for soon.
to
aKi
TED—tfxpCTien5ed"canvassers in any GEO. TREFETHEN. Asslguee, 192 Apply
\\ line
Commerto act as closers.
$50 a month and cial St., Portland.
my31-4
LUEE BROTHERS COMPANY.
expenses.

WANTED.
Forty words Inserted

under this
heed
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

T OAN WANTED—of S3.000 on first efiiss
"
tarni property a few miles from Portland;
most desirable location In Cumberland comity,
v alue
of property double amount of loan re-

quired.

Address REAL ESTATE, Room 15,
Oxford Building, Portland.
_17-1
ANTED—I am now ready to buy all kinds
\\T
•'
of east off ladles’, gems, and chiidien’s
clothing. I pay mors than any purchaser In
the cltv. Send letters to MR or MRS. Pe
17-1
GROOT, 75 Middle St.

Montreal.apr22d M&F,3ni

YI7 ANTED—Canvasser immediately; salary
»

wini

ua^iousvo

uuui

avail;

jyaiu ncch.it,

$10 outfit free, best references required.
Choice of territory if apply at once.
Lake
Ontario Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. my26-4

CADDLE HORSE WANTED-A good saddle
t-7
horse weighing 1100 to 1200 lbs.
Any one
having such, please write to P- 0. box 959, city;
giving color, age, weight and price, stating
where horse can he seen.
10-1

AM11S)-mtu a

rn»* i.

«no

~WATCHES”ON INSTALLMENTS."
Waltham and Elgin Watches. A large stools
of new model Watches will be sold on easy pay*
ments at reasonable prices.
All Styles.
All
Prices. McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument

Square.marl9cttt

SALE—A thirty acre farm situated in
the centre village of Brownfield, Me., well
divided into tillage, wood and pastu ing lot3;

FOR

Forty worrta

insertod
under this hend
weak for 25 cents. OR»h in sdvnnce.

hnilflirnr<< nuarlv

ttaw

twplvA

uonr)

rDnina

u

large stable near the house, running
house and stable. Will be sold at a
bargain If applied for soon.
ELI B. BEAN,
Brownfield, life.
may 25-4
house,

house wanted for the
WANTED—Furnished
summer, moderate price, in the city

WANTED—Situation by

or

vicinity, for

on

Ii1 Oil

the H.

~

Press

A 1 specialty
salesmen.
permanent position tor good men; state
arid
territory
preferred, good refhandled
at Evergreen landing.
CANNON & CO., 1609-1614 Manhattan
erences.
ISldg., Chicago.13-1
commended Miss White in highest terms.
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
agent for Portland arid
her at WANTED—General
He had the pleasure of meeting
for man who
ii
These transfers have been recorded:
vicinity; good positionexecutive
summers
has
two
and
and
knows
his
ability.
ago
business
Seth F. Sweetser to Frank Johnson et Bethlehem, N. H.,
Give experience and references. Boston Verbecame greatly interested in her and her micide
Mass.
Boston,
street,
all
4-1
Bedford
of New Gloucestetr, land in New
Co.,
al,
5-3-&SH
'work. The late Gen. Armstrong, Pres.
Gloucester.
Reserve University,
Western
of
Thwing
Thomas C. Willey
to
B.
Lyman
of New York
W A NTED—AGENTS.
Dr. A. E. Kittredge
city,
Twitchell, both of South Portland, land
all heartily oommend Miss White and her
in South Portland on Woodbury street.
WANTED—Strong New York corporation,
11
ten years old; surplus half a million; sell___
Inhabitants of Gray to Jennie G. Coaly work.
of Portland, land with buildings thereon
ing superior investment contracts based on
York City real estate, wants few first class
New
ARE
in East Deering.
GRUMPY
HUSBANDS
agents in this city and state. Liberal commisC. R, Dolloff to Orra V.
Dolloff, both
sions; salary later if merited. H. T. WATERof New Gloucester, land in New Glouces& CO., First NatnT Bank Bldg., Porton
wash day.
HOUSE
Of
ter.
16-1
Me.
course, if wires use land,
Martha E. Lorlng to Chas. W. Jordan,
both of Yarmouth, land in Yarmouth.
any other soap than
MARRY

daughter have moved into their

LET-Furnlshed cottages at Waite’s
Landing, Falmouth. Bolling spring water,
also rain water; good facilities for boating.
stable free; photo of
Ashing and
place sent on application.
Apply on the
premises, or address, E. T. MERRILL, care of
Steamer Madeleine, Portland.
7-2

SPRING HOUSE-Select board,
RAYMOND
ai
(near Poland Spring) on line of Maine Central railroad. Good boating and fishing. Send
for circular.
Address C. E SMALL, North
Raymond, Me._
mayftf

one

&
of

elevator Included. Inquire of Haskell & Jones,
470 Congress St., Monument Square.
je9-4

jnelldlw*

Inserted tinder this head
cents, cut In advance.

slating previous experience, B,
Experi-

use

Opens June D for Regular and Transient
Guests. Shore Dinners a specialty.
S, L. MOORE, Froprietox,

one

Had

over

CAPE ELIZABETH, ME.,

“Can Honor take away the grief of a wound?
No.”
—Henry IV, Act III, Scene I.
But Pond’s Extract can take away the pain.

rurcbase

RENT—Entire floor
Haskell
FORJones
clothing store, steam heat and

HOUSE,”

Kansas City,Kansas, June 16.—A cloudburst about 11 o’olock last night at Chel- 1JROOK-IDE COTTAGE is sltuated ln the
picturesque little village of Kearsarge,
sea park, a suburban pleasure resort about about
ten minutes’ drive from North
three miles irom here, is believed to bavo Post and telegraph offices located near.Conway.
P’otir
oaused the death of five persons and pos- mails dally.
Boston dally papers are on sale
at the pobtoffice.
Pleasant walks and drives.
sibly more.
Pure spring water, fresh vegetables and milk.
Por circular, etc., address L. C. BARNES,
WANTED—FEMALE KEEP.
13-3
Kearsarge, N. H.

TIP ANTED—An efllcent cook, and a second
John'Purchase of this
city,' reported If girl, in a private family in suburbs, references required; address giving name and resias being killed by the Spaniards shortly
F. W. M., office of Daily Press, Portland.
before the breaking out of the war, has dence,
16-1
returned
to Portland after a thrilling
W\ANTED—An experienced general liousowith
the Amerioan flag draped aoross
experience in Cuba. He was second
work girl to go to Old Orchard, perone corner
of the dining room, under mate of the
schooner Jennie S. Butler, manentIn situation, pleasant location and only
three
family. For farther Information call
were received by Mr.
which the guests
at
loading sugar
Cienfuegos. While at 490% Congress street, over Eastman
and Mrs. McIntosh. Punch was served ashore one
Brothers’
store, up two flights.16-1
night he was taken prisoner
by Mrs. W. A. Sterling, assisted hy Miss by the Spanish soldiers and locked up in ■WANTED—A housekeeper for a
family of
*
*
two adults. Address A. B. RUSSELL. 22
Agnes E. Skillings; cake was served by one of their forts as a
spy.
or '.'68 1-2 Middle St.
Willis
16-1
St.,
Miss Stimson and Mrs. Sullivan of Port-

badly.

BELMONT

ine coronation that was as rich and rare as
the efflorescence of some opulent growth.”
Isn't that beautifulf
Edith—Exquisite! But what does it
mean, I wunderf
Bertha—Who 6hall be able to sayf That
is the most beautiful thing about It.—
Boston Transcript.

Forty word*

f,uSrPt«0t
nants,

PIANOS

Winthrop.

on

16-1

three flat house No. 112
bas
desirable, tns*t tnb. steameverything
heat, electric door openlubes, etc. Up to date in every
w
S60 to desirable tenMARKS & EARLE
16-1
CO.
new

_

nearly expired by

who was

vestment at $4000.
We would exchange for
other property. MARKS & EARLE CO.

TO LET—All furnished, a 7-room cottage at
S
separate entrance,
A
Old Orchard with stone collar,
three*1,VI7
fiat 7Thl,‘
block ,on,'1v
in Portland, situated
spring J
on St!
water, beautiful lawu and a stable for two Lawrence St., near Congress St., and has every
horses. References exchanged. For particu- modern convenience such as steam heat, gas
lars call on MR. O’BRIEN, 417 Congress street, set tubs, open fireplaces, hard woud floors open
Portland.
17-1
plumbing, 7000 feet of land, lot is 55x125, separate back and front entrances, separate cellars
TIO LET—Lower rent 182 Grant St., near and heaters, separate walks and yards. Rents
A Weymouth
St, 7 rooms, extra good; price for $840 per year and pays 12 per cent interest.
g!2. Inquire at house.16-1
Papered throughout, and handsomely finished
in cypress. $4000 can remain at 5 per cent
WOR RENT—We have a very large list of DALTON
& CO., 478 1-2 Congress St
A
houses and rents for sale and to let In all
jelsdtf
parts of Portland and vicinity. We also make
a specialty of collecting reuts, and
general care
Forest Avenue, Deering (car
of property.
pOR SALE—On
Particulars real estate office, A
every S minutes), a new house of 9 rooms.
First National Bank Building, FREDERICK S.
This is a modern home in every particular and
vaill,16-1
has hot water heat slate sink, porcelain bath
CUMMER COTTAGES of 5 and 6 rooms, fully tub. nickel plumbing, laundry, electric lights
furnished for housekeeping at Davis’ and bells, oak, cypress and southern pine finish,
Island, near Wlscasset.
Close to salt water oak and birch floors, open fireplace, built by
excellent boating, fishing, driving fresh milk’ architect’s plans, cemented cellar, sidewalks,
eggs, vegetables and fish obtainable. For par- papered throughout, a magnificent suburban
ticulars address T. C. A ltd OK Y, North Edge- residence lor a reasonable price. Half of purcliase price can remain at 5 per cept interest
comb, Maine.
16-2
DALTON & CO., 4781-2 Congress st. jelsdtf
TO LET—Also some little used at
SALE—Peaks Island cottage of 7 rooms
exceedingly low prices. 1 B Art Conn Cor- pOR
1
in perfect condition and well furnished, one
net. 1 B flat Standard, second hand Mandolins
Banjos and Guitars at bargains. Superior of the best locations at Evergreen landing, laud
high and pleasan t view of the harbor. Price
strings, etc. HAWES, 414 Congress St.
15-2
$350: must sell immediately.
W. II. WAL15-1
BE
LET—First
class tenement of seven DRON & CO., 180 Middle St,
r|iO
A
rooms in house No. 31 Locust St.,
next to
SALE—Second hand Parsons’ lowdown
corner of Cumberland. Apply to W. K. & A E
pOR
A
BRADwagon in prime condition.
NEAL, Room 1, Portland Savings Building No LEYmilk
& SMALL, 35 Preble at
15-1
85 Exchange St.

the petition is acted upon.
Clerks, anyone seeking a pleasrpEACHERS,
-1
ant place to spend vacation should address
George H. Campbell, one of the men B. M. PHILLIPS,
Oxford, Me. Good board,
who was convioted at tho December term prices reasonable; references.
17-1
of the Kennebeo superior court of rob- TtOR
good
country board In a fine locality for
bery, asks that his sentence be commuted. A fishing, gunning, rowing, fine views, pleasant drives and plenty of shade trees.
Broad
He was convioted with Charles A. Sawpiazza. A quiet place lor rest and comfort.
yer of brutally assaulting and robbing Address, J. B. and P. W. PLUMMER, ltavmand. Me._
jelG-4
Moses C. Frost of

prison

fine breed Newfoundland dog.
weighs 140 lbs., handsome, intelligent and
good watch dog. eighteen months old.
Inquire
ut JOHN IV.
DVEK, 235 Commercial St. 17-1

fur-

rooms

first and second mortMONEY
gages, real estate life insurance polibonds and

“THE

orders from the factory,
tlireo express wagons at less than whole*
tale prices. Jiodies eight or ten feet long, thre*
leetrfour wide, or seven feet by three-feet-five.
17-1
UKADLEY & SMALL, 35 Preble St.

SALE—By
pOK
r

SALE—Tlie

Forty words inserted cutler this head
one-weak for St5 cents, cash in advance.

ALASKA—If

The third petitioner is Mary Cowan,the
woman convioted of murder in the first
February term of the
degree at the
Penobscot
Supreme oourt in 1895, and

lias
a week; answer
sold within
immedta'ely.
17-1
Room 12, Swett’s Hotel, Portland. Me.

__

MONEY

You Have Always Bought.

A reception was given Wednesday evening by Mrs. L. L. Molntosh in honor of
her son and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
The house was very pretW. McIntosh.
tily decorated with the national colors

something will be accomplished Wilder.
Mrs. Fred Sparrow has gone Uf Boston
the near future.
It is predicted confidently that both batteries will recoive for a short visit.
Mr. .Pete Trott!'while trying to lift an
their uniforms, guns and horses within
a
short time. The light artillery (Yale), anchor Into a boat lost his grip on it and
will be
ordered to Camp Alger, near it fell across his leg, hurting him quite

OFFICER.

more

ence.

tain that

A PORTLAND

for

Tke Kind You

Jonn

in

probable that Maine will reach them.

use

ISLAND.

possible to do so. The men feel re- land. The ushers were John ^Molntosh,
paid for their visit, and are almost cer- George Sterling, Cliff Bachelder and Mr.

and the First Regiment will
be mobilized and sent south as a whole.
As the Fort Knox
troops are a part
of the
First Regiment, it is therefore

signature of CkaS. tI. Fletcher.

Bears the
In

HE WASN’T KILLED.

wan

Washington,

CASTOKIA

taincy of 0. W. Davis.
dall was

BERWICK.

flgiplinafcinr.

When Col. Kenchosen commander .'of the regiment, Capt. Butler was appointed drum
major on the colonel’s staff, whioh posit
ion he held
until three years ago, when
he organized the Signal Corps, receiving the rank of second lieutenant.
Through Capt. Butler’s energy and faithfulness the Signal Corps has developed
into a strong organization. As captain
he will receive a salary of *2400 a year.

Percy—Say, papa, Mr. Byker told me to
ask you for the loan of your pump.
Uncle Hayley (on a visit)—By gosh!
It’s funny
Wants the loan of the pump!
they don’t send in fer the loan of the well
ter go with it.—St. Louis Post-Dispatch.

SALE—A

to leave the

POP. SALE—One of tlie new three fiat houses
r,. on Park St., which rented so quickly at
ijfo.OO. Any man can see that this is an A 1 in*

TO

--

tea and coffee fonte, v. itli
Owner
Massachusetts.
state; will sacrificu for $.'00 if

good
IvqRteam complete,
In

WOP. SALE-In Falmouth at auction June 22,
*
isos, at 2 o’clock p. m. 611 the premises 30
lores of grass, about 25 tons; 3 1-2 miles from
Portland, near Staples’ Point Bridge, known as
:he J. Wm. Merrill, field.
10-1

TO

---—-....

rents,

PORSALE—A
1

you are interested in going,
or want
to make money in Alaskan
stocks, we have the best plan yet presented.
sixth
expedition will leave Boston
Augusta, June 10.—The executive Our
about June 14th. Write or call upon E. C.
council In session Thursday, pardoned DAVIS & CO., 244 Washington, street, Bos4-2
James Barber of Bangor who is in prison ton.
TO LOAN on first mortgages of
for theft, Hon. F. O. Beal of Bangor
real estate at 5 and 6 per cent.
Real
appearing for the petitioners.
estate for
sale, houses rented, rents colHon. W. H. Looney of Portland and lected, care of property a specialty prompt
attention, 25 years in” the business. N. S
ex-Senator Brewer of Freeport, appeared
4-2
GARDINER, 176 1-2 Middle street.
for the
pardon of Charles Bragdon of
MONEY
TO
LOAN—On
Ihst
and
second
Freeport, who is serving a sentence for -L” mortgages on real estate at as low rate of
interest as can be obtained in Portland; also
stealing hens.
made on stocks, bonds, personal proper15_1
The
application for the pardon was loans
ty or any other good securities.
Inquire of A.
RENT—Partially furnished 3 story
signed by 200 of the leading citizens of C. LIBBY & 00., 42 1-2 Exchange.
mayl2-4
brick house, pleasant and attractive, for
who represent that Bragdon
Freeport,
one year or
good neighborhood, within
WANTED—All persons In want of trunks one block oflonger:
blame
for
to
the
larCongress Square; private family,
was
and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
only partially
or boarding
house.
lodging
BENJAMIN
663
door
one
above
Shaw’s
street,
a
wife
Congress
he
has
and
SIR AW F,1 1.9 F Va*
respectable
ceny; that
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
two children, wno need ms support; that and can therefore
bottom prices.
give
LET—Furnished rooms, bath room on
Trunks
rjno
-I same floor.
they believe he has served a sufficient pictures.repaired. Open evenings. We frame
No. 11 MYRTLE ST., oppo11-3
site City Hall.14-1
of
time.
length
TUOTICE—We will pay the highest cash prices
for
Three other
pardon -‘A for household
applications
LET—Good tenements ol five and six
goods or store fixtures of
rooms centrally located.
Prices $10, $11
were assigned for a hearing at some oth- any description or receive the same at our auctand $17 per montlu
J. C. WOODMAN, 93 Exion rooms for sale on commission.
&
GOSS
er time,
they being those of Levi Frost. >> 11.SON, Auctioneers, is Free St.
street.
13-1
change
la-3
George H. Cambpell and Mary Cowan.
LET—Upper tenement in house No. 93
Levi Frost of Bethel is now serving a
Gray street, consisting of seven rooms
SUMMER RESORTS.
and bath; has the snn all day; price $19.00.
year’s sentence in the Auburn jail for
Forty words inserted under this head For further particulars inquire of A. C.
LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange street. 11-1
entering and stealing one week for 35 cents, in advance.
breaking and
state that his
The petitioners
liquor.
OENT—A neat, convenient rent of flve
father has just died, and has left an aged \XT ANTED—A few summer boarders for July Jf 8 large rooms and bath room, up one
» *
and August.
Good grove near at liana. flight, with hot and cold water, bay winwidow 80 years old and the son is needed Good airy rooms,
plenty of good milk, etc; one dow and a good rent for $16.00 a month. Into support the mother. The man’s sent- of the pleasantest places in Maine.
Address quire of J. 1). JOHNSEN, 41 Wlimot street.
Box 88, Blandish, Me.
11-1
17-3
ence will have
the time
Among Number.

week for 25

TO LET.

On©

CRIMINALS WANT PARDONS.

one

lr» agency pays rent, sells 3000 papers weeklv
selling on account of sudden death. CAREY&’
EMEKY, real estate and business broker, 34
School street. Boston.
101
■

$2.00 per
Agents

a

Tobacco, Cigar and Variety storo
for sale, clearing $25 weekly, laun-

tjp’xsJI/s

be

vacancy exists.
The state committee will he in session
in the city counoil rooms of City Hall, at 9
0’clocK on the morning of the convention, for
the purpose of receiving the credentials of delegates. Delegates, In order to be eligible to
participate in the convention, must be elected
subsequent to the date of the call for this convention.
Per order. Republican State Convention.
•I. H. MANLEY, Chairman.

store for
or around

voder this head
rash in admsee.

Forty weeds Inserted

as

f-

NOTICE—The wedding of Miss Fanny L.
nominating a candidate for
Ornker of Portland, and Lewis Polovlcli of
for the purpose of
at tho September Batli, which was announced for the 23rd of
supported
he
Governor to
has been postponed till further notice.
June,
any other business
election and transacting
15-1
come before it
Chat may properly
without
Maine,
of
to
T.ILLIAN
regard
ARVILLE, magnetic clairvoyant.
The voters
Sittings daily on health, business or pridifferences, who are in favor of
past political
vate
and his admin- door family matters at li Brattle street, second
McKinley
President
from Portland street, and about five minsustaining
conduct of the war with Spain; utes’ walk from Preble.
All advice strictly
istration in the
14-1
of sustaining tho present wise confidential and reliable.
favor
in
who are
administration of our state
and economical
us your
TAREK
send
DINNER
SET—Ladies,
invited to join with the -*■
full address plainly written and we will
affairs, are cordially
you 125 of our sweet and exquisite
Republicans in choosing delegates to this con- express
Arabian Perfumo Packets (In powder form to
vention.
scent gloves, handkerchiefs, clothing, etc.) to
sell among friends at 10 cents each. When sold,
The basis of representation will he as fo
town ana plantation will be remit us the monev (after deducting express
lows: Eaoh city,
and we will seun you for your trouble,
entitled to one delegate, and for each 75 votes charges)
a lovely decorated English dinner set of loo
east for the Republican candidate for Governor pieces (full size for family use). Each set is
in 189i!, an additional delegate, and for a frac- artistically decorated in colors, tasteful leaf and
in excess of 75 votes, a further flower pattern. The shapes are ot latest style,
tion of to votes
which every lady will appreciate. Order at once
additional delegate. Vacancies in the delega- and name nearest express office. Address,
tion of any city, town or plantation can only ARABIAN PERFUMO CO., Drawer 92, Bridgefilled by a resident of the county in which water, Conn._
_13-1
toe

FOlt SALE.

SALE.

FOR

Sicycle Pump, of Course.

r

1898,
Tuesday, Jline 28,
A.

ansoBUAitEopB.

__

general Orders,

comb, brush,

Stale Convention

small family without children. Address MISS ELLA S. SARGENT, 92 Park St.

a

woman

30 years

old, speaking French and English, for
any kind of work in the city, besides washing;
would do sewing by the day at residence.
Address MRS. A. S, 9 Munroe St., Portland, Me.

15-1

WANT TO LEASE a small farm for a term of
years, suitable for raising poultry and
vegetables, within i» miles of Portland. Address, stating particulars and terms, W. H.
15-1
HALE, Press office.

17-1

VVANTED—A situation by a young French
lady as tabie girl or chamber maid, best
references given; would prefer to be near Pond
Cove, Cape Elizabeth. Address MISS A. S.,
Belmont House, Pond Cove, Cape Elizabeth,
Me.16-1

water In

M

AINSPRINGS,

75c.

American Mainsprings, made by the
Elgin and Waltham companies.
Warranted
for one
McKENnEY, the Jeweler
year.
Monument Square.
_marl9dtf
The best

TJOR SALE—Elegant musical instruments
just
music
received.—pianos,
boxes,
reginas, violins, mandolins, banjos, guitars,
IVANTED—A position by rotary sawyer; harmonicas, cornets, cases, violin bows, super* ■
also used to plainers and matchers* Best ior violin and banjo strings, popular music,
of Sreferonces
music books, etc.
Please call.
HAWES, 414
^supplied. LEWIS JORDAN,
15-1
Upper Gloucester, Me.
Congress street,mylS-4

WANTED—All persons having built new
*•
buildings since March 1, 1895 and Iliave
not liadjtheir certificates of occupation will please
call at my place ol' business and receive the
same as the suite laws require it in all cases.
J. O.
Inspector of Buildings._H-l

WARD,

W ANTED-To lot the people know that I am
"
still at my old stand 25 Cotton St., prepared to do oarpenter work, building and jobbing. stove doors .and sasli made to order at
short notice. .1. C. WARD.H-l

an American man, 36 years of
WANTED—By
* *
age, a position to drive a private learn and
work around a gentleman’s place; good references ; uses neither tobacco or slroug drink#.
MRS. PALMER’S
Apply 393 1-2 Congress St.,
office.
15-1

gjU 9AA WANTED oil firstso.mortago on
Freeport,
farm property in
and
finely looated on shore of Casco Bay, assessed WANTED—Work ns a of stenographer could
experience;
typewriter by lady
valuation §2100, cut titty tons of hay last year.

furnish typewriter if desired. Address TYPEWRITER, care of Portland Press._H-l

House and ell, good ham and outbuildings.
Write owner, FRANK J.
WHITNEY, So.
H-l
Freeport, Me.

HPHE Fairbanks mandolins and banjos excel,
£
examine them at HAWES' music store. 414
Instruction books of all inCongress street.
struments.
Pianos let. A number of 50 cent
Sumusic books (damaged) at 25 cents each.
perior strings for instruments. _my iM
OK SALE-Valuable real estate consisting
of over 4 1-2 acres land, 11-2 story house
with L and large barn connected; located afi
1192 Congress street on line of electrics to
Stroudwater. Apply to J. M. JORDAN. 4911-2

IP

WANTED—A situation by a Nova Scotia Congress
street.__
girl to do general housework in a small
$15.00 family; can send the best of references. Call at
SALE-New house on Pitt street, Oakto take half interest in a sure money 328 Brighton St., Deering, or Telephone 113-6.
dale; contains 7 rooms and bath, hot and
maker. Unique and novel plant introduce
cold water, wired for electric lights, con_14-1
the goods for which there Is universal dets
with sewer, lias large lot, and will be
W ANTED—First class chef and lady vege- lie
CHARLES C.
mand.
Thorough
investigation invited.
table cook would like position, best of sold on easy terms. Apply to
11-1
Address “MONOPOLY,” this office
street, 1 ortland.
recommendations; have served as steward in ADAMS, No. 31 Exchange
first class hotels. Apply at 77 Ohesnut street.
_je4-4
V X 'ANTED—A party of four with two cliil- _13-1
SALE—Farm In Bethel, Maine 120 acres
V 1
dren want board ill country' twentyfive miles out at least. Must be a first class
good land, 2 1-2 story house, shed and two
WAITED.
all in good condition, good orchard, and
bams,
place in every particular.
Address B. C.,
Situation by a young man who understands well supplied with wood and water; also about
this office.
11-1
to work.
Two 200.000 feet of pine timber. About two miles
bookkeeping and is willing of
years experience.
Graduate
Gray’s Port- from Bethel village, and known as the Edward
land Business College. Good references fur- A.
Capen farm; will be sold on favorable terms
LOST AND POUND.
nished. Address CHAS. F. ALLKN. Skow- or mav be exchanged for Portland propertv.
hegan, Maine.
jel3d2w*
MISS SAKAH BIDES, So. 135 Oxford St..
T.OST—Lady’s black jacket, June 8th, on
mars-tf
Me.
Blackstrap road near mountain. Finder SITUATION WAN'TED-A lady with one Portland,
will please return to 609 CONGRESS ST. IP-1
^ child, wishes a
position ns Housekeeper.
Apply 227 MAIN BT., Biddeford, Me.
131

WANTEP—Party

as

promoter

with

FOR

__

FOR

A

SCOTCH girl wonld like a situation to
do second work during the months of
July and August at Pine Point or Grand
Beach. Apply MRS. EDWARD WOODMAN,

BATTLESHIP MAINE. SOUVENIR SPOONS

This is the prettiest Spoon ever put on the
Call and see It. McKENNEY, the
market.
martfldtf
Jeweler, Monument So mu-.

A

75
1

Vaughan

street-

U*d

THOUSAND RINGS
from.

Monument Square.

Diamonds,

Opals.

Pearls,

maritxut

ijs

'i

ladder 1, of Woodfords, was overcome by
the Soott house, but was soon
smoke in
restored and went to work. The eleotric
to
the Westbrook and North Deercars

IttV'ClAL AND C0WUC1AL

ing lines pass the scenes of the Are and
the tracks were covered
with hose, but
under the direction of General Manager

Quotations of Staple Products

FOUR HOUSES OS FIRE.
Threatened With Terrible

Bearing

Conflagration

HOUSES

TWO assisted the Deering department.

AND

DESTROYED

BARN

RUINS.

IN

PRACTICALLY

Newman and
Superintendent Spring,
all
passengers Jwere transferred so that
the traflio was not delayed.
The Portland firenaon are deserving of
much credit tor the manner in which they

___

Eldrldge, who discovered the fire,
is the father of Chief Eldrldge, and lives
in the next house above the fire.
Mr.

One thing demonstrated by yesterday’s
c*f a new hook and
fire was
the need
The old truck has seen its
ladder track.
best days and Chief Moody is sadly in
need of a modern truck, if he is to tight

5
Two Other Hons

es

Caught,

Case Was

age In Eaoh
Alarm Hung In and

the Dam-

but

Slight—General
Engine Sum-

an

moned From Portland.

fire successfully.

One of the most stubborn fires and most
difficult to handle, owing to the danger

surrounding property, was fought
yesterday forenoon by the Deering fireIt was about 11 o’clock when Mr.
Eldridge, a painter, who was at
in the Newman house on Spring

men.

L. ti
work
coke

in

land Railroad
company, and her daughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Augustus
Small.
Adjoining the house at the side
ell and porch at the
is an ell. Another
rear connects the house with a large two
and one-half story stable. In the stable

quantity of hay, two or three carriages, a horse, a young heifer, a young
pig and a number of chickens.
The fire worked its way through the
was

a

and into the stable and before the
finished ringing the stable
alarm had
Some of the firemen with
was in dames.
the assistance of bystanders, rescued the
horse,
carriages, heifer, chickens and

porch

property, but the pig being
smoke, did not make the
firemen aware of his presence, so that the
The wind,
animal
was roasted alive.
which was fortunately not very high at
the
time, fanned the flames across the
street and set fire to the shingles of the
large house occupied by Manasseh Smith,
and the small house occupied by Messrs.
some

other

suffocated

4

by

Acknowledges the

from

Cablegram

Cumberland Club.
President Horace Anderson of the Cumberland Club has received a letter from
Capt. Frank Wildes commanding the

alarm was rung in, but arrived promptly
the
scene, being
couveyed in the
wagon driven by Chief Eldridge of the
Portland

The fire was an
department.
intensely hot one and in very short order
worked its^ay into the Newman house,
but by prompt attention the fire was confined to the ell so that the damage to the

department.

on Monday afterabout two o’clock.
The now engines for the Washington
County railroad, which arrived at Calais
on Friday, are b eing fitted up at the Salmon Falls machine shops, and one is
now at work on the line in charge of
Roscoe Hayoook. It will be necessary to
raise the road at what is known as the
railroad bridge three feet, so as to allow
the new engines to reach the St. Croix

by the steam pile driver
noon

has been started at work on the line near
the Indian road, so called; operations
have been resumed on McCoy’s Bluff,
and the stretch from the Andrews proper-

it broke out again fiercely
completed.
just as the Portland engine was ready to
At Calais one thousand bundles of fish
send in a stream of water.
plating arrived by boat on Tuesday, and
While the fire was in progress vsford was 3500 more are expected. Two more looomotives arrived Wednesday morning, and
sent to the chief that a fire was in pro- will
be
fitted
Another
up at once.
gress on Chestnut street, in the story and schooner load of rails is expected at an
a half house owned by J.Maroney and ocearly date.

guished,ibut

cupied by

a

Mr, Madden and family, the

MAINE PENSIONS.

being situated next the Maine Central railroad.
Washington, June 16.—Pensions have
Assistant Engineer Goudy with hose been granted residents of Maine as follows;
2 and 9 were detailed to attend this fire.
This fire caught on the roof as a result
ORIGINAL.
were blown in that diof sparks which
.Tnmoo Rhoati TiPwi&fnn StA
house

non"!v

rtwiicn

a

niiAiitAH

nf

a

mi la frnm

the Newman fire.
The fire was
and the damage
extinguished
small.
About

1 o'clock

quickly
is very-

another fire was disof the ell of the house

covered on thejroof
cl
Mr. Henry Green, Mechanic street,
some distance
from the fire, but which
was caused
by sparks from the big fire.
Assistant Engineer Thornes with the men
trom Hose 5 and (5 attended to this blaze,
which was soon extinguished.
The firemen rendered excellent servioe
and a largo amount of the furniture belonging to Mr. Scott, was saved from the

was

in the

Th<
while the stable was an entire loss,
loss to the Newman heirs is estimated a
There was in insurance of $5001
$3,-00.
thi 1
on the bouse, stable and furniture in

ture.
The

had about $1200 worthy of

furni

to the house andjpropert;
of Messrs, Scott and Parker will probabl;
Mr. Scott had an in
amount to $1500.
suranee of $6000 on the house, and a fai:
amount on the furniture,
divided in thi

damage

C
agencies of Anderson & Adams, E.
Jones and Prentiss Lorlng of Portland
Mr. Parker
had an insurance of abou
$8 0, placed with John Corey & Co.
C. J. Clark, a member
of hook am

Retail Grocers

It a I ...

imrir

Portland market—cut leaf 7: confetion ca y
e; pulverised 6oi
powered, e.; grauulaieu
■< Vs
codec crushed 6c: rcliov; .,
Wholesale

Market.

wiuiuaw,,

*16 00**18!

CaDO cranberries
1? crate.. 8 60*8
0
Maine.
Pea Beans.1 66*1
ayet.l
85*1
yellow
Cal Pea.... 1 6501

• •

luu

B^oSiOO

Standard Gran
6465
lax cfine duality 6 466
Extrac....
6 09
60 Yellow Extra 0....4%
00
Seed
76 Timothy.
8 66®8 75
90
76

Clover,West, •VtUso
do
H.T. 9%*lo

60*70 A la Ike.
10*10%
$393 60 Red Top,
16*17
sweetsJersey836@3 76
freylsleas.
point's. Dus
New Potatoes

oo Norfolk o 00as
Perkdo Vineland,4 60956
heavy
14 00
Onions. Ber 0 00@u 00
mediumlS 00*13 50
doiEgyp’n 3 00@3 26 short cut atia
Chic sen.....
dear
11@18

Turkevs.Wes. 18*x5 Beef—UghtlO 2501076
Northern ao....16*17 heavy,..11 6o®t2oo
Bowls...
BuJeitiVko* 6 76®
Apples.

vara, tea

ana

Eating appl'sB 60*4 60
do common 52&3 00
Baldwins 3 6004 00
evap* Ik
10*11 %o

Vs bbl.pure 7 @7%
do eom’na. 4% fan
paus.compa 5%*6%
paila. pure 7D5U
Venae ns.
purell
8% «®8%
4 00*6 00 Baras....
Messina
a
®9%
3 6o@3 76
California
eoeovhrd
..

ersans
oil.
o 00S0 00 EerosenelsoM
Florida
8 V.
Calliornia, 3 60fe4 00
Ugoma. 8%
do Seedlngs 2 60*800
CeDtennlal. 8%
Pratt's Astral ..loy„
senna.
eastern extra..
Cl 2 In hall bbls le extra
fresh Western..
@12
Raisins
Held.
Musctl.Bo lb bxs5®6V>
Bnttei.
London tay*m 760200

Oreaiaery.tney..18*19
Oeel.
Gilt Lo ne Vr’mc.
*18
Retail—deUrered.
Cumberland 00004 26
Choice.
Cheese.
Chestnut...
Srtoo
N. 1, lorry 9*10
Frauxiln...
8 00
Vermont... 9 010
Lehigh....
*600
Pea.
gate.19%gll
*60

Quotations.

Grain

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRAD*
Wednesday’s quotations.
iraxax.

July.

Sept.

79J

Closing.
Opening.

71 %
72%

79%

const

Oeenlnr..
Closing.••*.... ..a.

July.
32%
34

Sept.

July.

Sept

83 Va

34%

OATS,

Opening......

Cosing....

21%

„„

26

*■••••••

22 v»

FORK,

July.
9 46

Opening...
..........
Closing.
Thursday’s quotation*.

9 86

W2LBAT

July.
upeniiEi

Bept.
iov*

o*

•••••

79%

70%

July.
••••. 84%
Opening..... 33%

doting.

Sept.
36Va
{84

OATS.

July,
Opening...268
24%

THE SULTAN APPROVES.

Sept.
21%
22%

Constantinople, June 16, —The Sultan Closing.
| eons.
has given notification of his approval of
July.
the appointment of Mr. Oscar Strauss of
9 79
States minister to Openlna..
New York as United
9 72
Closing.
succession
to
in
Dr.
James
B.
Turkey,
Angell, resigned.
Portland Dally Press Stock Qontatlom.
Corrected by Swan A Barrett,
Middle stteet.

“SHOT HIMSELF IN HEAD.

; Eastport,

TO PEAKS ISLAND FOR 5
Str. Island

(E

Belle,

(Capt II. B. Townsend.)
Commencing

Wednesday. May 11,1838, steamwill leave east end Portland Pier lor Bay
View landing.
Palmer, Anderson & Co.,fo
WEEK DAYS.
agenoy of
The Scott house is owned bj
5.50, 7.00, 8.00, 10.15 a. m., 12.00 m., 2.00, 3.00
Portland.
5.00, 6.15, 7.26. *11.00 p. m.
D. Scott, and is valued a
Mrs. Mary
Returning leave Bay View landing 6.20. 7.20
about $10,000. Mr. Scott had about «400i I 8.25, 10.40 a. m., 12.25, 2.25, 3.25, 5.25, 6.30,10.30 pi
m.
worth of furniture, and his son-in-law
•Saturday night only.
Mr. James Parker, who resided with thi
SUNDAYS.

family,

Be

cost)

ell of the house where

the fire caught.
The ell of the Newman house was bad
ly gutted by fire, and two of the rooms Ir
the main house were damaged by water

untrimmed.

Lamb skins.50 to 80c each

^Portland

Atchison pfd.
Central Facilie.

er

Leave Portland Pier 8.00, 9.00, 10.15 a.
12.00 rn., 2.00, 8.00, 5.00 p. m.
mayliutf
JOHN TEMPLE, Manager.

m

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
Beginning April nt 1898. steamer Aucooisco wul

leave Portland Pier, Portland, daily. Sun.
days excepted, as follows;
Por Long and Chebeague Islands, Han>sw«u
Bailey’s and Orr’s Island, 2.80 p. zn.
For Cliff Island, Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays. 2.80 p. m.
Return for Portland-Leave Orr’s Island bv
way of above landings, 7.00 a, m. Arrive Port,
land, 9.80 a. rn.
ISAIAH DANIELS, Gen’l Mgr.
sepil
dtj

Bankers, 186

Par Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
106
110
Canal National Bank.100
100
102
Casco National Bank... • ....100
Bank..
.40
30
National
Cumberland
3 00
Chapman National Bank. 100
98
10(i
First National Bank..........
109
111
Merchants’National Bank.... 76
97
99
National Traders’Bank.100
162
104
Portland National Bank.100
180
166
Portland Trust Co.100
SO
85
Portland Gas Company.50
102
104
Portland Water Co......100
130
186
Portland St. Railroad C6. .100
138
130
Maine Central R'y.100
60
61
Portland A Ogdensburg R.R. 100
BONDS.
120
Portlandes. 1907..,...118
108
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding.. 103
108
Portland 4». 1913. Funding.106
101
102
Bangor 6s. 1899. R. B. aid.
116
Bangor 6s. 1906.(Water.......114
103
Bath 6«. 1898. R. R. aid .101
108
Bath 4%s. 1907, Municipal.101
103
Bath 4s. 1921. Befnndlng ..101
102
Belfast 6s. 1898. R. R. aid.101
106
Belfast 4s. Municipal....102
102
Calais 4s 1901—1911 Refunding....100
107
Lewl.ton6s,’1901, Municipal.106
106
Lewistou4s, 1913, Municipal •••••.103
102
Saco 4s. 1901. Muniolpal.100
Maine Central R•’ K 7s, i898,1st mtglOl 101%
••
7s. 1912,cons. mtgl33
136
"
••
..
“4%s“
105
107
48

••

cons.

mtg...

.108

log
iob
ice

grts.l 900,elteil’sn,104
Portland & Ogd’g ges.lBOO, 1st mt*104
Portland Water Op’s 63, 1899-101
103
Portland Water Co’s 4a. 1927.103 104M
Boston Btoos ittarKec,
the
closm,
The following wera
tlons of stooss atBoston:

cncte-

Mexican Contra), 4a.... 63
Atchison, Tod. a SantaiPa. £, new. 12%
Boston

a

Maine..

tloefd
Maine

Ones, si unto. 24%
Cmcago!* Alton.168
do
pfa
Chicago* Burlington <S Qulncyl0354
Delaware!* Hudson CanalCo.108
Delaware.l.ackawana 4: Westl6i)
Denver A ftio Brands. 12%

.

23%

.Pacific pfd. gg
American Bell..
Onion

Amertasn

Sugar,

35%

1st prefer

Lake Shore.189
Louis

4* Nash. 51%
Manhattan Elevated .104%

Mexican Central.
*%
Michigan Central.103
(Si St Louis. 27%
Inn A 8t ILouis Df. 89%
Missouri Egolflo. 34
NewtJersev Central. 93%
New YorkOentrai. 116V*
New York.ChlcagoA St Louie IS
65
do pf
Northern Pacific com
27%
do
do
pfd. 67%
Northwestern.124%
do
pfd.170
Dm A WeBteru. 16
Beaame.. 19
Kook island.105
St.Paul. 98S/s
do hfd.
148%
St Paul «;umaha... 76
do
prfd.150
St Paul. Mum. A Mann.140
Texas Faclfle. it
Union Pacific pfd.58%
WaBash....
-7
do prfd..
18%
Bosfon .'•« Maine..161
NewiYorUaNew England pfd.
Old Colonv.188
Adams Express...100

tlnn

American Kxeregb.....127
S. Kxcress. 40

Peoplee Gas. 98%
48
iloineetaKe,
Ontario. 3
Faslto Mail... 28
rmman Palace.186%
Sugar common...130%
Western Union..I 91
Southern By pfd.
Union Paclflo.

Y“/8
JS/i
-t-

eommon.131 ys

Sugar, Dtd..0...
Cen Mass.’pfd..113

'?.ew York. .London.. ..June 26

16th. schs Break cf Day. Long Island City
York.. So’ampton. June 25 for Portland; Janies Maloy. Pertli L Amboy for
Ethiopia.JJew
.. w York. .Glasgow .June 25 Rockland; Hyena. New York for Calais; Jacob
Oricen
M Haskell, do for Halifax; Marion Draper.
Holstein.s,ew York.. Manaos.&c.June 25
Tolosa
..,ew York.. Jeremle,&c June 26 Port Heading for Augusta, and ail sailed; BrigYork..Montevldeo,June
25
adier, Port Johnson for Portland.
Labrador.Now
Liverpool...June 26
Sid. schs Nat Ayer. Han mill Coombs, Emma
Canada *.Montreal
—
M Fox, Aetna, Silver Spray, Cora Green. Abbie
30
June
Boston.Livreoool..
Vancmi»„V
uver-Montreal... Liverpool.... July 2 8 Walker, Ella G Eels, Sarah A Biaisdell, and
Nautilus.
Passod—Schs Seth W Smith, South Amboy for
MINIATURE ALMANAC.JUNE 17.
Calais; Harry W Haynes. Philadelphia lor SurSuu
rises. 4 71
looo rey; Emma Green and Douglas Haynes, from
water
.. 7 23 High
New York, bound east.
WASHINGTON-Ar 16th, sch Horatio L
Baker. Atkins, Kennebec.
Cld, sch Esteile Phinney, Phinney. Boston.
Ar 14th, sch Jeremiah
WINTEKPOKT
Smith, Parsons, Portland for Philadelphia.
PORT OS’ PORTLAND.
Foreiern Porta.

J®

M
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THURSDAY, June 16.

1*!™

Belt

4“

,?r/l
1

,7*
/4

4

103

*‘*7
897“
3*™
•*'*

,S7*
48
“8/*

.$?7?

42Y%
111
16%
49/4
498%
99%

1*8%
'6
460
141

44%
69
49

1«1
94
480
100
123
*0

winter

patents.

5°“ „9,v Boker, Eaton, Boston.
Railroad, Simmons. Friendship,
K, Plukham, Georgetown,
g™ Rosa
ben
Seth

Me.
Nyman, Rice, Rockport, lime to
Carleton Bros.
arrington, Burns, Port Matoon, NS,

lobsters^

Boh Lydia M Webster. Hooper, Rockport
Belt Lizzie
Maul, Cape Shore, 66 bis mackerel
Cleared.

^oMnsbip Horatio Hall, Bragg, New York—
J r Liscomb.
Steamer Salacla, Oliver. Bath, Bootbbay Harand Wiscasset—C R Lewis.
oOf
Sell Elvira J French, Kendrick, Kennebec and
1 biladelphta—J S Winslow & Co.
Sou Lizzie E Dennison, Ross, Round Pond—
J 8

WiBSlOVV

50
3

28%
188
1331/8
sl%

& Co.

Sell Emma, Hunter, St John. NB—J S Winslow & Co.
Sch J R Atwood, Wallace, Port Matoon, NS—
M N Klcn & Co.
Soli Agricola, Lamson, Frankfort-Parls FlourIng Co.
sch G W Reed. Candida's, Bluehill
J H
Blake.
Sell Lulu, Brown, Cherrylield—J H Blake,
sch Hume, Snow. Rookland—Doten Grain Co.
Sob C B Uarrington. Burns, Port Matoon, NS
—M N Rlcn & Co.
SAILED-Sohs Damietta & Joanna, New
York; Elvira J Frenoh, Kennebec.
—

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
DESERT, June 16-Sld, sch E T Hamor,

MT

Brown, Boston.

69%

EXCHANGE

DISPATCHES.

Ar at

Liverpool June 16,
Montreal.

steamer

are

Memoranda.

Rockport,

June 15—Sch Julia Decker, a large
sch, from Bostou to Portsmouth, while entering the harbor this forenoon, went ashore on
the south side of the little breakwater. The
tug Evelyth of Gloucester, which happened to
be here, saw her distress, and quickly rendered
assistance. After some little work the tug was
successful in hauling the craft off before much
damage had been done.

2535 25

Domestic PorU.

NEW YORK—Ar 15th, sohs Carrie E Look,
Veaze, ;st Simons, Ga; Electa Bailey, Clay,
Groton; Carrie E Pickering, Haskell, Greens
Landing; Charles A Gilberg, Smith. Satilla;
Druid. Hutchings, Rooklaud; Watchman, BrigChicago Live stock Market.
ham, Jonesboro; R P Hajt, Leathers. Bangor.
Cld, schs Nellie F Sawyer, Willard, Chelsea;
CHICAGO, June 16. 1896.—Cattle—receipts
8,60(11 choice steers at 4 90®6 86; medium at Lilian Woodruff. Perkins, Tampa via Key West.
4 6044 87*1: beef do 4 lo;5)4 45; stookers and
Sid, sch Lewis H Goward, Hampton Roads; S
Eeeders 8 60(5,84 n6; cows and hetfers at 3 3Q@ •J Lindsay, Rockland; Herman L Rogers, Stony
Brook.
4 76;Texas steers 4 ,6a;4 90.
Sid 14th, sch Olivo T Whittier, coastwise,'
Hogs—receipts 18,000; fair to choice 4 00®
Ar 16tb, ship Abner Coburn, Park, Hong
4 16; packers at 3 0b;ct3 97Va; butchers at S 85
2
86.
7
8
@8
Kong. In port 16tb, barque Arlington, Capt
§■4 10; light 70®4 00; pigs
Sheep—receipts 9 000 ;uatlves at 8 60®6 26; Griggs, from Antigua—ar 16th.;
4
Also ar 10th, sell T A Stuart, Macblasport.
lambs
thorn lambs 4 00@6 00; Isprlng
60@
BOSTON-Ar 16th, schs W H Oler, Studley,
5 60.
Washington; Fiheman. Kimball. New York;
Pavilion, Machlas; Hattie S Collins, Deer Isle;
Domestic Marsets.
Fanuie & Edith, Belfast; Charlotte L ;Morgan,
(By Telograpid
Bangor; Kate McClintock, Kennebec; Leona,
June 16. 1893.
Catalina, annje L Wilder and John WiFislte,
Flour market—receipts Kockport; Onward, Rockland; Phineas H Gay,
NEW YORK—The
I'J.SlSIbbls; exports 41.00 > bbls; sales 8.000 Dumarlseotta; Electric Flash, Mt Desert; Wm
Calais.
packages: easier with concessions neoessary to Thomas,
iorce sales.
Below—Sch Independent, from Norfolk; sch
Morris W Child, from Apalachicola for Portland;
riuur quotations—city mills pateDts —; winter
jatents 6 00*6 30: city (mils clears at 6 30 sch Metliebesec, fr|m Richmond Va.
(jo 60; winter straits 4 76,(44 80; Minn, patents
Cld, sen Agues Munson, Babbitt, Newport
it!5 00®5 60; winter extras 4 00*4 50; Minn News.
jakers at 4 40*4 66; winter low grades 2 80@
Sid, schs Cathie 0 Berry, Hillsboro, NB; A H
3 00.
Whitmore. Deer Island; Flash, Partridge Island;
Rye dull; No 2 Western 53c fob afloat.
Terrapin. Calais; Abraham Richardson. Be,fast;
bush: exports 466.- James H Brown, Thomastou; Lucy Hammond,
Wheat—receipts 1»3,' S
’68 bush: sales 3 900,000 bush futures and Machlas; Loduskia and Ann C Stuart, Ells320,000 spotj spot easy; No a Rea at 88c fob worth; Peerless, Rockland; J s A Gray. Saoo.
BALTIMORE—Ar 16th, sch Lucy H Russell,
ifloat.
Corn—receipts 101,276 bush; exports 101,- Randall, Boston.
953 bush; sales 296,000 bush futures; 35,000
Cld, seh Normandy. Merry. Bath.
Sid, ship Edward O’Brien, Banfield. San Franspot; spot easy; No 2 at 39ys fob afloat.
Oats—receipts 200,600 bush; exports 120.93« cisco.
Ar 16th. sch Chas DaveDpoit. Bath.
bush; sales 3 7,00(’bush spot: spot dull; No 2
BANGOR—Ar 16tn, str Harrisburg, Philadelat 3i)*fcc: No 8 at 29c; No 2 white at 3So; track
white 31 *2 u.31 c.
phia.
Ar 16th, sens TelLmah, Morgan. New York;
3BeeIquiet; lamily —; city extra India Mess
Ceiia F, West, Philadelphia; Charles K Schull,
Hall. do.
Lard lower: Western steam 6 10,
BATH—Sid 16th, sohs Geo E Walcott, BaltiPork dull: old mess —; shnrcclear —.
Butter firm; Western oreamy at l"*4@17c: more; O H Burns, Philadelphia: Dreadnauglu,
Charles E Baloh,
factory do at J lgls-Vs c; Klgins L7o: state dairy do; Wlnucgance, H N Squire,
Lawrence Haynes, Harry L Whiton, and Adelia
12*is*l6c;do orem lays itf»»c.
John
Cadwallader, Boston;
rson, New York:
□Cheese steady—state large white 6%S6%c; C
U H Chamberlain, (Philadelphia; Chas P Notsmall do 7; do colored 7:5(7’/so.
Eggs firm; State aud Penn at 12ai2*s; Wes- muu, Portland.
hOOTHIlAY—Ar 16th, sohs Attuna, Worden,
tern fresh 11^(6512(1.
|
Glouoester Seth Nyman, Rich, Rockport.
Petroleum dull.
Ar
16th, schs E T Hanmr, Mt Desert; Clara &
Rosin steady.
Mabel. Friendship; Clara E Harwood. RockSpirits Turonentlne steady.
Fred A Emerson, Boston.
port;
Rlee steady.
Sid, sch Frank G Rich, Grand Banks.
Molasses steady.
16th, sohs Blanche HopBUCK8PORT—Ar
Freights to Liverpool dull.
iu„8, Crockett, Jacksonville; Ar.hur V 8 WoodCHICAGO—Cash auotatlons;
ruff, Snowman, Baugor.
Flour dull and neglected.
CALAIS-Ar l6tb, sch Addle Sawyer, New
Wheal—No 3 spring wheat at 80®8Sc; No 8 Yorl{»
Sid! sch Triton, Boston; E M Sawyer, New
dolat 7 7®90o: No 2 Red 8»<gBOo. Corn—No 2
at SSMifgiSlio: No 2 yellow 33*/»«3ic. Oats— Bedford; EC Gates, New York; Palestine, ProNo 2 at 25Vi»c; No 2 white at 28Vka*i9c: No 3 vidence.
OH ARLESTON—Sid 15th,barkentine Stephen
White 27*»c; No 2 rye 43@43Wpo: No 2 Bariev
81S234C: No 1 Flaxseed at 1 18*q :prlme Tlmo
G Mart. Weymouth.
Mess
9
2
at
seed
66;
EASTPORT—Ar 16th, sohs L B Sargent Forpork
so.
Lard
thy
7&®«
at $6 80®5 85; short rib sides 5 8S@5 6a. Dry tune Bay, NF; Margaret, St John. NB.
ELLSWORTH—Sid 16th, schs Wm G Eddy,
salted meats—shoulders at 4% *5; short clear
Fullerton, Boston; Rieuzi, Clossen, Deer Isle.
sides at 6 86*6 Oo.
Aw 1 Afh
and Hunrinltd A 'WllitliftV
"Rnst-ftn
■SButter steady: ereninr 13®16Vao-. d»irv nxa
Shi. sell Lulu W Eppes. Boston.
Cheese6) 18 Via. Eggs tirm; irasn at 9Vie.
FERNANDINA—In port 16th, barque John
dream —c.
Keoelpts—Flour. 6.900 bbls; wheat 16,100 Swan, Nash, from New York.:D
GARDINER—A: 13th, sell Howard Spear,
bush; ooru 461,900 bush: oats 261.800 bush;
Falker. Philadelphia.
rye 8,60u busty barley 9.000 bush. [
KEY WEST-111 port 14th, seh Aloha, SkolShipments—Flour 6,600 bbls; wheat 3,900
bush; eorn|451,900 bush; oats 820,000 bush; field. Irom Phlladeliihia.
ooo
LYNN-Ar 16th, sells Leading Breeze and
bush;
bush.
barley
rye 52, 00
Point. Bangor.
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat—luneat 92o; July Sandv
schs Highland Queen,
MACHIAS—Arlieth,
at 92c; Sept at 72c; Dee at 69%c: No 1 hard
and Mildred A Pope, Bostou; Addle
Dacoiah
1
Northern
92%.
94% ; No
New York.
Fuller,
MINNEAPOLIS—Flour—first patents 4 fit?®
Hid, sch Mark Gray, Farrsboro, NS.
4ISO; second patents at 4 65,64 76; first clears
NEW HAVEN—Sid 16th, sch E II Weaver,
at 4 00®4 80| second clears at 3 60«S SO.
Weaver. Philadelphia.
NEW LONDON —Ar 16tli, schs Abbio C
Cotton Markets,
Stubbs. Whitney, Pensacola; E C Deunlsou,
Coineau, New York.
ifcyl'elegrsptt.'
JUNE 16, 1898,
Sid, schs Electa Bailey, Clay. Groton for PhilNEW YORK—The
Cotton market to-day adelphia; Abble S Walker, Dobbins. New York
closed quiet, steady; middling uplands 6 s-lOo; for Vinaibaven; Nautilus, Tolmau. New York
for Rockland.
do gull 6 1S-16C; sales 70o bales.
NORFOLK—Sid 16th, schs Fred Jackson,
CHARLESTON—The Cotton market to-lay
Boston: R & T Hargraves. New Haven.
wae steady; Middling 6c.
Ar loth, schRlhleS Derby, Naylor, Wiscasset
GALVESTON—Cotton market today was (and old for Savannah).
quiet; middling 6c.
Sid 14th, sch Maud H Dudly, Oliver, Battery
MEMPHIS—The Cotton market to-dar was
Ar littll, schs Austin D Knight. French, Bossteady; middlings 6c.
ton iand cid for Key West); Olivo T Whittier,
NEW ORLEANS—The Cotton market tc-jay
New York (and old for Port Roval.SC).
Whittier,
quiet; middling 6 1-16C.
Cid -Oil Fred Jackson, Weldon, New York.
MOBILE—The Cotton market to-day was
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 16th. schOD Wtiherell,
nominal; middling 6c,
GUSUtt Pierce. New York.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar loth, schs Anna E J
SAVANNAH—The Cotton market to-day was
Morse, Crocker, New Yrork: Annie X Bailey,
quiet; middling fie.
Giilord, Savannah; Caroline C Foss. Crabtree,
Brunswick: Georgie Giikey, Gilkey, New York;
European Markets.
Albert T Stearns. Allen, do; Earl P Mason,
TeleffTaon.)
iBy
Blake, Fall River (latter old for Providence).
Ar loth, schs Estelle, Hutchinson, Bangor; R
LONDON. June 16, 189S.—Consols closed at
F Pettigrew, Morse, Bahia.
lllVs lor mono and 111 7-18 for aeoount.
Island—Passed down 16th, schs John
Reedy
LIVERPOOL, June 16. 1898—Cotton market Ruse, lor Hallovvell; J Howell Leeds, lor Hyanis steady—American midling at 3 9-lSd; sales nls.
lor
specula10.000 bales, including 800 bales
Delaware Breakwater—Passed out 16th, sch
tion and export.
Luis G :label, Philadelphia for Portland.
PORT READING —Ar 16th, sch Addle E
Snow. Pillsbury, Perth Amboy.
SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
Old, schs Ida 11 Mathis, Gardiner; Earl F
eon
Mason. Provldonce.
from
RED REACH—Ar lOtli. schs E Arcularlus
York.
..June
.Glasgow.
17
Mongolian.New York.
.Cape Hayti Juuo 17 and Lavina M Snow, Rockland; Maggie Todd.
Albert Dumots.New
Calais.
York.
Kingston..
June
18
New
Alene
Sid. schs Wm F Green, Norfolk; Lena White,
Liverpool..June 18
Parisian..Montreal
Livei pool.. June 18 Washington.
Monti ea,
Dominion.
London.... June 18
KOCKPORT—Ar letli. schs Mazourka. StinManitoba.New York..
York. .Liverpool..June 18 son, Boston: Bessie (Brr, Trefry, Belleveau
Campania .... New
York..Havre-June 18 Cove, NS; Ella May, Cooper, Kooklana.
Gascogne.New York.
Anm<3 Yox. Hopkins, Boston.
.Genoa.Juno 18
Em, ..New
■ fSll
SALEiil
Ar 15th, sell Viator, Patterson,
Rotterdam•. ..New York.. Rotterdam. June 18
Washington.
York..Pern’buco.
June20
Button.New
Cid, sch Charles H Sprague,
Liverpool.. Juue 21
Mathieson, KenCymric.New York.
“
nebec and New York
K Friedrich—New York. .Bremen. .Sune21
.New;York.. Liverpool.. June 22
Stuart. Bickford, PhlladelGermanic
3-?t,3
HI,iry
C,
New York. .Antwerp. .June 22
Friesland
Baltimore; E1W°°d
York.. I.aGuaira.. June 22 Burtin
NS
Abydoe.New
Hv Dumols.. .New York.. Aux Cayes.Jnne 24
Aniile LoulseUmbria.New York. .Liverpool. June 26
Colorado.New York. Hull.Juue 25
sens Silver
Obdam.New York. .Rotterdam.June 25
t0r Bo3ton ; Kabb0ni’
Hoboken for
.June 25
Bretagne. New York. .Havre
Extra and Seconds (JO.
Fine and Supers
—.

....

..

..

■.

„h‘rt-

...

Daf. WinSrL

ciKKSlrvtife

J™wMT5?'““istb,
LordY
do^1Ver

..

Carthaginian .Montreal.. .Liverpool.
Alexandria ....New York, .I.enrton

.June 25
June 25

V F£e

°

5

fm m M F
n x A*tna.
«t
Emum
Fox.

—

Ar at Burghead June 14. barque Alice, Hatt,
Port Medway, NS.
Ar at St John, NB, June 16, sch Uranus,
McLean, Boston.
Cld, sch Sea Bird, Andrews, Rockland.

casco

_RAILROAIM.__

steamboat"-cl

oay

Custom House Wharf.

Hannah Coombs,
laSilver
£ y e r Wav*
(an* all sl*>.

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
Commencing Thursday, April 28, 1898
Forest City Landing, Peaks' Island. 5.43,
6.40, 8.00, 0.00, 10.30 a. in., 12.00 111., 2.15. 3.15,
COO. 6.15, 7.30 p. 111.
For Cushing’s Island, 6.40, 8.00, 10.30 a. in., 2.15,
3.15. 5.00. 6.15 p. ni.
For Little
and Great
Diamond
Islands,
Trefethen’s,Evergreen Lauding,Peaks’ Island,
”5.30, 6.40, 8.00, 10.30 a. m., 12.00 in., 2.00, 4.20,
Far

6.15. 7,30 p.
For Ponce’s
10.30 a. 111.,

111.

Landing. Long Island. 5.30, 8.00,
2.00, 4.20, 6.15 p. 1)1.
For Marriner’s Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a.
m., 2.00 p. m.
EETOBN.
Leave Forest City Landing, 6.20. 7.20, 8.30. 9.30,
Spoken.
10.50 a. m., 1 00, 2.35.'. 3.45, 5.3 ), 6.30, 8.20 p. 111.
June 5, lafc 38.60 N, lou 63.07 W, ship A G Leave Ponce’s Landing. 6.05, S.50, 11.20 a. m.,
2.60, 6.10, 6.55 p. 111.
Ropes, from New York for Sau Francisco.
Leave Cashing's, 7.05, 813. 11.05 a. m„ 2.46
3.50, 5.20, 6.40 J). m.
RAILROADS.
Leave Little Diamond. 6.SO, 7.20. 0 °o a. ra
12.00 111.. 12.26. 3.30, 5.35, 7.20, 7.51) p. in.
Leave Great Diamond, 6.25. 7.15. 9.15 n 55 a
111.. 12.30. 3.25. 5.30, 7.15. 7.55 p. 111.
Leave Trefetheu’s, 6.20, 7.10. 0.10,11.60 a m
12.35, 3.20, 5.25, 7.10, 8.00J). m.
Leave Evergreen, G.15. t'.os, 9.05, 11.45 a. m
CHEAP EXCURSION TO
12.40. 3.15. 5.20, 7.05, 8.05 p. m.
Leave Marrtner s Landing, Long Island, 11.30 a.
m., 3 00 p. m.
Saturday night only, 9.30 p. m, for all landings.
Sunday Time Table,
For Forest City Landing. Peaks’ Island, 8.00
9.00. 10.30 a. in., 12.15, 2.13, 3.13, 5.00 p. m
under the patronage of
For Cus)i ng’s Island, 0.00, 10.30 a. m„ 12.15, 2.15,
3.15. 5.00 p. m.
Le
For Little and Great Diamond
Islands,
Trefethen’s and Evergreen Landings, t>.w>, o.uo
OF BIDDEFORD,
10.30 a. np, 12.15, 2.00, 4.20 p. m.
F’or Police’s Lauding, Long Island, 8.00, 10.30

Montreal

Quebec

3

CLUB CREMAZIE
JUNE

21st,

1898.

a.

For the above, ROUND TRIP TICKETS
will be .old a. follow., and will be good
going by all Train. JUNE 31.t.

To Mon- To Montreal and
treal or
FROM.
__

Portlands Rochester Jet

Portland,
Deeriug,
Falmouth,
Cumberland,

& return,

V 1 'U

Danville J unction,
Lewiston Junction,
Lewiston and Auburn, J
Empire Road,
J
Mechanic Falls,

10.30

a.

International

Steamship

FOB

:

—

Co.

--

n. H.3.,Halilax, N.Sparts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton. The
favorite route to Campobello and bt Andrew-,.
N. B.

}

WMt’teiiMi,
Si,
Gorham,
M
West Milan,

I
I
i

Summer Annngcincni,
On and after Monday. May 9th,
steamm
will leave Portland on Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays at 5.30 p. m.
Beturning leave St. John and Eastport same
8,35
days.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. (£$*“Freight received up to 4.00

7 95

p. m.

V AA
*
*yy
8.^3

I

Bryant’s Pond,
Locke’s Mills,

vviwu

7-35

^

West Parts,

Landing, Long Island,

C. W. T. GODING, General Manager.
apr27dtf

and all

$7,5Q $9,00

Paris,

For Marriner’s
m., 2.00 p. 111.

m.

Ea3!port, Lubsc, Gaiais, Si. Jo

i

Crossing,

m., 2.00, 4.20 p.

mW "'ft

X3L

Yarmouth’Junction,

PxfoR..F.
South

Quebec

Quebec

& return.

North Yarmouth,
Numidian, Pownal,
New Gloucester,

sand

SXOUB.
10®B 85.
straight. 4
6 00ij6 75

St John, NB,
-,®tS.ani<!rCumberland,Thompson,
via Eastport tor Boston.
' How, Phipsburg via.Cundy
^eroy
Harbor*6*

±"74

,“.7?
104%

| Boston Prodnoe Market.
BOSTON. June 16. 1898—Thtifollowlng
to-day's quotations of Provisions, etc.:

Snrlngpatents. 6
Spring, oieoriaua

A rrived.

■

JJ?"
4“*

STEAMERS.

Ar

..

Mn!1 Reuben
,'rnima w Day, Crockett. Wlnterport.
Eastman, Linnell, Bangor, lumber
u.L®$£t<1,0Ih Dana & Co.

....

.

Central.igo

Union Pacific

3«%
48%

Illinois Central.104%
Lake KrleS West. 16

following quotations represent the paying prices In this market:
Cow and ox hides.7Vio ff fit
Bulk and stags.....ey2c
Coal! skins, trimmed.,■.ice
do

June 16. June 16.

lla"

Chester

Atettison.I 12%

line,new.lSYa

The

Closing.

EfCBEASE.

Samuel E. Marsh, Togus, 86 to $8; Nelson C. Glldden, Nobleboro, 86 to 810; August Clemens, National Military Home,
Kennebec, |6 to 810.

June 16.—Word was received
here today that Frank Xrott, 28 years of
flames.
age, shot himself in the head at Perry,
During the fire, which lasted until nearlast night and cannot live. No oause is
o’clock
the
2
neighbors
ly
furnished the
given for the act.
firemen with hot coffee, doughnuts and
other refreshments, which were
heartily
A blessing alike to young and old; Dr.
appreciated.
Fowler’s Extraot of Wild Strawberry;
The origin of the blaze is a mystery as nature’s specific for dysentery, diarrhea
fire in the house stove, and summer complaint.
there was no

which

Irregular.

11R

C using quotations o£ stocks:

no

rroauce

Eldridge kindly tendered the use
of engine and hose 5 of Portland, which ty to and across Morang’s farm is almost
Fight days will complete the
were soon on the spot and rendered val- finished.
bridge work on this portion of the road.
uable assistance.
At one time it looked as though the fire The heavy part of the grading is done
and the middle of J une should see the
in the Scott residence was nearly extinroad from Perry to Eastport water front
Chitf

on

Snare 3S
Larne *s

main house from fire was small.
Adjoining the Newman property is the
handsome two and one half story Frenchroofed residence of Mr. W'm. H. Scott, the & Penobscot depot.
A new stimulus seems to have been
The intense
Portland sheet iron worker.
heat of the fire soon set fire to the Scott given to railroad operations within the
span of the
house near the roof,and the flames worked past week. The western
into the walls of the building near the bridge between Perry’s and Carlow’s island is about completed. A orew of men
attic.
to this a second alarm had
Just prior
been sent in calling the entire Deering

Mo Kansas A Texas pfd
Kansas Pacific Consols..
Oregon Nay. lets.I16
—

NEW YCBK, June 16.
call was steady at lail^ pr cent;
last loan 114: prime mercantile paper at 3®4
ner cent, sterling exchange firmer, with actual
ouslness in bankers bills ati4 861484 85 Vs lor
demand and 4 83*4 *4 84 tor sixty days; posted rates at
Commercial bills at
f6&4 87.
4 82*4.
Silver certificates 68058*4.
Bat Silver 68@68*4.
Mexican dollars 4&IA.

Money

■Boro 111^

The first piling in the railroad construction at Burnham’s Point was driven

on

(By Telegraph.!

...

promptly extinguished.
Chief Moody was in Portland

Bom

■

FORTL4 V i. June 16.
The market for general merchandise shows
no change for the moment, but Breadstuffs aud
Provisions are somewhat unsettled owing to
the fluctuations in the West: at Chicago to-day
Wheat closed *6®%o lower and Sept 1*/#®
l*4cdown. Corn lost afcc and Oats Vic. Proas barbarians and
friends who, if they visions weaker.
The following are todys’ wholesale nrioei of
took the city, would kill and mutilate the
Provisions. Groceriesi eta
inhabitants and would subjeot the women
float.
Grata
to all manner of indignities.
A promi- Sui erase t
Corn ear
41(b;42
00
atades.4
low
do
lots .... 44
76®6
bag
nent lady of Manila, aooompaniea by a
Spring wneat banMeal nag lots
*42
called on
ers.ei ana st6 000626 Oats, ear lots
delegation of Manila women,
331880
Oats, bag lets
(S8«
the English consul general and asked him Patent Spring
Wneat... 0 0038 SO cotton Seenif the
car lots. 00 00®28 00
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LETTER FROM CAPT. WILDES.

A. A. Huston and Mr. Alonzo Hanson.
By prompt attention these blazes were
when the

Markets.

York Block and Mouey Market

Government Bonds

a rumbling and crackling
bouse.
the lower part of the
The famiiy were all away at the time be- cruiser Boston acknowledging the cableMr. Eldridge opened gram from the olub Congratulating him
ing in Portland.
the door leading into the ell of the house on the victory at Manila. The captain,
when
he encountered a stubborn blaze. who is a member of the club, says that he
He lost no time in sounding the alarm would like to be in Portland to get a
from box 58 at the corner of Spring and sniff of the invigorating sea air of Casoo
The Newman house is a Bay, and to enjoy those delicious
High streets.
SpurHe enclosed a translation of
two and one-half story house, and is oc- wink clams.
cupied by Mrs. Edward Newman, the the proclamation issued by the governor
mother of the superintendent of the Port- of Manila that characterized the Yankees

street, heard

Leading

in the

8%

...•*.

common

New Yorls

State bonds dull.

to

Flint

■10
&

Q Sft
O.OV
8 25

6*50 S.00
6.25 7.75

For Tickets and Staterooms apply at the
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
for other information, at Company’s Office,
Bailroud Wharl. fool,

nr

sin ip struor

J. B. COYLE. Gen. Man.
marl8dtf
H. P. C. HERSEY Agent.

Percy,
Groveton,
Stratford Hollow,

asr

^

6-7s

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday,
5.00 6.50 From Piiiladeip!>ia every Wednesday and
for return until
1898.
)

tickets valid

July 12,
ROUTES.

EXPLANATION OF

Bates shown In Column A, reading to Montreal or Quebec, returning direct, give option of
going to Quebec and returning from Montreal
or vice versa, hut not Including passage between Quebec and Montreal.
Kates shown in
Column B, entitle purchaser to trip to Quebec,
Quebeo to Montreal, Montreal to starting

point.

For tickets, time tables and full particulars,
apply to any ticket agent of the Grand Trunk
Railway system.

PORTLAND

^WORCESTER,

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.
Station Foot oC Preble St.
On and after Monday, Oct. 4, 1897, Passenger
trains will Leave Portland:
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua,
Windham and Epping at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30
p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North at
7-30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For
Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and
B.3SP.

MHECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

)

Norton Mills,
All

5.75 7.25

j

m.

For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a. m., 12.30, 3.00L
6.35 and 6.20 p. m.
For Westbrook. Cumberland Mills, Westbrook
Junction and Wocdfords at 7.30, 9.45 a. ra.,
12.30,3.00, 6.35 and 6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland oonneets
at Ayer Junction with "Hoosac Tunnel Route”
for the West and at Union Station, Worcester
for Providence and New York, via '‘Providence
Line” for Norwich and New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston and Albany R. R f0r
the West, and with the New York all rail via

“Springfield.”

Trains arrive in Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m. 1.30
and 5.52 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40, 8.30 and
10.60 a. m„ 1.30, 4.15. 5.52 p. m.
For tickets tor all points West and South apply to T. F. McGILLIOUDDY, Ticket Agent.
Portlond, Me.
je25dtfJ. W. PETERS. Supt,
fcTEAaiSiiiFS.

OCEAN

ALLAN LINE

Saturday.

From Central Wharf. Boston. 3 p.m. From
Pine street Wliarf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
Insurance one-hall the rate of sailing vessels
Freights for the West by the Penn. K. B. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Round Trip $18.00.
Passage $13.00.
Meals and room Included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
All goods shipped by this
line are
covered against war risk by open policies
issued to

this

ass.

without

expeuse

oct22dtf

Scarboro
Beach, I’ine Point, Old Orchard, Saco, Biodeford, Kennebunk. Wells
Beach, 12.55. 4.30 p. m.; North Berwick,
Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston. 4.05 a. ni.. 12.66, 4.80 p. m- Arrive Boston, 7.25 a. in.. 5.28, 8.45 p. m. Leave
Bouton lor Portland 3.45 a. TO., arrive Portland 7.10 a. in.
EASTERN !)lVISH)y
For Way
Stations, 9 a. m.; Biddeford,
Portsmouth, Newburyporr, Salem, Lvnu,
Boston,
+2.00, 19.00 a. m.f
1.00, 16.10
6. m.
Arrive in Boston, o.o7 a. m., 12.50,
m.
Leave
for
4.16, 9.25 p.
Boston,
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. m.. 12.30,
7.00.
p. m.
Arrive I'ortlaud, 11.50 .a. m.t 12.15.
4.30, 10.20 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

Biddeford.

Portsmouth.
NewburyLynn. Boston. 2.00 a. m.. 1.00
Arrive in Boston, 6.67 &. m.. 4.15 p. m.
Leave Boston for Portland, 9.00 a. m., 7.00
10.30
Arrive. In Portland, 12.26,
p. nu
Salem.

port,
p.

m.

p.

m.

iConnects with Rail Lines for New
Bouth and West,
f Daily except Monday.
Through tickets to ail points for sale at

f*Sew York Direct Line.

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.
THREE TRIPS PER WEER.
Steamships alternatively leave Franklin
Wharf Tuesdays, Thursdays aud Saturdays.

The Horatio Hall at 6 p. m„ the Manhattan at
m. for New York direct.
Returning, leave
Pier 38. E, K., Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 5 p. m.
These steamers are superbly fitted and furnished for passenger travel and afford the most
eonvenient and comfortaDle route between
Portland aud New York.
Fare: one way. $5.00; round trip. $8.00.
Goods carried are insured against WAR
Rl-K, under the terms of the Company’s Open
Policy, without additional charge to shipper.
J. F. L18COMB. General Agent.
THOS. M. BARTLETT. Agt.
ocudtf

5 p.

FALMOUTH FORESIDE S. B. CO.
After

June

10th, 1898.

STEAMER MADELEINE

York,

Union
Station.
D. J.FLANDKRS. G. I*. & T. A.. Boston.
GEO. H. THOMPSON. Ticket Agent, Portland.

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
Ir. effect June 5 isis.
Trains leave Pwlland as follows:
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Hath. fiockland,
Augusta. Warerville. Skowhegan, Lisbon Falls.
I-ewistou via Brunswick, Belfast, Bangor and

bueksport.

Danville Jc. fPoland Springs,)
LewFalls. Kumford
Falls,
iston, Wlnthrop, Oakland, Keadfleld. Waterville, Livermore Falls. Farmington and Phillip.;.
8.30

a.

For

m.

Mechanic

11.10 a. m. for <1 ray, New Gloucester. Daurille June., Auburn and Lewiston.
1L20 a.
m. Fxprees tor
Yarmouth, Freeport,
Brunswick, Bath, Augusta, Watsrnttsfleld.
Bueksport. Bar
Bangor.
arbor. Greenville and Aroostook County,
-la B. & A. K. K. for Houlton. Woodstock.
3t Stephen. and St Andrews, via Vanceboro

Slle.

m.

Mechanic Fall3. Rumford

Falls,

Bemis, Danville Jc„ Lewiston, Livermore Falls,
Farmington. Kingfleld. Carrabasset, Phillips
and Hangeley, winthrop, Oakland,
Bingham
WatervUle and Skowhegan.
1.15 o. m. For Freeport. Brunswick.
An
Rockland and
tusta.' Bath.
Boothbay.
the
Knox
ill
on
and
stations
Lincoln division, Waterviile, Skowhegan, BelDover and Foxcroft, Greeniast, Hartland.
ville, Bangor. Bar Ha bor, Oldtowu ana Mat
awamkeag. and to Bucksport Saturdays omy
6.10 n.
For Brunswick. Bath.
m.
Lisbon
Falls, Richmond, Gardiner, Augusta and
Waterviile.
6.15 p. m. For
New Gloucester,
Danville
Junction, (Poland Springs), Mechanic Falls,
Auburn and Lewiston.
11.00 p. m. Night Express, every night, for
Brunswick, Bath, Lewiston, Augusta, Waterviile. Bangor, Moosehead Lake.
Aroostook
county via Old Town, liar HarDor, Bucksport,
St. Stephen, 8L
Andrews, St. .John and
Aroostook County via Vanceboro. Halifax and
the Provinces. The Saturday nignt train does
not run to Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft
or beyond Bangor,
except to Bar Harbor
Sleeping cars to St. John.
White Mountain Division.
8.45 a. m. For Bridglon. Fabyans. Burlington
Lancaster. No. Stratford. Colebrook. Beecher
Falls, Quebec, St. Johnsbury, Sherbrooke Montreal, Chicago, Sl Paul and Minneapolis and
all points west.
3.30 p. m. For Sebago Lake, Cornish. Fryeburg,
Bridgton. North Conway. Fabyans. Lancaster.
No. Stratford,
Colebrook, Beecher Falls,
Lunenburg, st. Johnsbury, Newport, Bherirook, Montreal and Toronto.

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.

Oil and

_ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS.
Montreal and Quebec to Liverpool.

company

shixiper.
ME. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 83 State St. Fisk a Building, Boston,
to

R.

R.

In effect Oct. 4th, 1897.
Train* leave Union
Station, for goarboro
Crossing:. 10.00 a. m.. 6.16, 6.20 D.rcL; Searbo
ro Beaclx, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.00 a. m.. 3
30*
6.16, 6.20; p. m.; Old Orchard, H—o, Bi<*
deford, 7.00, 8.40. 10.00 a. m., 12.46.
3.80^
5.15, 6.20 p. in.; Kennabunk. 7.00. 8.40 a. in.,
12.45.8.30. 6.15 ,6.20 p. in.; K.en neb link pert,
7.00, 8.40. a. in.. 12.46, S.80, 6.1 p. m.;
Well* Beach 7.00,8.40 a. m.. 3.30. 6.16 P. m./
North Berwick, $omarswo> th. Dover,T 4.03,
7.00, 8.40 a, m.,
12.45, 3.30, 6.15 c. m.j
Rochester, 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.45, 3.SO p. m.;
Barminpton, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m.
12.45,
3.30 ?). ni.; Northe'ii l>iv.. Lakeport. La72.4' p. ni.;
conia, Plymouth, 8.40 a. m..
Somers worth, 7.00 a. m.;
Worcester, via
Concord, via
Manchester.
Rockingham
3.30
7.00 a. m-,
Junction,
p.
m.j
Junction, Exeter, HaverRockingham
hill. Lawrence, Lowell. Boston, ^[t4.05,
m.,
12.46, 8.30 p. m.
18.40 a.
t7.00,
Arrive In Boston, 7.2d, 10.16 a m., 12.5(1,
4.22, 7.25, d. m. Leave Boat ju for Portland, 5.69. 7,30. 8.00. 8.30 a. TO., 1.00, 4.15.
Arrive Portland,
10.13, 11.00 ;u
p. m03., 12.00, 12.20. 6.00, 8.00 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

1.10 p.

6.00 7.50

J

Boston & IVlaine

Nil'll)AY THAI.VI
7.20

Paper train for Brunswick, A»
Waterviile and Bangor.
Train for Brunswick, Lewiston,
in.
p.
Augusta. Waterviile, and Bangor.
m.
Night Express with sleeping cars
p.
points.

a. m.

gusta,
12.60

Bath.
11.00

tor all

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
From Moutreal, Quebec, Fabyans. Bridgton.
S.25 a. m.: Lewiston and Mechanic Falls, S.33
'Waterviile and Augusta. 8.33 a. m.;
i. m.:
Bangor, and Augusta daily and week days from
Rockland. 12.23 p. m.; Kingfleld. Phillips, Farmington. Bemis. Rumford Falls. Lewiston, 12.30
St.
a. m; Lewisiou and way stations 3.25 n. m.;
John. Bar Harbor. Aroostook Couuty.Moosenead
Lake and Bangor, 6.45 p.m.; Rangeley. Farmiugton.HumfordFaUs, Lewiston, 6.66 p. in.; Chicago
ind Montreal and all White Mountain points
5.10 p. m.: dally from Ear Harbor. Bangor,

St John. BarHarbor, Watervllle and Augusta. 3.60 a. m.. except Mondays.
UEO. F. EVANb. Vice Pres, and Gen. Man.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. St T. A
Portland, June 3, 1883.
aprzidtf

Portland & Rumford Falls R’y.

in Ef fect May 2, J 898.
From
Portland
Will leave
From
Pier
Liverpool Steamship_Montreal
DEPARTURES.
Diamond
Island
Great
at
For
6.45.
9.00
a.
12 May.
m., 5.30 A. M. and 1.10 P. M. From Union Station
California!
'28 May
aad 6.10 p. m. For Falmouth at 6.46,
19 May.
Numlillan.
for Poland, Mechanic Falls, .Buck fie Id. Can4 June 12.10, 3.15
For Chebeague
26 May.
ll June D.Ou a.m., 12.10, 3.15. 6.10 p. m.
Laurentlan,
ton, Dixhelcl, Rumiord Fails and Bemis.
2 June.
Parisian.
18 June and Cousins Islands, Prince’s Point. Yarmouth 8.30 a. m. 1.10 and 5.15 p. m.
From
Union
n a. m. and 3.15 p. m.
at
9 June.
Carthaginian.
25 June
Station for.Meehanic Falls and intermediate
Diamond
Island at 7.55.
RETURN—Leave
10 June.
Camorman,
30 June
11.30 a. m., 1.30, 6.40 p. rn. Leave Falmouth at
Steamers sail from Montreal at 9 a. m., con- 6.00,7.25, 11.00 a.m.. l.oo, 5.10 p. m.
Leave
necting with Grand Trunk trains leaving Port- Chebeague Island 10.15 a. in., 4.30 p. m. Leave
land the previous evening.
Prince’s Point
Cousins 10.30 a. m.. 4.43 p. m.
Laurentlan carries cabin passengers only.
10.45 a.m.,5.00 p. m.
Carthaginian carries second cabin passengers
Time '('able.

Sunday

only.

The Saloons and Staterooms are in the cenpart, where least motion Is felt. Electricity Is used for lighting the Bbips throughout, the lights being at the command of the
passengers at any hour of the night.
Music
Rooms and Smoking Rooms on the promenade
dock. The Saloons and staterooms are heated
tral

by

steam.

Rates of passage *52.60 to!*70.00.
a reduction is made on Round Trip Tickets
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London ‘and
Londonderry, *34.00 and $38.23:
return
*66.75 and $69.00,
Steerage—To Liverpool, London. Glasgow
Belfast or Londonderry. Including every requisite for the voyage *22.50 and *23.60.
For tickets or further information apply to
T. F. MoGOWAN. *20 Congress St.. J B
KEATING. 611* Exchange St., ASHTON’S
TICKET AGEFCY, 931 1-2 Congress St
B
* A. ALLAN, Montreal, 82 State SL. Boston
and l India St, Portland.
jly3ldtt

DOMINjON UNIT
MONTREAL and
Steamer
Scotsman
Yorkshire

Dominion
Labrador
Vancouver

TO

QUEBEC ?o LIVERPOOL.

From Montreal
4,
11,
18,
25,
July 2,
June

9
9
9
9
9

a.
a.
a.
a.
a.

m.
m.
m.
m.

From Quebec

JuneT-L
■

j

j
m.l July

h

6

i> in

o pm

is, e
25, 6.
2. 6.

u

in'

p'm
p! m!

BOSTQN
VIA.

El VE It 1*00 L

QUEENSTOWN.

From

Liverpool.
May IS,

June 16,

Steamer.
Canada,
Canada.

S. S.
S. S.

From

_

Boston.

June 2, t'lto a inJune 30, 5.3a p." m!

Portland Pier lor Diamond Island. FalChebeague and iCousins Islands and
Prince’s Point, at 9.00 a. m. and 2.00 p. m.
Leave
mouth.

Return leave

Chebeague

at 10.30 a. m. and 4.15
p. m.. Cousins Island at 10.45 a. in. and 4.30 p.
Leave Prince's Point 11.00 a. m. and 4.45 p.
m.
Leave Falmouth at 11.10 a. m. and 5.00 p. m.
m.
Leave Diamond Island at 11.40 a. m. and 5.30
P'

Moo Ires’.

R. C.
E. L.

BRADFORD, Traffic Manager,
Portland, Maine.

LOVEJOY, Superintendent,

jel8 dtf

Rumford Falls. Maine.

STEAMERS.

FALMOUTH FORESIDE S. B. CO.

june9dtf

Maine Coast
On anti after

Navigation Co,

Wednesday,
Sill, 189S, the

June

STEAMER 8ALAGIA

will leave Franklin Wliarf, Portland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, at 7.30 a.m.;
Lopbam Beach, 9.45 a. 111.; Bath, 12.30 p. in. ;
llooihbay Harbor, 2.00 p. m. Arriving at
Wiscasset about 3.30 p. 111.
Returning—Leave Wiscasset Mondays. Wednesdays and Fridays at 7.00 a. 111.; Bouthbay
Harbor, 8.30 a. m.; Bath, 10.30 a. 111.: Popham Beach, 11.30 a. 111. Arriving ;U Portland about 2.00 p. m.
FAKJi ; Bath to Boothbay llaibor, SO era.
Will touch at Five Islands Tuesdays and
Saturdays Coin a lias', and Mondays and Fridays Going West. Weather permitting.
O. C. OLIVER, President
CHAS. It. LEWIS, Treasurer.
junS dtf

I>aily
THE

Line, Sundays Excepted.
W.W ANH

PALATIAL STEAMERS

BAY STATE AND PORTLAND,
alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Portland, every Evening at 7 o’clock- arriving in
season

for

connection with earliest trains for

points beyond.
Through tickets

for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning leave India Wharf, Boston, every
Evening at 7 o’clock.
J. B.

COYLE, Manager.

J. F. L1SCOMB. Gen. Agt.

Sept. 1. 1887.

SAB ABO LAKE STEAMBOAT ROUTE.

RATES OP PASSAGE.
First Cabin, $52.59 and upwards.
Return
SlCO and upwards according to steamer and accommodation.
Second Cabin, to Liverpool. London, Londonderry and Queenstown, $34 to $4a50.
R^.
turn *86.75 to
*78.40, according to steamer
and accommodation.
Steerage, to Liverpool, London, Londonderry, Glasgow, Queenstown ana Bolfast*22,50 to $25.50 according to steamer.
Apply to J. B. KEATING. T. P. McGOWAN,
J. J. JENSEN. C. ASHTON,
Portland, or
DAVID TORRANCE & CO., Gen. Agents

stations'.

Through cars between Portland, Rumford
Falls and Bemis.
Connections atBemls for all points in the
Rangeley Lakes.
Tlirousli llckeis on Sale.

Portland, Mt. Dascri an1 Mashias Stfif. Co

Sir. "frank Jones.”
Beginning Saturday, April 30ih,l898, will leave
Portland Wednesdays and Saturdays at 4 a. m.,
on arrival of train leaving Boston at 7 p. m., for
Rockland, Bar Harbor, Machlasport and intermediate landings. Returning leave Maeliiasport on Mondays and Thursdays at 4 a. in., arriving in Portland 6 a. m T"esdays and Fridays.
Passenger and frei*nt rates the lowest, ser’t-FO. F. EVANS,
vice the bee
marl-WUanaffBr.

to Songo Kiver, Naples,
Bridgton. North
The
Bring ton, Harrison and Waterford.
famous daily excursion route through the
Wiuding Sorigo and Sebago’s chain of Lakes.
On and after June 13th to make close
connections with steamer for above places, take
M. <;. K. K. (Mountain Div.( tram for Sebago Lake, leaving Union Station daily at 8.45
a. in.
llelurnlng. steamer leaves Harmon
2.00 p. m., North Bridgion 2.10 p. m., Bridgton 2.45 p. in., Naples 8.30 p. m. Connecting
at Lake Station with train for Portland and
Information and tickets obtained,
Boston.
at CntQji htaHnn.

THE

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.’S GUESTS.

PEE58.

They Have
ABT1KTUEMEHT8 TODAY.

NEW

a

Delightful Gating Down the

Harbor and
on

at

Decided Improvements To

Riverton—Return Home

the Horatio Hall.

tho

The

guests of the Mains Steamship
a delightfnl
oompany had
day yesterday. The weather was superb. The sun
was bright,
the air warm and yet bracing from the northwest.
In
the morning at 9.SO o’clock the
spaoious steamer Pilgrim of the Cnsoo
was
taken
for a two
Hay oompany,
hours’

Wants. To Let, For Sale, Lost. Found
similar advertisements will be found under

New
and

appropriate

their

heads

on

page 6.

sail down the harbor.
The route
was
among the islands and the visitors
were loud
in their praises. The New
York orchestra
played many selections
that were thoroughly appreciated. Many
the praises bestowed bylthe guests
the magnificent scenery of Casco bay.
The Pilgrim
reached the Marino rail-

were
on

way wharf cd the South Portland side at
13 o’clock, and the party at once disemand headed
barked,
by their band,
marched to
the corner of Sawyer and
Front streets, where three
electric cars

CASTORIA
Bears the

In

signature of Chas. ir. Fletcher.

thirty years, and
Kind You Have Always Bought,

for

use

The

more

thaii

“fllra. Winslow

*

Soouung

were awaiting them.
A delightful run
along the
Cape shore was enjoyed by
everybody and the Casino was reached
in good timo. Leaving the cars and forming oolumns of fours, in true military
style, the guests marohed into the Casino
where two tables had been prepared with
light refreshments, as a sort of appetizer
for the “piece of resistance” which was

syrup,

Fifty Years oy millions of
mothers for their children while
Teething
It soothes the child,
with perfect success.
been used

Has

over

to follow.
Along the rocks just in front of the
softens the gums, allays Pain, cures WiDd
Colic, regulates the bowels, and is the best1 Casino three canopies hud been spread,
remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising from and under them were arranged 13 tables
For sale by Drug- with plates
teething or other causes.
spread for 13 guests each.
gists in every part of the world. Be sure and The placing of the tents had been inask for Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup, 25 cts
trusted to A. V. Matthews, steward ot
a bottle
the steamer Portland, and F. E. Huston
so soon

of the Tremont, and their work was most
satisfactorily done.

BRIEF JOTT5MG8.
mere win ue a nearing ay ine rtanroaa
Commissioners today at the
West End
hotel, at 10 o’clock, on the petition of the
Yarmouth electric road to cross the tracks

ot the Portlahd electrics

on

Washington

street.
The covering of the old reservoir at the
corner of Preble and Congress streets appeared to have broken in again, as a numthere
ber of bricks dropped out of sight
sidewalk. The
leaving a hole in the
plaoe was repair ed yesterday.
Engineer Leroy Foss cf the Maine Central has taken the night Pullman Bangor
to Portland trains 2-71.
Engineer Cook takes his former run,
irokwhegan to Forltand, trains 11-12.
Engine companies 1, 4 and 5 and truck

After a while spent in sociability, singing of jolly songs, etc., the bugle sounded, the band played a lively march and
the party numbering about 150, proceeded to the clam bake which had heen pre-

Be

Made

on

of

Item,

Interest

Bine.

MEW

Picked „p

Shore.

and

hospital
is

removed to the Maine General
in
Rich’s ambulance. Nelson

boards'at 82

29
years of age, and
Lincoln street.
1. O. G. T.

Muslin

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

“Printed Pongee.”

the car, it is much longer and stiller than
the springs ordinarily in use and is intended to stop oscilation
of the oars
while running at a high speed. All of the
rid summer cars have just been
overhauled and such
wheels as show the
wear

being replaced.

It was
slightest
hardly expected by the management that
summer travel would open in full blast
before July 1, and it is admitted that the
company was taken a little by surprise
are

at the immediate demand put upon it,
but to rneot the necessities of the case the
car gangs will be at once increased.
Track crews are now at work surfacing
and levelling up the track with a view of

over

the deck which

be

will

SORSET 80
Friday,

face and soft feel of them is
suggestive of Silk Pongee.
On a plain ground of extra
fine texture is printed far
apart coin figures, white
coin on dark ground, and
dark coin on light ground.
Polka spots also exactly the
effect of the above cut. Also

June I 7,

a

thoroughly

minute geometrical and pin spots on tinted grounds.
One lot of Corset Covers, cut high neck, with round
Also flower patterns, maybe fifteen styles in all. See
yoke of tucks, and fine quality, insertion trimmed neck and
them in Congress St. window No. 2. 12}4 cent goods.
arm
s*ze—exact!y the same quality we have always sold for
S CENTS
Price
62c. Now 39c. All sizes from 32 to 44.
Sale at Percale counter.

appreciated.
I j-

WEDDING.

MORSE—SWETT.

ji

A very pretty home wedding occurred
at three o’clock yesterday afternoon at 19
Casco, street, where Miss Annie Russell
Swett, daughter of Edward C. Swett,
Esq., was married to Mr. George Gilman
The house was
Morse.
rated with June roses.
The ceremony, whioh

beautifully
was

deco-

made

{

.1

j

as

simple

as

possible,

Now 49c.
A

J' "'nTnnrt-'l

was

0

j

^

I

marked

will bo put on the new line if all
goes
well. At the present the chief obstaole
lies in the difficulty of procuring wharf
It seems that the
room in Bangor.
eligible wharf room is controlled by the
Bangor and Boston Steamboat line, and
the Maine Central Railroad company. By
the first of the coming week, however, it
is thought arrangements will be made so

artistic remembrance from the
China
Decorators’ club, the Revier club and
Mr. Pooler of
Congress Square Annex.
the Sherwood, provided a delicious collation. A large reception followed the cereMr. and Mrs. Morse left on their
mony.
wedding journey on the six o’clock train.
LAUGHLIN-PURINGTON.
At White Rook Wednesday, Miss Nellie
Mae Puriugton, daughter of Mr. A. N,
Purinton of White Rock, and Mr. Walter
J. Laughlin of this city were married
under the emblematic floral hell, depend-

new

them

regular price.

lot of French Corset Covers in Cambric and
at

lace

with

and

least

twenty-five
Now 50c, 69c, 75c.

have

embroidery--we

cent, lower than the

per

extra stout Black

I23^C

Opened yesterday, a new lot
of choice shopping and travelling Bags, Grips,
GRIPS
AND BAGS

and ecru.
Price per

One lot of line Muslin Drawers, with full
Ruffle of fine embroidery with finished edges,
All sizes.

6 inch

49o

pair,

IVe make any size

FLAGS.

Plag.

50c
one

the

See

which hangs from

big

our

store

and Pennant

flying

front.
See the

estr» fine Muslin Drawers, with full
cambric ruffle, tucked and trimmed, narrow embroidered
edge.
Regular 75c quality. Now 50c.

At

I

will be established besteamboat line
The fine
tween Portland and Bangor.
steamer Salacia that has been rnnning on
the Portland, Bath and Boothbay route

Imported
Organdies
and Dimities, cute styles, fino
textures, fast colors.
Maybe
twenty styles. 25c and 19c goods.
12J4C
Price,
Turkey Pved Table Damask 19c
Nottingham Lace Curtains, 3
yards long, 1 yard wide, white

Sizes 32 to 42.

Nainsook—trimmed

Also Boys’
Stockings,

ORGANDIES.

Corset Covers of line Cambric, broad band of fine
°Pen embroidery—V back and front.
Regular 75c quality.

\t

--

--

--

I

A lino

charming Wash

Fabrics came to us this
morning that are worthy
your admiration. The sur-

OF

at

Shantong Pongee

of chic and

Now and then chances for buying certain items of merchandise
sacrifice offer themselves and usually find a welcome here—if
Naval Reserves
The Portland
were
company has just ordered a dozen sets of
in quality and low in price.
good
for
aotion yesternew springs
from tho Bemis Car com- clearing the Montauk
This
has been taken from
time it is several lots of Corset Covers and Drawers to
wooden
The
top
This
day.
of
Mass.
spring
pany
Springfield,
has just
been brought out, and while it the turret and the conning tower is now be sold today at our special sale prices, and you know well enough
does not detract from the easy riding of visible. A oanvas awning is to be placed what that means.
single

meeting

ures. There will also be many other illustrated
The city committee who
views.
MRS. MILTON HIGGINS.
have this
matter in charge request all
Esther Ellen, wife of Milton Higgins, who will take
part to be sure and atdied yesterday afternoon at her residence tend the
at 7.3u
rehearsal at City hall
iii this city, after an illness dating from p. m., on
next, June 31.

Tuesday

Rev.

only Sunday last.

W. S. Ayres
pastor of the First
Baptist church has invited Mystic and
Ar eania lodges of Good Templars to attend services at Ills church next Sunday
forenoon at 10.30 and both lodges have

week prior to this
she was slightly indisposed, but had apparently fully recovered and wa6 attending to her household duties when she was
taken with
an
illness from which she

acocepted the invitation and will attend
a body and they invite all members
in
of the order living
in
Portland and
vicinity to unite with them in this service.

destined never to recover. Her husband and two children survive her.
To her relatives
and large circle of
friends
her sudden death
comes as a
whom
great shook. She was a woman
to know was to love,
and her cheerful
smile
and sunny
face, bright
disposition
endeared her to all. Her family have the
sympathy of all in the sad bereavement.

A

was

PORTLAND

GOLF
PLAYERS
LEXINGTON.

CYCLERS,
cycling and all outing
parties. Easily carried in original
package or in lunch
basket. Ready for instant use.
SOLD BY ALL GROCERS.

“Luncheon Beef" booklet mailed
on

recuest.

ARMOUR PACKING CO.,
KANSAS CITY, MO., U. S.

badges

will he furnished to
the great chorus.

Special

members of

}'

J

l

^

j

These items mentioned above
not

likely

to be

duplicated

are

all

genuine bargains and

flag

from West End Hotel, they wore
made in our workrooms.
When you lo ok at them remember
the storms that have heat on them,
and yet the colors are clear and

bright,
Shall

An assorted lot of Children’s §1.00 Gingham
Dresses, in blue and pink stripes, with bretelles over shoulders
and band of embroidery—neck and sleeves trimmed with narrow fine embroidery,
Great value, 75c.

At

for

Flag

make a

we

4
HOSIERY
SALS.

are

$4.50

Alligator trimmed Grips,
$3,00, $3.50, $4.00, $4.50

up,
are

Mauve

Best leather,

See them

I

r

are

$1.98

They

regular
cent

50

$2.89, $3.1#

Imitation Alligator, large Grip,

window

in

No. 7.

leather Oxfords.
$2.50, $2.75. $3.00, *3.50

Best Cloth Mauve leather trimmed
Grips, at
$1.69. $1.79, $1.89, $1.93, *2.19

plain.

—

;

Beal Alligator Grips, $7.00 kind at

terns, drop
stitch and

i
..

Listen to a brief recital of par-

ticulars

pair

in boot P»0-

etsSnU&iiSia^

......

at them in our window No. 6.

hundred

sixty

way
others

EAST MM

Twould be well for you to look

you?

’Twill be better for you to examine them at the counter.

Three
and

Dress Suit Cases, Belts and similar matters.

Ladies’
extra
fine Lisle Thread and Cotton
Hose. Some are striped ail the

this season.

Good all leather Grips,

$2.19

Seal Grips,

$4.25

Hose.

BOSTON BAGS.

Our Friday
and Saturday
on

50c, 69C, 75C, $1.25, *1.18

price,
sale

Alligator

Correct for summer

25c

is a

busy
place. Rain or
shine, the Bargains

if

J. R. LIBBY 00.

in

Bags,
$3.00. $3.25, $3.50

Chatelaine Bag3, all sizes, from
50c to $2.98

counter.
Our corner

Boston

at

Hosiery

J

use.

J,

The Little Samaritan’s Aid society will
5
meet with
Miss Mabel Brickett,
158
5 Brackett
street, Friday afternoon, at 4.30
1 o’clock, A fuJi attendance is reauested.

INDEPENDENCE DAY.

Mayor liandall received a telegram yesterday morning from General Manager
Hays of the Grand Trunk railway,
acknowledging tho receipt of letters sent
him by the Fourth of July committee.
Mr. Hays agreed to provide transportation
for tho Royal Scots, and other Canadian

tion of marines or cruiser as there were
none available that could be
spared at
this time.
He expressed his regrets that
this part of the programme will have to
be omitted.

representation of Canadians in

in

tho

city.

Cures croup, sore throat, pulmonary
troubles—Monarch over pain of every
sort. Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil.

our

SUITS
are

just

to GIVE AWAY 5,000 Books, containing useful
receipts for cooking all kinds of Sea Food, to all persons making
a purchase at our store.

magnet that
draws the
crowds our way.
The <jwiu!iJy is

A

all there.

Some

of the

is

gone.

price

SPECIALTY.

Jh.

price,

for $12 and $15
is the

druggists.
Sarsaparilla.

SHELL CRABS
and BROOK TROUT

now.

grades

**

You’ll

|

going

are

6QN6RESS SQUARE FISH MARKET,
578

Telephone 657-3.

Congress St.

«

see

by looking tst ’em.

MILK

S

I

STERILIZER
essential
good health
Is

to

baby’s

in

sum-

|

MANUFACTURE) 8S* SYNDICATE,
Middle,

Cross aasd Fi •ce

Sis., Portland, Me,

:■
8

♦

-v

♦
fc-

the best

2

I
|

Also all kinds of

supplies

nur-

except

aroTics.
) DISTRICT OF MAINE,
t P0RTLA2JT), June, 189S.
to the rules oi the Circuit Court
oi the United States for the District ol
l Maine, notice is hereby «;iven. that .JOHN C.
SWASKV of Runiford Falls, in said District
lias applied tor admission as an attorney and
counsellor of said Circuit Court,

4

PURSUANT

DAVIS,
TT
c
r.
Clerk U. b. Circuit Court, Maine District.
ielG
A3C
A. H.

f

lid, 37 PI'.iui Sires*

that may

I

occur

to

you

or

your

cm-

ployes.

|4
4

♦
We would like to talk with you about

U $$

it.
Come in and ask us all

ths questions

you want to.

...

| DOW

STEPHEN BERRY,
and tgaid ffl\ nl*'y} %
$$co1c}

Job

g

a..'

♦

sterilizers.

have
of

is ♦
Accident or Casualty Insurance
us a
sense.
By paying
founded on horse
small premium, wo insure you against ^
accident
losses from almost any kind of

^

4

mer.

sery

I

We

liver, cure biliousness, headache, dizziness,

We

| SOFT

the feature

Our

rouse the

lino

We offter today the finest Salmon ever cat np in the city.
We also carry a full line of FAftSGY FISH.

history.

SERGE

Stimulate tlio stomaoli,

stomach, constipation,
etc.
Price 25 cents.
bold
The only Pills to talco with Hood's

Lexington yesterday and the following
week six members from the
Lexington
club will come to Portland. Among the
members who will play in Lexington are
It is expected that a great many excurDean Sills, Mr. Walter C. Emerson, Mr. sionists
from along the line of the Grand
William G. Eaton, Mr. Ellis, Mr. Richard Trunk will
come
into
Portland on the
C. Payson.
Fourth and there will surely be a large
to

are giving the
people are
making our June
sales the largest
we

sour

organizations that intend to participate
in the celebration.
Transportation will
be required for about 250.
TO
British Vice Consul Keating received
word from the minister of marine that it
Golf would be
impossible to send a representa-

The members of the Lexington
club challenged the Portland Golf club.
Six members of the Portland club went

I

I

ADVERTISEMENTS.

xAA

single man,

a

__NEW

Two thousand yards

explosion.’ SALE

J. F. Liscomb, R. A. McJ. H. Short,
that the line between the Forest
and
Clutohy, S. B. Kelsey, Mr. Conant o: the
from an elaborately constructed arch
If ing
cities can go into operation.
Portland & Rochester; Geo. E. Brown, Queen
of daisies, by Rev. A. H. Wright, pastor
this line is established it will be a fine
W. F. Miliiken, David P. Rines, W. S.
of
the
St. Lawrence
Congregational
for both cities and be of material
Eaton, Albion Little, Col. Boothby, Col. thing
The wedding march was finely
The churoh.
to their business houses.
advantage
H. S.
J.
Osgood.
Hawkes, W. G.
rendered by Mr. Harry Locke.
The best
Salacia is a new And fast propeller boat
Assembly hall today from 10 a. m. to 2 Davis,
Henry P. Cox, Mr. Blakesley,
man was Mr. W. J. Lauglplin of Boston.
and
is
built
at
Bath
in
120
feet
1895,
long, Miss Clarice
p. in. All teachers and school children Solon
Cahill of Brunswick, T. F. TolM, Laughlin officiated as
26 feet beam, and has engines of 450 horse
are invited.
man, Prentiss Loring, D. B. Smith and
maid of honor, While Miss Tina Grant of
She would make landings on her
Lieut. Chaplin has taken down about C. E.
power.
Laechler, agent of the InternationLowell, Mass., was the bridesmaid.
new route, at Rockland, Camden, Belfast
ten names of those who are anxious to al
Steamship company at St. John, N.
The bride was gowned in white silk,
and
She
has
excellent
accomBucksport.
enlist. The
examining physician has B.
the bridal veil and carrying in
wearing
for
both
modations
and
not yet
been
passengers
appointed, but Lieut.
A good hour was spent most informally
her hand a bouquet of roses. At the conChaplin began recruiting this afternoon. and pleasantly at the tables and the.shore freight.
clusion of tlie reception
Mr. and Mrs.
He will examine the boys and they
will resounded with the hearty laughs which
took the late train for Portland.
Laughlin
GRAND PATRIOTIC CONCERT.
probably be examined afterward by the emphasized the jollity of the occasion.
regularly appointed physician.
The bands played lively music while the
PERSONAL.
A Superb Chorus to Slug on Fourth
A meeting of the committee on lire de- clambake was
of
being discussed, and at
was
called
for
last
partment
July.
evening, but its conclusion, to the music of “So Say
Mr. D. F. Murdock has moved to his
there was not a quorum present.
We All of Us,” the guests wended their
cottage on Peaks Island for the season.
The meeting of Portland Colony, Pilto
McOullum’s
theatre,
way
Barltey
Prof.
Miss Alice Maud McDonough of this
Taylor, whose grand ohorus at
grim Fathers,will be held this evening at where a fewj minutes were passed in inthe concert given at City hall, some city was ono of the bridesmaids at the
7.80 o’clock in Orient hall. As this is the
specting it, and other spots of interest on weeks
ago received such unqualified praise wedding of Mr. Albert K. Kenneson of
last meeting of the season a full atten- the
Cape Cottage grounds.
from the press,^is to have charge of the Chelsea, Mass., and Miss Mabel Edith
dance is desired.
At £.15 o’clock the electrics were again
chorus
at the patriotio entertain- Robinson of Malden, Mass.
Thomas
Ryan, the one-armed man, boarded and the party, with music in grand
ment to be given the evening of Fourth
Ellis of
Assistant
Bank Examiner
uuo aoi ox
va\iguo
the air, was transported along the ling
the cash drawer in Frank H. Little & of the road to Steamboat wharf on the of July, in the open air, under the aus- Gardiner was in town yesterday and made
Portland
pices of the city government. Prof, l’ay- his usual inspection ot the
Co.’e store on Commercial street, and was olty
side, where the Pilgrim was moored lor Is desirous of
tho affair as Savings bank.
making
to the Superior court, was in readiness to continue the
bound over
tip to Peaks
grand as those he has managed in Caliclass of ’94, P. H. S.,
D. S. Roberts,
driven out of Biddeford a few days ago.
island.
fornia. For that reason he would like a grandated Wednesday from the Boston
The
Woman’s Foreign Missionary soAt Peaks Island, the party was joined
chorus of
a thousand voices, and he inDental school.
ciety qf the Portland Methodist district, by their ladies, who had been enjoying
vites the Haydns, the Festival chorus,
Dr.
Sylvester has moved to 606 Conthat in Biddeford, yesterday.
Mrs. J. B. a
capital dinner at the Peaks Island and all the other
choruses in town, or grass street.
Donnell of Portland, presided. The prohouse, and all attended The Gem. The individuals
who sing to join in making
Ex-Judge Knooh Foster of Bothel was
gramme recently published in the PRESS comments on the beauty of the theatre
up the required number. He especially in Portland; yesterday.
was fully carried out.
and the excellence of the company were
wants singers
familiar with Keller’s
Miss Lora G. Cummings, a teacher in
most favorable and
it was said that a
HE RECEIVED A BAD BLOW.
American hymn,
Tobasoo^maieh, Star the Brigham academy, Bakersfield, Vt.,
better performance
could not be given
Albert Nelson, one of the workmen enSpangled Banner, Freedom of God and is visiting relatives in Portland.
In the Metropolis. After the performance
Sub-Master Neal of Brigham aoademy,
Six numbers will be given by
Right.
gaged in the government repairs going on the
left
and
party returned to Portland
Great Diamond
at
baDd and six by the Bakersville, Vt., is visiting in this oity.
island, wus quite on the Horatio Hall for New York amidst Chandler’s full
Mrs. Miller,
wife of ex-Mayor Seth
badly injured yesterday afternoon. He the cheers of the Portlanders and the chorus accompanied by the band, and
of Auburn, was in the city
these will be superbly illustrated by the P. Miller
was hit by a part of a derrick in the abmusio of the orchestra.
The injured man was taken to
electric stereoptican,
Mr. E. C. Swett Thursday.
domen
the oity on one of the Casco Bay steamhaving gone to New York for the pictOBITUARY.
ers,

ADTEBTISKB'yKNTa.

j
’and

|

next Sunday evening.
It was a fine day
yesterday with a
strong northwest wind.
Mr. Oscar S. Werner, representing A.
W. Elseu & Co., Boston,
will give an
exhibition of Greek and Roman art in

JTC5W

improvements which

performed by the r
Rev. Dr. Blanchard and was witnessed
the family and the immediate
putting it in the best possible service for only by
friends of the bride and groom. The bride
pared in a most creditable manner by the needs of the travelling publlo, and it
was handsomely
gowned in white satin
Dana G.
Robinson, manager of the Ca- is the purpose of the managers to spare
trimmed with duchesse lace. She carried
the
wants
of
the
no
meet
to
people.
sino. It was a good, old-fashioned State
pains
of bride’s
roses.
A public telephone pay station has just a beautiful bouquet
of Maine feast, deliciously cooked and
mere were six young mines wno omciateu
satisfactorily served by a corps of 35 been placed in the casino building and as
bridesmaids, Misses JanejMorse, Emma
well-trained waiters in oharge
of Mr. four new summer cars have been received
Emma Mofwntn tlio Tnnna Man nfunf.nrv
rl rnv \ V
Morse, Hattie MoGlinchy,
Kastman
Glinchy, Uraoe Means and Myra FarnsAbout 1 o’clook, during the progress of
PORTLAND AND BANGORworth.
the bake, a trolley’car came flying across
There were many beautiful presents inthe road and stopped in front of the CaA New Steamboat l int1 May tio Estab- cluding a large polished oak
chest, filled
sino. It carried Chandler’s band, which
lished.
with silverware, the gift of the Outing
had been sent to add to the music of the
club, of whioh the groom is a prominent
occasion by the Cape Elizabeth eleotrlo
There is a strong probability that a now member, while the bride received most

company.
The band, proceeded to the scene of
companies 1 and 3 have voted to take part
in the Fourth of July parade.
gayety headed by Hon. C.,F. Libby,Swith
Some vandal broke the color pole and Capt. J. B. Coyle and Mr. Bowles of the
carried away the flag from the yard at Cape eleotrios, forming the main body of
Mo. 7B Anderson street, sometime
be- the augmenting force.
tween the hours of 9 and 10 o’clock TuesThey were royally welcomed amid loud
day evening.
cheers os they joined the party already
The Boston Bridge Co. had the draw at assembled at the tables who, In addition
Portland bridge in working order yester- to the guests from New York were: Henday morning and it was opened for travel. ry Fox, Ammi Whitney, W.jR. Wood, W.
The Sunday school of Abyssinian church E. Wood, E. B. Winslow, 1C. W. T. Codwill give their children’s day concert ing, E. E. Rounds, Col. Fred N. Dow,

nun

AP-fEBTlSBMEireS.,,

Along

It was very pteunfc
are contemalong the water
front yesterday and there
in
along
now
were many
and
those
progress,
plated,
the
visitors along
wharves.
the line of the Cape Elizabeth eleotrlos by
The steamer Cumberland
the managers of the road are matters just
arrived yescow of great public interest, and referring terday morning.
arrivals
Lobster
yesterday Wara c B
to these, Mr. Boyries, private secretary of
7000 from Nova
Vice President
.and General Manager Harrington,
ScotiaS000 from Novo
Scotia
Krutz, in an interview yestetday with R. Atwood,
outlined these from the coast:
Clara Marston
a representative of the PRESS,
Minnio Davis, 1000.
some of the work which was being done 1590;
It seems that a Dutch
sailor named
to g ve the public the very best o! service
Jensen was in this city the first of the
at an early date.
was a sailor on
the Maine
It is proposed to equip tho road with a week. Jensen
and one of the survivors of the
privalo telephone service and signal
He came here from Boston to ship on the
system. There will lie established six to
ten stations a ong the road,from the main schooner Charles P. Notman whioh sailed
Those who spoke
office in the city to the
with
house, a few days ago.
power
covered with scars that
theatre and casino with several stations Jonsen say he was
at Intermediate pointB. The object is to he received when the Moine blew up. Ha
insure prompt and reliable service to went into a Southern.hospital and after
He did not care
avoid accidents and also annoying delays. ho was able was released.
his time had exThe road is about to install a blook to enlist again and as
lie decided to follow the sea again
signal system, which wiil prevent the pired
The so shipped as a sailor on the Notman.
truck.
of cars on a
The

Owen. Moore & Co.
J. k. Libby Co
Lines Brothers Co.—2.
Kastman Bros. & Bancroft.
The Dirlgo Cycle Co.
Manufacturers’ Syndicate.
Congress square Fish Market,
Loring. Short & Harmon.
Dow & Pinkhain.
Johnson & Lambert.
Maine Central It. It. Excursion.
A. F. Hill & Co.
Portland & Boothboat Steamboat Co,
FINANCIAL.
Portland Trust Co.

HARBOR Mo
res.

electrics.

cape

&

i

|
4
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